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RELIEF SOCIETY BLUES

WHAT ARE THE Relief Society blues?
When you not only know that what the
teacher is teaching is true, and that everyone
else not only understands the principle but
totally lives it, and you wish you had stayed
home. Nothing can make me feel more guilty
than a lesson on something that is just not
going right in my life

Now, before you conclude that I’m some
terrible sinner, stop~ I’m probably a lot like
you. I’m an active member. I can honestly
pass the temple recommend questions. I love
the Church. Yet, sometimes I struggle with
guilt, depression, and inadequacy

For some reason, Rehef Society brings out
these feelings more than any other part of the
Church The teachers are usually so well
prepared. I’ve taught Relief Society, and no
sooner would I finish my lesson than I’d start
worrying about my next one If a "super-
teacher" syndrome exists in the Church, it IS
when nice ladies teach Rehef Society.

As a young-adult convert, I was quite
smug about making the celesual kingdom. I
was so zealous I couldn’t imagine anything
blocking my path It all seemed attainable:
I’d malty ~n the temple, as would my chil-
dren-after they had all served honorable
missions

I did get mimed in the temple. We had
six acnve and lively children. Soon I was no
longer smug. These loved ones that make
living in the celestial kingdom ~mportant are
the biggest potholes in my celestial path.
They are the only people I get mad right-
down-to-my-toes at. This usually happens
on Sunday mormng right before a s~ster g~ves
a lesson on anger destro)qng homes.

P~cture this: it’s Sunday morning and the
house is clean. I’ve cooked all that can be
cooked the night before, and set the table.
We’ve had family home evening lessons on
the ~mportance of being on time--I can hon-
estly say I have done my part. I am right on
schedule and the children have been called
In plenty of time. Even when I call them the
second and third time there’s still plenty of
ume--lf they would just move! When I fi-
nally convince them to get going, they only
have one speed--their speed. Children are
always sure there is plenty of time, and
parents know there is never enough

One teenager has dec~ded that church is
dumb and will not move at all. My teenage
daughters are willing, but take forever to get

their hair done. They run all over looking for
combs, brushes, clothes that they have
misplaced. They want to borrow mine, but
~t’s too late because they’ve already lost them.
The little children just want to play.

Any of these life scenes can be handled
well the first few times. It’s the ones that
happen over and over that are the killers. I’m
not a rut runner; m fact, I’m quite creative. I
have tried many things: games, mcentlves,
bribes, treats, prayers, scriptures, and, yes,
sometimes yelling myself hoarse.

To have a really bad mormng, all I need is
to feel that the Relief Socmty lesson is being
given .lUSt to me This doesn’t happen too
often, but enough to know how hard the
guilt can be I feel all alone and very low.

One morning the Rehef Society teacher
was impressing us with the importance of
sending our children on m~sslons. Every-
thing she said was true but wasn’t working
for me My son wasn’t interested With every
success story, I sunk deeper into my chair.
Finally, I stopped the teacher and stud,
"Please, all of this is humng me " My honest
plea set off an interesting reaction Hearts
opened up and the room filled with love. I
thought of what the old quilting bees m~ght
have been hke as everyone shared feehngs
and struggles. One s~ster shared how frus-
trating it was to be a working mother An-
other, of how she hated lessons on temple
marriages with no marriage partner in sight.
The saddest story came from a sister whose
family had experienced the pain of suicide
Almost everyone had something that made
her feel insecure and lonely.

We all have areas that frustrate us. We
need to feel free to share. We need to be
reminded over and over that love is the best
medicine. We do not have to be perfect We
are working toward perfection We all need
help to love ourselves so that we can love
others. Rehef Society can be a place where we
can find help This sisterhood can strengthen
us. We need to be real with each other. The
best way to fight the Relief Society blues is to
share our cares. Care enough to say, "Stop,
we are not quite there yet; come back to
where we are and love us through this."
Teachers, pull us out and bring us ~nto your
lessons Nothing fights the blues better than
knowing that even if we slip we aren’t alone.
We can get back up with the help of our
sisters and our savior Jesus Christ.

SANDY HIRSCHE
Provo, UT
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SUNSTONE TYPES

SUNSTONE IS MY biggest source of ag-
gravanon and confusion. It’s obvious the staff
and contributors are informed and open-
minded. Every issue brings the question,
Why do such informed Mormons keep their
foot in the Church door? Mormomsm con-
tinues unthwarted in its progression and un-
challenged by these ideas because they rarely,
if ever, ~nvolve acnon.

Whatever is a reader to do with these
written provocations? The SUNSTONE-Sword
has no sting because you fight the Church
while remaining ~n her ranks Do any of you
have the grits to step completely out of the
closet and go your own way?

While the darker side of Mormonism ~s
big news to me, ~t’s common knowledge to
you "Sunstone types" This troubles me. You
couldn’t care about or examine these matters
w~thout a thorough understanding of the
Church So I ask: Why do you conunue to
debate its lesser merits when you know the
foundanon ~s ~nherently flawed? What ~s the
value of these articles if the light that is shed
leads nowhere?

CORA TAYLOR-JUDD
Irvine, CA

Elbert Peck replies:
This in&sputable "Sunstone-type" keeps

his foot, head, and heart in the Church be-
cause he senses God working with and
through the LDS church and people. That
the Church is a dynamic, effecuve, yet flawed
commumty of believers in Christ is not a
"lesser ment"--~t is a rare gem that some
roam the world in search of and do not find
The darker sides of Mormonism are nothing
but the lamentable human aspects of any
social endeavor. And the open, in-house,
charitable discussion of these issues aren’t
nasty revelauons that prove Mormomsm’s
unworthiness, but are acts to check and im-
prove and to heal and purify the Latter-day
Stunts in their quest to be the people of God.

ANSWERS & QUESTIONS
ITS A GOOD feeling when you read

articles where members of the Church ex-
press their ideas and convictions, and you
find out that you are not the dark horse but
that other people come to the same conclu-
sions Especially over here in Europe we are
in close contact w~th many religious denom-
inations and can’t afford to sweep problems
under the carpet. Only when we open our

eyes and use our brmns will we understand
the gospel and strengthen our faith. We
should be more critical of ourselves than of
others because that seems to be the only way
to change things and ~mprove our sltuauon.

I have a group of friends, all members ~n
good standing, serving in different positions
in our ward and stake. We meet regularly in
our homes to discuss the gospel as well as the
organlzauon of the Church frankly and with-
out reserve. Because we know each other, we
can estimate the positive intenuon behind
every statement In this circle, SUNSTONE very
often g~ves the background for long debates.
We see the inspiration in essays like those on
"Alternative Voices" (SUNSTO~qE 14:2, 15:4),
Janice Allred’s "Do You Preach the Orthodox
Rehglon?: A Place for Theology in Mormon
Commumty" (15:2), Sheila Davaney’s
"Trends in Feminist Theology" (15 2), and
many others. They offer answers to questions
that we can scrutimze and investigate and
finally make up our own minds about better
than the often fiat answers and questions in
Sunday School.

WERNER H. HOCK

Tiefenbronn, Germany
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INTELLECTUALS
IN LIGHT OF the Brethren’s comments

about symposia ("Church.Issues Statement
on ’Symposia’," SUbaSTONE 15.4), I have a
comment on the intellectual in the Church.

The scriptures say that it is impossible for
a person to be saved ~n ~gnorance; a
philosopher once said that an educated man
and an ~gnorant man are like the difference
between the living and the dead. The Lord
commands us to learn of things that are ~n
the earth and beneath the earth (D&C
8879), so there can be no doubt that he, too,
is concerned that we be educated. But if we
are really concerned with enlightenment, we
must ultimately come to understand what
true knowledge is and how to attain ~t.

"This latter day work ~s spiritual. It takes
spintuahty to love ~t, to d~scern it, and to
comprehend it." These words by President
Ezra Taft Benson encompass how and only
how one can come to enlightenment in this
gospel We assimilate informauon by rea&ng
or seeing Our conclusions are formed ~n our
m~nds. But when one is spiritually informed,
the conclusions come from an external
source filling our spirits with truth. It can
come in no other way Yet how many sym-
posium papers have come about ~n this way?

For example, I once read a symposium
paper about the endowment and how it has
changed through the years. Yet, I also heard
a counselor in a temple presidency say that
anyone who tries to interpret the endowment
~s a fool, that the spiritual nature of the en-
dowment ts revealed ~n a personal way Hav-
ing one or one thousand degrees does not
bring us any closer to spiritual truth.

I endorse education, but there is a differ-

ence between the humble seeker of truth and
the "intellectual." A common thread In many
symposium papers ~s criticism of the
Brethren. That attitude is contrary to
revealed truth: "And the voice of warning
shall be . . . by the mouths of my disci-
ples    Whether by my own vmce or by the
voice of my servants, ~t is the same" (D&C
1:4, 38). And, "whatsoever they shall speak
when moved upon by the Holy Ghost shall
be scnpture, shall be the will of the Lord,"
(D&C 68 4). Regardless who ~s in that office
or what faults he may have, that office
represents God. Those who cntictze the
Brethren crluc~ze God.

Many intellectuals beheve they can write
better revelations than President Benson
about priesthood, motherhood, or whatever
else .bothers them. The Lord has often pre-
ferred the unlearned to be his servants. The
intellectuals are too busy listening to them-
selves to listen to God. Th~s is why they will
never sit tn the h~gh councils of the Church.

Thankfully, the Holy Ghost ~s available to
all When we tap into that power, he will do
nothing more nor less than confirm the
words of the Brethren. We will know ~n the
depths of our souls that official Church
pohcy ~s God’s policy and that ff we need
conflrmanon that Ezra Taft Benson is a pro-
phet of God we will know it. I attended the
first general priesthood session at which Pre-
sident Benson spoke and knew by the spirit
he was a prophet. After that, anything he
spoke from the pulpit I knew came from
God. That knowledge does not come from
one’s credentials or thesis. It comes on one’s
knees.

MIKE LOVlNS

Bountiful, UT

THE RESTORATION
MOVEMENT

AS A FORMER member of the LDS
church and a convert to the RLDS church,
and as a new subscriber to SUNSTONE, I am
concerned about the content of your intellec-
tually sumulaung magazine

While SUNSTONE centers itself vctth~n
Mormon thinkers, I expected a broader con-
tent. We, the Reorgamzed Latter Day Saints,
are as "Mormon" as the Latter-day Stunts. We
share a common hentage, the Book of
Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants, the
principle of modern-day revelation, and
other behefs. Our churches are part of "the
Restoration Movement" That "the Church"
became the broader "Movement" is demon-
strated by the fact that far less than half of the
membership followed Brigham Young. At
one point, James Strang’s followers were just
as numerous as Bngham Young’s

I do not suggest that SUNSTONE alter or
&mimsh its LDS emphasis. I would, how-
ever, appreciate a greater amount of coverage
of and ~nformatlon on the Reorgan~.auon.

Scott L. GIBSON
Salt Lake City

A POLITICAL BALANCE
SUNSTONE DOES PROVIDE a useful

forum. The liberahty and openness in look-
ing at theological issues of our Mormon cul-
ture IS reassuring. But I have less sympathy
w~th the predominant "hberal-left-statist"
political theme in the magazine. It rem~nds
me of the dogmatic orientation m the social
science departments of universities--the
"PC" syndrome. Conservative and hbertanan
vmces should be heard from for a better
balanced presentation.

BRENT MIKESELL
Salt Lake Oty

Editor’s Reply:
To a degree, the articles in SUNSTONE

reflect the submissions we receive. I would
like to consider more "conservative" articles.
SUNSTONE’S role is to provide a forum for all
perspectives of Mormon thought and experi-
ence.

LDS CHILD ABUSE
I AM WRITING to share my small weight

of evidence regarding the furor over
rituahzed child sexual abuse within the LDS
community ("Leaked Bishop’s Memo
Spotlights LDS Ritual Satanic Sexual Abuse,"
SUNSTONE 15:5). I have worked with many
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children who have been sexually abused as
well as adults who were molested as chil-
dren Of the adults ! have worked with, four
reported satanic abuse involving LDS church
members that was very similar to that
reported by Bishop Glenn Pace of the LDS
Presiding B~shopnc S~x of my clients in cases
of Incest were daughters of former bishops
As Dr Don Price commented in the Salt Lake
Tribune on 26 October 1991, ~t is only to be
expected that satamc abuse will imitate
rituals of predominant rehglons

What I have noticed, however, is the in-
crease m children reporting rltuahzed sexual
abuse involving groups of children and
adults These reports may or may not relate
to satanic rituals and the more bizarre acnvl-
ties associated wqth satanic worship, but they
generally seem to occur within LDS church-
linked nmghborhood groups

A little over five years ago, at about the
same time the Hadfield case emerged ~n Lehi,
I, along w~th five or s~x other therapists,
~nterviewed approximately twenty children
from a Bounnful ward. In th~s same ward,
other children had made allegations about
Bret Bullock and other adults in what ap-
peared to be a group sex nng Bullock was
subsequently convicted Others were not
charged In this same neighborhood, totally
different adults were named by totally differ-
ent children. This, of course, sounds hke an
hysterical wqtch-hunt

However, the children who reported the
second, non-Bullock sex ring did not know
what the children in the Bullock case had
stud and were too young to come up w~th the
consistent, spontaneous, exphcit detml and
congruent emononal affect that they
manifested 1-hese two Bountiful sex nngs
were never linked by any children as far as I
know Both groups ~nvolved ntuahzed sex
acts but to my knowledge, not satanic rites
The bishop arranged investlgauve evalua-
tions for all the children m the Bullock case
None of these children reported bmng
abused However, they were seen only once
by the therapists, and given the nature of the
reported abuse (pornographm filming, am-
mal kilhng, group sexual acts of all kinds,
etc, and the threats for "telhng" reported by
the children who had "talked"), ~t would be
surprising if a therapist could ehcIt informa-
non in one mtervmw

One aspect of the second alleged sex ring
was that a daughter and son-in-law of a gen-
eral authority were named as the mmn abus-
ers by at least seven children Explicit detml
was g~ven about th~s couple’s activitms by all
of these children. When the couple’s names
surfaced, the Bountiful pohce, for all practi-

cal purposes, dropped the case.
Witnessing how the children in the then-

contemporaneous Hadfleld and Bullock
cases suffered, all the parents of the children
who made allegations refused to allow thmr
children to testify in court At the time, the
stake president and others in the Church
system said they beheved the children, but
no Church action was ever taken against any
of the alleged perpetrators

The Church ~s in a legal b~nd in cases of
this sort, no doubt feanng lawsuits by those
who are disctphned or by future vicums if
further abuse occurs by prewously alleged
perpetrators now holding Church office The
Church IS also ~n a difficult pos~non when it
comes to adults now seeking Church action
against a perpetrator for abuse that may have
occurred years ago when they were children
Nevertheless, Utah has one of the h~ghest
child sexual abuse rates in the nation, and
much of the sex nng acnvlty being reported
allegedly has taken place w~thln LDS congre-
gations and ~s perpetrated by active LDS
members The Church must warn its
members of the vulnerablhty of youth even

to the Church’s own youth leaders and to
family members W~thln the Salt Lake Valley
alone, sex abuse nngs have been reported ~n
Midvale, West Valley, Salt Lake, and Bounti-
ful.

In talking vath colleagues, I have heard
several factors menuoned that may place
children at risk ~n the LigS culture Utah’s
h~gh birthrate ~n Utah and low per-capita
income place extra pressure on family sys-
tems LDS nmghborhoods generally encour-
age a lot of adult/child ~nteracuon outside the
family Wh~le this may create a supportive
environment, It also puts children more at
risk for abuse The patriarchal system where
the priesthood holder’s authority is not
questioned allows pedoph~les a umque op-
portunity Bishops often support the perpe-
trator because he is a priesthood holder
Unfortunately, children cannot trust every-
one, ~ncluding Church leaders. The Church
needs to change ~ts ~mplied message that its
leaders are morally ~nfalhble

There ~s the LDS attitude that marriage
should be preserved at any cost LDS demal
of anything being wrong wthtn family or

’Just because of this, the bishop
wouldn’t give me a temple recommend."
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Church systems is exceedingly strong. I be-
lieve that a Church cover-up occurred in the
case of the general authority’s children, al-
though I have little admissible evidence to
support my oplmon If there has been a
cover-up, obviously It is intolerable to
Mormons and non-Mormons alike.

Sexual abuse will decrease when the pub-
lic becomes informed and acts to protect its
children. I plead with LDS leaders to help
make this information accessible.

lVI~RION B. SMITH
Former Director

Intermountain Sexual Abuse Centers
Salt Lake City

SPIRITUAL ABUSE

IN RESPONSE TO the articles regarding
Elder Paul H. Dunn ("The Baseball and War
Stories of Elder Paul H. Dunn," SUNSTONE
15:3). As a questioning and skeptical adoles-
cent, I felt strengthened and spiritually
moved by the stories and the inspiring man
who delivered them. I wanted to beheve that
there were unseen forces that protected and
graded the righteous just as Elder Dunn had
said. I wanted to be righteous in order to
merit the same kinds of experiences. Now, I
realize, I was spiritually duped, not by the
concepts but by the content of those stories.

I falsely trusted a general authority’s faith-
promoting stories that were intended to stir

me to higher purposes. I trusted because
general authorities are "keepers of the faith."
Many have said that when Elder Dunn
spoke, they felt the spirit validating his
words. What must it do to people’s faith to
later learn that they were deceived, believing
that they once felt the spirit and now must
doubt their ablhty to discern the spirit. The
general authorities are to the Church what
older brothers, uncles, and grandfathers
should be to families. We want to open
ourselves to them because we believe they
are nurtunng, wise, and trustworthy. When
that trust is violated in families, emotional,
physical, and sexual abuse can be the conse-
quence, including denial of any wrong-
doing. Am I stretching to feel spiritually
abused by those I trusted and to whom I
opened my spiritual self?. Like other wctims
of abuse, many will find their openness to
future stones replaced with scars of skepti-
cism and doubt.

R.SCOTT RHODES
San Diego, CA

JUST THE FACTS
IN THE NOVEMBER 1991 Writer’s D~-

gest there is an article about how to conduct
interviews. One of the points should be of
interest to those who were intrigued by Paul
Dunn’s "synthesized" personal history.

"Check every fact," author Hank Nuwer

"Let’s do lunch for our home teaching visit."

cautions. "If your subject’s life story sounds
too good to be true," It likely is. Nuwer cites
The Detroit Free Press’s Susan Ager, who
reported that many people fictionalize events
"to make themselves more important in their
own eyes," someumes inadvertently--some-
times not. Such stories, Nuwer notes, "sound
wonderful until they appear in pnnt, and
angry letter writers pin the subject with these
falsehoods." He illustrates with the story of
Bob Irsay, who as long as "a businessman...
got away with telling journalists about his
glowing military record. But when Irsay be-
came the owner of the Baltimore (now In&-
anapolis) Colts, Sports Illustrated blew the
cover on his phony background."

He cautions writers to "check out
everything" their subjects say, "no matter
how convincing they sound." He concludes,
"I doubt that I research one story in ten
where every clmm, fact, date, and statistic
given me by an interviewee checks out." Per-
haps Paul Dunn is more like the rest of us
than we might want to think.

PAUL H. SMITH

Laurel, MD

MEANS TESTING

IN ENDS AND MEANS, Aldous Huxley
argued that "Means are ends in the making,"
that ff the means are compromised and im-
pure, so too will be the end. Similarly, the
scriptures are replete with the notion that
correct ~ntentions, as well as the good act, are
necessary to obtain the blessings of the Lord.

Paul Dunn and his inspirational anec-
dotes illustrate this. His stories, brief moral-
ity plays, were intended to stir our sense of
potential and direct our actions to greater
heights. The desired end couldn’t have been
worthier--more righteous behavior among
the Saints. So in Brother Dunn’s mind, the
means were justified. But the means were
tainted because the stories were exaggera-
tions. Therefore, the end was weakened.

Brother Dunn’s approach is occasionally
repeated in other ways in the Church: Home
teaching is performed for statistics, stake
priesthood meeting attendance is rewarded
with pie and ice cream, scripture reading is
rewarded by a longer line on the bar graph.
The ends are worthy, but the means are per-
verse and unworthy. We’re doing the right
things for the wrong reasons.

There are few absolutes in this life. But
genuine morality must arise from a clear un-
derstanding of good and evil, must be
achieved through faith and obedience to the
principles (true and accurate) that govern the
highest orders of the universe. To be valid,
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righteousness must be performed because of
selfless love and a devotion to truth. Any-
thing short of that will reduce or eliminate
the blessings. God does not lie to get us into
his kingdom; Satan does.

S. PORTER
Palrndale, CA

STANDARDS OF REALITY
SOME PARALLELS WITH the moti-

vations for Paul Dunn’s stories may come
from the writings of Loren Eiseley, one of the
world’s most respected and beloved nature
writers. In a posthumously published vol-
ume of his notebooks, his editor and fnend
describes Eiseley’s methods:

Although Loren was always writing
about himself, he, like many other
creative writers, manipulated the
accounts of his life. In his essays, he
occasionally invented characters,
rearranged events, and composed
conversations in search of a larger
reality. His intention was not to de-
ceive or falsify, but rather to clarify,
and he managed to give reality the
vividness of fiction by the way he
reported an incident. (Kenneth
Heuer, ed., The Lost Notebooks of
Loren Eiseley [Boston: Little, Brown,
& Co., 1987], 76.)

Eiseley’s many readers would not have
wanted his stories Impoverished by a too
rigorous standard of reality. These are natural
parables, and, like other parables, they are
valued for their descnption of a larger reality,
their clarity, and their vividness rather than
for their historicity.

.JACK WORLTON
Salt Lake City

A STUDY IN DENIAL
THE PAUL DUNN episode affords the

rare opportunity to see a situation where
there is simply no justification or rationale.

It was interesting to see how several essays
described Elder Dunn’s behavior. Terms in-
cluded exaggerations, misrepresentations,
fabrications, ethical shortcomings, embel-
lishments, myth-making, combined truths,
half-truths, or, my favorite, "untruth." Only
occasionally did anyone describe what they
were----lies.

Also interesting is how those affected
react. Some call a spade a spade, some play
dumb, and others wallow deeper and deeper
as they make pitiful attempts to defend him.
I applaud Lynn Packer’s courage In telling the
truth but wonder how many other "Lynn

Packers" there are who buckled under the
pressure and condoned such abhorrent be-
havior by obediently remaining silent.

RANDALL BELL

Santa Monica, CA

A TABLOID EXPOSt 
WHILE I DISAGREE with the decision

to publish the news piece about Elder Dunn,
I support SUNSTONE for the additional discus-
sions which provided more context and wis-
dom for interpretation and understanding.

I see no good reason for public revelation
of and discussion about the personal faults of
a human being, especially one who has given
years of good and faithful service to God’s
children and kingdom. I see no value in
publishing details of journalist Lynn Packer’s
personal tribulations. I expect such exposes
in tabloids, not in periodicals which aspire to
scholarship and serious exploration of gospel
principles and Zion-building.

I want to share another type of experience
with Elder Dunn For two years I taught at
Boston University while Elder Dunn was the
New England Mission president. He or-
dained me a seventy and I served as a ward
mlssior, leader. On numerous occasions I
worked with President Dunn, visited his
home for firesides, attended meetings where
he preached, taught, and counselled
missionaries and members. I also witnessed
a temple wedding he performed.

I remember httle about war and sports

stones; these were not what impressed me.
And I was much impressed, more so than by
most other general authorities with whom I
have had direct experience (including more
than a dozen apostles and seventies). Elder
Dunn was frequently inspired as well as in-
spiring, and he was better informed and
more instructive in gospel principles and
practices and Church orgamzation and oper-
ation than most. I witnessed on two oc-
casions extraordinary power and revelation
from him. Is he imperfect and flawed? No
doubt. More so than some other Church
leaders and biblical prophets? I doubt it. Less
so than most of us? Certainly.

I witness that he was called of and served
God as an excellent priesthood and mission-
ary leader. Would that we could all do so well
as he did (and learn from him how to over-
come weaknesses inherent In mortality).

Is it not possible to discuss the issues that
concern us as a community without debunk-
ing personalities and amplifying pain and
division? For example, what good was served
by the public pursuit of the Clarence
Thomas-Anita Hill affair? Were not all de-
graded thereby: accuser and accused, media
and messenger, judge and jury, process and
procedure~ If that matter was badly served by
its public nature, how much more so the
humiliation of one who served the Lord and
his people?

T. ALLEN LAMBERT
Ithaca, NY
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TV IDOLS

THE OLD ADAGE that one picture is
worth a thousand words has much truth in
it, for a picture can communicate more,
faster. The dark side is that the picture’s
power can either enlighten or deceive with a
thousand more lies. And the machine gun
rapidity with which picture-lies can be told
makes them almost ~mposslble to refute
With VCRs, you can tell them yet another
thousand times as fast.

I am an lconoclast--a breaker of images.
A picture "cements" a concept far more than
does a word, and since the need to change
intellectual concepts from our birth to our
death is required to follow the commands to
"study and learn" and to "repent" of less
desirable concepts, such cementing of con-
cepts may actually impede (damn) us.

We are all obligate idolaters, for we can
worship and/or believe only what we are able
to conceive (to "see" in the "mind’s eye") and
our concepts should improve as we mature.
I was appalled when my class of nine-yea>
olds "knew" which were the "pictures" of
Jesus from among several portraits.

A picture, especially if it tries to be too
explicit (as in contemporary movies), loses
much and satiates quickly, for the power of
suggestion is neglected. All attempts at over-
realistic portrayal of feelings both strongly
positive and strongly negative fall short---or
seem outright phony (at least to me, a family
doctor w~th forty years association with the
highs and lows of real people in real life)

The Sunday School VCR portrayal of the
King James Version of the New or Old Testa-
ment, especially when attempung to be very

literal, is often painfully silly and usually
loaded with error (see Sheldon Greaves’s
"Joseph’s Amazing Technicolor Dream-
Church: Interpreting Scripture in the Video
Age," SUNSTONE 15"2) I am offended, angry,
and ashamed by these cheap substitutes for
honest study (which is really hard work)
Our Sunday School (sic) is only an indoctri-
nation machine, where cowed and/or incom-
petent teachers use insipid anonymous
manuals and farm out paragraphs or "scrip-
ture bits" to be stumbled over by the un-
fortunate called on to "read" them Now, they
roll out the TV set and the cerebration cen-
ters are put in neutral

The latest manuals tell us what to think
about, what thoughts to think about the
things they tell us to think about, and then
the conclusions we should have reached after
thinking the thoughts they told us to think
about the things they told us to think about.
This is total disrespect for the God-given
intellect and free agency which is the birth-
right of each individual human being. There
is sore need for repentance~

LEW W. WALLACE

San Gabriel, CA

IN OUR OWN IMAGE

I AM DISCOURAGED by the increasing
references in SUNSTONE and similar forums to
the "new awareness" of "Heavenly Mother"
(see "President Hlnckley Renounces Praying
to Mother in Heaven," SUNSTONE 15:3; Carol
Lynn Pearson’s "Chlasm to God the Mother,"
15: 3, and "Panel Discusses Praying to Mother
in Heaven," 15:4), prompted in part by the
~solanon some women feel because of the

ELDER BARER ~NILL BE HAPPY TO
EKPLAIH TO YOU HOW WE GOT THE BOOR OF ~ORt~Ol~ ...

absence of a heavenly female role model to
comfort and inspire them.

Latter-day Saints who call for greater em-
phasis on "Heavenly Mother," and who deem
such a belief to be enllghtened-(1.e, pohtl-
cally correct) and progressive, should pause
and reflect upon the concept’s origins. The
teaching of a wife joined to our Father was
first introduced in conjunction with the
practice of polygamy and is inextricably
bound to the concept of not a single "Heav-
enly Mother," but rather "Heavenly
Mothers," who are all wed to a single Father
in Heaven. How can this teaching bring com-
fort or strength to any twenueth-century Lat-
ter-day Saint, male or female?

The essence of being a disciple of Christ
is to emulate the Messiah in every way, in-
cluding the worshiping of his God, called by
Jesus "my Father" and "Abba." It is to this
Father that Christ told us to direct our
supplications, to whom he cried at Gethsem-
ane and on the cross, and to whom he com-
mended his soul at his death. Why should
any Chnstlan--male or female--need more
than the God of our Sawor? How can Christ’s
Father not be enough to fill any soul with
faith, hope, charity, and vision?

Some m~ght argue that a man cannot un-
derstand how it feels to be a woman relying
upon a male God. I have never viewed prayer
as a male bon&ng experience. I have found
that during those rare, sacred moments in
my life when I have truly felt the presence of
God, it has not been as one man commum-
caung with another, but rather as a child in
the presence of wondrous love and wisdom

Perhaps the problem ~s the overs~mphfled
LDS concept of God as a man, "just like you
and I " In forgetting the "otherness" of the
Almighty ("[h~s] ways are not our ways, and
[his] thoughts are not our thoughts," Isaiah
5:8) and the ~ncomprehenslblhty of God’s
glory, we create a collecnve mental image that
is all too describable. When we picture God’s
physical features in our minds, we must real-
ize that at best the image is a crude metaphor.
As a practical matter, if our minds behold a
human face just hke ours, then we have
Imagined something other than our Heav-
enly Father, since his glory defies all descrip-
tion, including the image conjured up by our
feeble minds And by reducing God to our
own moral image, and our own moral like-
ness, and in worshiping that image, we turn
our faith ~nto a type of idolatry.

This problem manifests itself in the
portrayal of God in the media as a cross
between Charlton Heston and Dan Haggerty.
A God that transcends descnpnon ts not well
served by being portrayed as a robust, fully-
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bearded image of twentieth-century
masculinity. If the object of oneg prayers is a
vision created by the hghts and cameras of
modern cinema, then a feehng of profound
spiritual isolation is to be expected not only
by women but by men as well.

The scripture "God is love" (1 John 4:8) is
far deeper than we know. We call this Love
"Father" because our Savior called Love "Fa-
ther." However, to impose upon God the
physical attributes of our current perception
of a masculine, father-like figure is to miss
the mark and to confuse the object of our
worship. To dwell in God’s love is to behold
God’s presence, and this gift IS in no way
restricted or defined by gender. In fact,
Christ has far more in common with Mother
Teresa than the Marlboro Man, and to feel the
freedom that comes from kinship with him
does not require XY chromosomes but rather
the simple desire to follow in his footsteps.
Those who feel that the manhood of Christ
somehow limits a woman’s capacity to rejoice
in a Christ-hke life ought to remember that
the qualities that define him and his Father
(compassion, mercy, wisdom, and love) are
completely unrelated to gender.

When Christ calls a man or woman, he
bids them come and die. Part of what must
die are the preconceptions and demands we
would place upon the author of salvation.
Those who require the additional presence of
"Mother(s) in Heaven" to assist them in their
devotion to Christ or communion with God
appear to be sipping from an empty cup.
This is unfortunate when the source of hving
water is so readily available

DOUGLAS W DESMARAI$
Baltimore, MA

BYU’S LINE BREAKERS
TIM BEHREND’S otherwise excellent

review of John Bennion’s Breeding Leah &
Other Stories (SUNSTONE 15:4) was marred by
wholly gratuitous and completely inaccurate
slurs against BYU and ItS faculty. He asserts
that the powers of BYU’s Don Marshall and
Doug Thayer "have dimmed," that, until
Bennlon, "it has been a long while s~nce a
fulltlme faculty member at BYU has
published a major work (or collection) of
fiction to critical acclaim," and accuses even
the "much-decorated Margaret Young" of
lapsing into "sentimentality and moralism,"
apparently because she recently dared to
publish with Deseret Book. He concludes
that Bennion IS thus the only BYU writer who
has earned "a place beside Judith Freeman,
Levi Peterson, and Pauline Mortensen at the
forefront of Mormon fiction."

Give me a break! Two collections by BYU
faculty have been published in recent years
by national presses and to cntical acclaim:
Thayer’s Mr. Wahlquist in Yellowstone (which
many, including John Bennion, think In-
cludes some of the best Mormon fiction yet)
and Darrell Spencer’s A Woman Packing a
Pistol (he publishes regularly in many presti-
gious literary journals and has a new collec-
tion under consideration). Young has a
collection (most of them prewously
published in national literary journals) and a
novel coming out this year, both from non-
Church presses. Louise Plummer is winning
national prizes for her young adult fiction.
And Pauline Mortensen did her collection for
her master’s degree at BYU! No other faculty
or program even comes close to producing
the quantity or overall quality of Mormon
fiction that BYU’s does. For Behrend to tax
Young and Marshall and Thayer for also try-
Ing to improve the quality of popular or
didacuc Mormon fiction is snobbery.

Behrend closes his review with a hope
that Bennion "will continue to write at BYU
with the same intense honesty and insight
that typified his work.., at the Umversity of
Houston"--obviously implying that it’s un-
likely given the nature of the place and ItS
faculty’s tendency to go "dim" and sell out.

Give me another break! For one thing,
Bennion wrote or completely revised some of
the stories Behrend likes after coming to
BYU. For another, there are at least ten col-
leges or universities in Utah and Idaho with
student bodies over 50 percent Mormon. By
even modest standards of educational
responsibility to students’ethnic and cultural
backgrounds, every one of those places
should have courses in Mormon literature,
faculty members who produce and cham-
pion it, and graduate creative writing pro-
grams that encourage it. BYU is the only one
that does any of those. And, with the excep-
tion of Levi Peterson (Weber State Umver-
slty) and possibly Frank Fisher (University of
Utah), BYU has at least six faculty regularly
writing Mormon fiction with more "honesty
and Insight" than any at the other places.

EUGENE ENGLAND
Provo, UT

CULTURAL HEGEMONY

L/ON REDD and Eugene England ("A
Benevolent Racism," SUNSTONE 15:3, and "Eu-
gene England Replies," 15:1) take the only
defensible positions regarding the racialist
construction of the Book of Mormon: either
God used a "benevolent racism" as part of the

I used to subscribe to Dialogue. Then they changed
the size and now it looks funny on my bookshelf.
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&vine plan, and men of hmlted understand-
~ng &storted ~ts original purpose, or God
never condoned racism and men unknow-
ingly ~nterwove ~t ~nto their culturally ~n-
formed understan&ng of the Gospel

Without meamng to offend, Red& argu-
ment could only be made by one who has not
been on the recetv~ng end That God would
condone this lethal ~deology of racism greatly
problemauzes the plan of salvation, for those
beheved to be the cMdren of Caxn and
Laman and for all humankind. As Eugene
England argued, "the concept of a parnal
God sen&ng h~s children tnto more and
more favored con&nons leaves the restored
gospel ~n shambles--especially our concept
of a loving God of all people" ("Are All Ahke
Unto God," SUNSTONE 14"2)

Redd further suggests that racxal groups
are treated &fferently according to the &vxne
favor they have ~ncurred, but as tn&v~duals
all people are ahke unto God regardless of
race, color, or gender Thxs logic escapes me
What is a group but a collecuon of ~ndtvldu-
als? John the Bapust, the Apostle Paul, and
Jesus taught against the behef tn Israel that
God favored one group over another
(Romans 9.6-8; Matthew 39 and 8 10-12)

It may be argued that the curse of black-
ness that fell upon the Lamamtes was never
meant as an eternal judgment but only as a
temporal sgn that w~ckedness was never
happiness. Yet even th~s reasomng stretches
creduhty among all of God’s great powers, a
skin of blackness was the most effecuve tool
he could find that would make the Neph~tes
th~nk twice about rebelhng If thts was the
case, God’s plan fmled wonderfully tn stop-
ptng Nephlte apostasy as well as ~mparually

menng out the penalty for rebelhon Even
though the rebellious Amhc~tes, for example,
marked their foreheads to d~sungmsh them-
selves from the righteous Neph~tes; this k~nd
of marking was a quahtat~vely &fferent
"curse" than an lndehble skin of blackness,
pamcularly w~th respect to thmr s~ns The
Amhc~tes knowingly rebelled against God,
xvhxle the dark cMdren of the Lamamtes
erred only through ignorance. Indeed, the
white Neph~tes who consciously turned from
God were the true hexrs to Laman’s curse, not
those who s~nned ~n ignorance.

One way around the problemanc Book of
Mormon construcuon of race and good and
evil is to take England’s posmon that the
Neph~te prophets and record keepers some-
how m~sunderstood God’s role in the forma-
non of the "curse," as well as the full meamng
of Christ’s atonement. But such an ~nterpre-
tauon only opens a Pandora’s box. Why, for
example, &d God allow such a tragic flaw to
be xnterwoven ~nto the bulk of modern scrip-
ture? England suggests that any &wne ~nter-
venuon to correct the raclahst ~deology of the
Neph~tes would have wolated thmr free
agency. But surely a few exphc~t words from
God to the Neph~tes would have been no less
a wolanon than was h~s g~v~ng the Ten Com-
mandments to Israel W~th few exceptions,
the Neph~tes appear to have been obhwous
to what God told ancient Israel about physi-
cal appearances "Look not on h~s counte-
nance, or on the heght of h~s stature;, for
the Lord seeth not. . on the outward ap-
pearance, but the Lord looketh upon the
heart" (1 Samuel 16:7)

For the Neph~te prophets to have
m~sunderstood some of the most fundamen-

tal tenants of the gospel challenges the foun-
danon upon which the Book of Mormon
presently stands If their record Is "the most
correct book on Earth" except when it comes
to the way ~n which the Nephltes understood
the Atonement, and except ~n the way they
conceived of God’s deahngs w~th the cMdren
of Leh], then we are left w~th an uncomfort-
ably quahfled "most correct" book.

Another way around a reading of the
curse ~s to ~nterpret phrases such as "dark
and loathsome" and "white and dehghtsome"
as metaphors for hfestyles rather than actual
descnpuons of skin color However, by sug-
gesung that the construcuon of righteous-
ness ~s bmlt upon the ~dea that God bestows
h~s grace ac.cor&ng to the way &fferent
groups relate to their enwronment and how
they mampulate their resources, lmphc~tly
pnwleges white, Northern European con-
cepuons of c~whzauon, culture, and rehglon
over nanve behefs and pracuces. A noma&c
hfestyle is, ~n ~tself, ~nmnslcally no less con-
duc]ve to nghteousness than an urban cul-
ture. Yet the relauonshtp between social
orgamzanon and conversion, ~n fact, seems
to have played a fundamental role ~n the way
that s~n and righteousness ~s conceived in the
Nephlte record (Enos 1 20-21, 2 Neph~ 5 24.,
Morom 911, 12:4-, 14-) The propheuc chro-
nology of the Book of Mormon fully anucx-
pared that when the "correct" rehg~on ~s
brought to the modern "Lamamtes" by their
white brothers, the "scales of darkness" that
bhnded the American Indians for so long
would beg~n to fall from their eyes "and
many generations shall not pass among them
save they shall be a white [or pure] and
dehghtsome people" (2 Neph~ 30:5-6). But
what is to be the key element ~n th~s chmn of
events that would not only change the per-
son but change the race? The story of the
sons of Mosiah, perhaps the greatest Nephtte
m~ss~onanes, provides a clue.

After an ecstauc conversion, the k~ng of
the Lamamtes allowed the sons of Mos~ah to
freely preach the word of God, "and
thousands were brought to the knowledge of
the Lord, yea, thousands were brought to
beheve in the tra&uons of the Nephltes"
(Alma 23 5). The sons of Mosiah organized
the Church and consecrated priests and
teachers to m~mster to the converted Laman-
~tes, and "they &d lay down the weapons of
the rebelhon . . . yea, all their weapons of
war" (Alma 23 7, 13, 25:14--15). On the sur-
face, the sons of Moslah are following a
seemingly natural course by orgamz~ng the
mass of converted s~nners. But in bnng~ng
the Lamamtes out of the moral valderness
the Neph~tes ~mpose an external ~deology
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that results in the eradication of tra&tlonal
Lamanlte religious power structures and be-
hef systems. After the Nephite mlSslonanes
convince the Lamamtes of the w~ckedness of
thmr native traditions, they give them a new
heritage and a new ethnic identity (Alma
17:9, 15; 26:17). Perhaps those weapons of
rebellion included the weapons of the
mlnd--thmr tra&tlonal behefs, modes of
worship, h~story, and sense of idennty.

The cultural asslmflanon expected in the
Lamanites’ conversion was also expected of
thmr descendants. As vctth the Lamanites, the
In&ans must also acknowledge that they had
been rebels to God and that their cultures
and idenuues as a people were the result of
wickedness. By accepting the "correct" ~nter-
pretation of h~story as contained in the
records of the prophet-histonans, and by
leawng behind thmr "~dle," "Idolatrous," and
"Iniquitous" ways, the In&ans would be-
come born agmn. They would have a new
history, a new culture, a new ~denuty, and a
new skin (3 Nephl 2 12-16) Certmnly, as
Redd pmnts out, all who convert must un-
dergo an acculturanve process to some de-
gree, but it is a quahtanvely different
experience for many "Lamanltes" of today
who, If we are to follow the proscriptions in
the Book of Mormon, must become "white"
(or "pure") in custom, hfestyle, and rehgious
worship. Often what has helped the native
peoples of North and South America and the

Pactfic Islands surwve the trauma of con-
quest and colonization has been the strength
of their tra&uon and culture and a strong
sense of self That the Book of Mormon xs a
history of a white nation now extinct,
brought to the "Lamanites" of today by white
m~ssionarles who carry the "good news" that
they too may become physically "white" and
spiritually "pure" ff they hve according to the
teachings of a church that just happens to be
predominantly white seems to perpetuate the
cycles of conquest and domination within
the spiritual realms, and comes uncomfort-
ably close to the philosophy that motivated
the "In&an schools" estabhshed by other
Christian sects at the turn of the century’
"Kill the In&an to save the man "

Contrary to Redd’s suggesuon that the
restored gospel is culturally neutral, or at
best culturally unique, the cultural hege-
mony of white America permeates Mormon-
~sm I don’t th~nk, for example, that there will
ever be a general authority sitting on the
stands In general conference weanng h~s hair
and clothing after the tradInonal manner of
the Navajos. Instead, he will be required to
don the "appropriate" attire of the corporate
Church. Navajos do not commune with the
heavens as do white Americans, but Navajos
are not allowed to express their religious
feehngs in church in the traditional form,
Navajos are not allowed to bring Into chapels
or temples their sacred drums and other In-

struments used to send prayers to heaven,
nor their ancient dances, prayers and songs
of the soul that they have performed around
the campfire for centuries Why? Because
Northern European cultural forms of wor-
ship predominate in the LDS church, and
any other cultural form ~s considered at best
lnappropnate and at worst flleg~umate.

I don’t believe that God cares a whit if I
pray to h~m ~n Enghsh or ~n Navajo, or
whether I feel to sing the song of redeeming
love In the rehearsed cadences of Mormon
prayer or chanted in the manner of my Yaqul
ancestors One way that we may beg~n to
"come to a umty of the faith" that Paul spoke
of ~n Epheslans 4 11 is when the arrogance of
Ephrmm is tempered sufficiently to realize
that God’s ears are big enough to hear all who
pray "with a sincere heart [and] with real
intent" (Morom 10.4)

The current approaches to the racial and
cultural construction of good and evil In the
Book of Mormon leave the modern
"Lamanites" with difficult choices: rather we
accept that, like so many other words our
white brothers have brought to us, the Ne-
phlte record does not mean what ~t says It
means, or that salvation awaits us only when
we lose our racial and cultural distinctiveness
and Identities. If we are to begin to reconcile
these textual and conceptual discrepancies
with the behef in a lowng, ~mpartial, and just
God, then I believe that England’s approach
to tnterpreting the Book of Mormon may be
the most promising. Redd’s letter, however,
illustrates some of the formidable challenges
a hermeneutical approach to latter-day scnp-
ture poses for most Mormons Indeed, the
real power in Redd’s position is that there are
few "authoritative" voices to counterbalance
the racial and cultural construction of good
and evil in the Book of Mormon

EDUARDO P,~GAN
Pnnceton, NJ

SUNSTONE ENCOURAGES CORRE-
SPONDENCE. kETTERS FOR PUBklCA-
TION SHOUkD BE ADDRESSED TO
"READERS’ FORUM." WE EDIT FOR
SPACE, CLARITY, AND TONE LETTERS
ADDRESSED TO AUTHORS WIkk BE FOR-
WARDED UNOPENED TO THEM

"I’ll tell you what it doesn’t say. It doesn’t say that
the men’s baseball team gets new uniforms."

The visitors finally went;
The weary ward member was spent;

His wife heard him say,
"The next time they stay,

We’re charging our home teachers rent!"
KAREN ROSENBAUM
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FROM THE EDITOR

COWBOY POETRY AND BOOTS

By Elbert Eugene Peck

FOR THE PAST two years I have spent

a long and delightful January weekend in
Elko, Nevada, at the granddaddy Cowboy
Poetry Gathering. Each WSlt prompted
thoughtful comparisons to my Mormon cul-
ture.

The gathering ~s just what one might ex-
pect it to bema conference of, by, and for
cattlepeople. In concurrent sessions
throughout the day at the Elko Convention
Center, cowboy poets presented their poems
to like-experienced buckaroos who laughed
and cried In recognition.

What makes the conference so attractive
to outsiders is the powerful sense of authen-
ticity-no academic posturing here, al-
though eight years of gatherings have made
the poets more self-cntical of their poetic
style These are real cowboys writing about
their day-to-day lives. The poems are genu-
ine products of the cowboy culture and are
also agents that nurture and sustain it.
Whether writing about being bucked from a
horse, outhouse romance, finicky trail cooks,
novice cow-milkers, wives who are not "part
of the crew," the lonely trail, or a eulogy to
the best dog ever, these poets celebrate the
life of ranching. In sharing humor and sor-

row, pathos and bathos, the trivial and cos-
m~c, the world-forgotten cowboy commu-
nity is told that it is valued and valuable.
Connnual pokes at outsiders~nvironmen-
tahsts, b~g-cIty folks, the Bureau of Land
Management, farmers (who have a place),
and literary people-~help estabhsh the
community’s boundaries and remind them
what they are not and who the outsiders are.

And what an oral tradition! These poets
have countless poems memonzed, not only
thmr own but also others’ that they prize.
They know the classtc poems of the great
cowboy poets before them. For three non-
stop days aficionados sit tn rooms listening to
recitations (w~th breaks for some cowboy
songs). They intently follow the stories’ nar-
ratives, laugh at the corny jokes, and applaud
the sentimental topics, the common experi-
ences, and simple all-American morals. The
stories shape them.

And they shape the stories. The gathering
has refined this folk tradition. While they all
celebrate the folk aspects of the poetry,
clearly the poets are more sophisticated with
the literary devices they employ: theme,
meter, rhyme, assonance, metaphor, and en-
jambment. They work to express thmr ideas

better and chide poets who don’t own a dlc-
nonary. Nevertheless, criucal analyses are left
to prefatory comments, hallway chatter, and
pre-conference workshops. The sessions are
s~mply polished performances, almost dra-
manc theater, with ~ncre&ble audmnce atten-
tion and appreciation. These stories tell them
who they are and how they should act.

In the midst of this creanve energy and
vltahty, it ~s hard to discount the ~mportance
of these poems as mere entertainment, even
though many still have the sing-song rhythm
and predictable rhyme that my English
teachers castigated. These poems are read
and reread by everyday people for meamng,
vahdation, and insight--not just by other
poets and literature crincs and teachers~
and they shape and define their lives. Listen-
ing to poets perform, I became caught up ~n
celebrating the cowboy life. Because of the
experiential ongins of the poems, even the
most didactic verses were acceptable, and
poems where the message was integrated
into the story were delightful. In contrast,
poems w~th s~mflar literary style but not
rooted in personal experience, such as those
often quoted in sacrament meetings, lose that
authenticity and are only hard-to-endure
doggerel.

On my first WSlt, after listening to the
cowboy poets, I felt part of the cowboy com-
munity, that I understood them and in a
substantial way was connected with them. Of
course, I wasn’t, but by hearing story after
story, for most cowboy poems are narrauves,
about the common experiences of ropin’ and
bunMn’, buckin’ and herdin’, being free and
out under the stars, and the "cowboy code"
of integrity, I bought into the larger cowboy
story and their way of vmwing the world.
What power stories have to b~nd individuals
to the community’s traditions and to each
other! Even after only three days.

I THOUGHT of how a similar folk tradi-
tion of oral performance could enrich Mor-
monism. Wouldn’t it be grand for LDS
gatherings to be graced with humorous and
serious poems by ward members celebrating
everyday Mormon life? Is it possible to make
poetry--folk poetry--a popular art again?
Or is poetry destined to be the purview of a
small elite LDS literati? We need to resurrect
our pioneer oral traditions of telling, listen-
ing, and retelling fun-to-hear rhymed stones.
The sharing of such stories could help inte-
grate into a ward converts and new move-ins
by stmultaneously instrucung them in com-
munity values and introducing the local per-
sonalities. There could be poems on home
and visiting teaching, missionary work, ser-
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vice projects, home evemngs, presiding,
teaching, rearing children, scripture reading,
tithing settlement, accepting calls, prayer,
missionary work (most missionary poems
are so sober), genealogy research, Mutual,
Scouts and Scout masters, general confer-
ence--fun and serious stories with which we
can identify. Instead of a poem on "The
Cowboy’s Christmas Ball" there’d be "The
Ward Birthday Dinner", instead of "Windy
Bill" we’d have "Testimony Sally"; "The
Cowboy’s Prayer" would be "A Mormon’s
Psalm"; and "Hat Etiquette" would become
"Rules for Asking Questions in Sunday
School." Some poems would present the
ideal; others would celebrate our quirky hu-
manness in being God’s people. Imagine how
hearing brothers and sisters perform such
works would help socmlize everyone into the
dramatic Mormon story and worldview and
engender a tolerance for the human diversity
among us.

In contrast, though the sharing of experi-
ences in fast and testimony meeting is often
dynamic, much of what happens now at
Church is didactic and bonng--the rear-
ranging of platitudes, and the chanting of
stock answers. And this weakens our con-
nectlons to other members and to the larger
Mormon culture, especially when compared
to the pioneer Church. Our duties in fulfill-
ing the Church’s three missions (including
ordinances and commandments) define our
contemporary religious life, not the sociality
with the community.

But could our Mormon culture, even just
in the United States, incorporate a tradition
such as poetry performance? If cowboys can
adopt poetry (an incongruity that prompts
Johnny Carson to feature one each year),
perhaps Mormons can too. Given our pio-
neer tradition of Saints dedicating their artis-
tic skills to create a culture, there are customs
to draw upon. But given the current absence
of showcasing locally produced arts in
today’s Church, I wonder if we could adopt
folk poetry--especially when one considers
how sober a people we are. Would members
in the congregation become a surrogate cor-
relation review committee, censoring every
phrase that is doctrinally unjustified or ques-
tionable? Perhaps we could cherish poems
that celebrate the goodness of every-day
hard-working, deep-believing but flawed
Saints. But folk poetry also is at times in-
herently anti-institutional, individualistic,
and earthy. Could we indulge a poet’s work
about the Saint who often voted "no" just on
principle? Or one about a bishop who hated
hearing confessions and often gave wrong
advice? Or one about a stressed-out mission-

ary who taught the best lessons after drinking
a beer? Even with the most light-hearted and
endearing poem, I have doubts. Yet, healthy
folk traditions must honestly reflect who we
really are as a people--including, perhaps
especially, our irreverent and earthy human
sides--letting God’s divinity, not ours, shine
through in us, however dimly and warped.

The poetry gathenng showed me dy-
namic possibilities that we could embrace to
strengthen and enliven our community. But
even if members wrote and were willing to
recite Mormon folk poems, when would we
hear them? During the three consolidated
Sunday meetings? In priesthood? In Sunday
school? In sacrament meeting? No? When?
When else do we get together? In the temple?
During home or visiting teaching? Are all our
contacts becoming formal and boring? How
about ward socials, which reportedly are
being scaled back? What have we reduced
Mormonism to? A series of instructional
meetings and individual living? When do we
get together to "strengthen each other" in the
social context?

Perhaps the nature of the oral traditions
means they need to flourish just outside the
official Church structure--part of the envel-
oping, unofficial, folk culture. After all, the
kingdom and kingdom building is larger
than the institutional Church, and the LDS
culture that grows out of the Church and
sustains the Church’s mission must In many
important ways operate independently of the
Church. Since bishops will always wince at
the slightly irreverent poem recited at a ward
supper, maybe we need to have home gath-
enngs, dinners, and recitations.

For example, BYU professor Arthur
Henry King stressed the importance of mem-
orizing and reciting. He had his classes over
for dinner and each student had to share a
performance with the group. It was an edify-
ing evening listening to the piano and recita-
tions. Then we’d talk, and it would be easier
to talk and share after the performances;
because of that communal event somehow I
felt closer to those anonymous classmates.

I used to think that the Church’s official
watchcare was essential because of its demo-
cratic nature--not a soul was overlooked
from the systematic home teaching or open-
invitation ward socials. But I now think that
with a ward roster and encouragement,
members are sophisticated and sincere
enough to invite the "lost sheep" over on
their own also. Indeed, one of the implica-
tions of a lay priesthood empowering all
adult men and women is that we all are
shepherds of Israel, and we can compliment
the Church’s mission by gathering Zion in

our homes for a meal and some hokey folk
poetry.

LIKE all cultures, the cowboy culture
includes more than poetry, and the same
group processes that makes Individuals feel
included and connected will unavoidably ex-
clude others. This was also strikingly evident
at the gathering, particularly with the all-per-
vasive cowboy costume required of everyone
inside the community. Cowboys scrutinized
each others’ attire to gain information and
classify. I watched one buckaroo check me
out as he entered a room to see if I was a
cowboy to talk to, a member of the group. He
started at my hatless head, then down to my
scarfless neck, my passable shirt (fortunately
I wasn’t wearing a Polo pony), the nonde-
script leather belt and jeans, which weren’t
Wrangler’s but they also weren’t Calvin
Klein’s. Up until that moment there was a
slight chance I was at least a marginal cow-
boy. But, then, those white deck shoes! What
cowboy wears Sperry Top-siders? I was defi-
nitely an outsider, and he walked past me.
That hurt a little because the stories made me
feel connected with h~m, but not vice versa.
The same culture that produced the cowboy
poetry that beguiled me also produced the
exclusivity that rejected me.

There are other things that mark the
boundaries between the cowboy world and
the rest of humankind: an accent, holding a
critical mass of cowboy values (individual-
ism, stoicism, anti-govemmentalism, anti-
environmentalism), and ranching experience
that poets must casually mention prior to
reciting (if it’s not current you’ve got to have
a good reason for giving it up, like financial
disaster). It became clear that as much as
these storied cowboy poems helped me em-
brace their culture, even with its distasteful
sexism and racism, I would always be an
outsider. There was a clear line, and that was
okay; I was a weekend cultural tourist and
didn’t really want to be a cowboy But maybe
because I grew up in the sixties, I hate being
judged and excluded by such small extemal-
ities (then it was long hair and grubby
clothes).

Of course, all cultures have outward sym-
bols that help maintain its boundaries, sym-
bols without which the community would
dissolve. You can tell you’re on a boundary
issue if you have to explain why you are
violating something that is self-evidently
trivial. Mainstream, middle-class, American
Mormonism has its white shirt/dark suit uni-
form, as well as other boundary-telling items
such as Coke and the Word of Wisdom. They
are not core to the religion, yet disobeying
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them regrettably places one on the margin or
even outside the commumty. Christ and the
prophets have railed against judging and ex-
cluding people over such ~nconsequentlals,
but I suspect boundary items are also ines-
capable; they are part of the package deal of
culture and community. Thts fact makes me
ponder the challenges and ~mphcations of
trying to be a world-wide Church in which
everyone can find place.

For rehg~on, the existence of exclusive
boundary items is probably not serious tf
you’re a Protestant and don’t fit into one
congregation’s style--you simply find one
that better suits your tastes and social class.
But what if you belong to a world-verde
church with the belief that it should embrace
every nation, tongue, and people, and you
are assigned to a geographic ward that
doesn’t fit your class? Then the issue of trivial
boundary items becomes important because
you have to work hard to prove yourself to
the congregation. Perhaps the cowboy and
the farmer can be friends at Church, but what
about the cowboy and the bureaucrat? Can a
cowboy be an equal member in the upper-
m~ddle class Washington, D. C., ward in
which I grew up, even if it maxed out in
communal story telling through poetry?
Doubtful, although there are extraordinary
exceptions. However, it is probably easier
today than in the past. The intemationaliza-
tion of the Church has reduced the domain
of Mormonism in our collective and individ-
ual lives. Where the pioneer Church encom-
passed almost all aspects of living--artistic,
social, cultural, educational, economic, fa-
milial, spiritual~today’s Church narrowly
focuses on shared religious practices and
leaves most social and almost all cultural and
economic aspects to the individual and the
family. Hence, today’s boundary walls be-
tween Mormonism and the world are fewer
and lower than in the nineteenth century;
that means more can be included, but it also
means there is a danger of losing all distinc-
tiveness.

The utopian idealist in me wants to create
a Mormonism where only the few core Mor-
mon beliefs and practices are enforced
boundaries and where we can overlook ff not
embrace other differences. Where we can
~ncorporate all customs, languages, and
where class distinctions can be equally in-
cluded within any local congregation. Where
no one is a stranger or a foreigner in any ward
family because of his or her outward differ-
ences. Increasingly, this passion drives my
theological ponderings and insntutional cri-
tique.

But the pragmatist in me acknowledges

that there are and always w-ill be differences
that cannot be totally transcended. We must
then utilize them to cultivate and sustain
religious community. And that means wards
will differ in their socio-economic make-up
and hence in their sustaining customs and
tradinons and boundaries. This follows a
Catholic model for the international LDS
church, and ~ncreasingly for the American
church, which explicitly recogmzes many
very different churches under the umbrella
of one church. Hence, within stakes we can
have an affluent suburban ward, a poor
inner-c~ty ward, several different language
wards, as well as wards for single adults, for
marrieds w~th children, and for older Saints
wathout children--each with shghtly varying
norms and boundaries. Within such com-
munities, traditions similar to cowboy poetry
can flourish and help create and sustain
genuine community. Yet, there exists the
danger of creating too strong of boundaries.

The social reformer tn me would like to
eliminate the mmntenance of trivial bound-
ary items--smoking, dnnk~ng, swearing,
dress--and focus on the important things
like Christian service, simple hving, forgiv-
ing, not judging, being kind-~the criteria
listed in the Sermon on the Mount and 1
Connthians 13. But the individualist in me
would revolt even more against a commumty
that formally or informally evaluated me on
those criteria to the extent that I am placed
on the margins or even on the outside based
on my behavior. How could they truly judge?
And, anyway, wouldn’t it be premature? I’m
a work in progress. Hence, while I dream of
the day when Mormon communities are
known as Christian communities because of

thmr love, we must not make that goal an
explicit criteria for membership. If boundary
issues are unavoidable, I’d rather be included
because I don’t smoke than be excluded
because I’m too selfish.

Having stud that, observing trivial bound-
ary items is still ~s a comphcated dance for
me. I’ll conform to them enough to be in-
cluded, but defy them enough to show that I
don’t accept them as all-important and also
to expand the boundaries of acceptabfltty to
create room for a larger variety of God’s chil-
dren ~n the gospel tent.

Trivial boundary issues enable us to hve
in the world and yet be separate from it. They
provide a commonality that allows Saints to
confront the world together with our pack-
age Mormon values. But ultimately what
makes us Mormons cannot be merely ab-
staining from coffee but also our unique view
of God and humankind’s role in hfe. And as
cowboy poems illustrate, stories convey a
worldview better than anything else, includ-
ing cowboy boots and hats and other trivial
externaliues. The renaissance ~n the impor-
tance of stories, populanzed by mythologist
Joseph Campbell, has Mormon folklorists,
sociologists, anthropologists, and even histo-
rians! talking about the importance and vital-
ity of storytelling in Mormonism. The telling
of Mormon stories, including performed folk
poetry, are what will make our separateness
healthy, creative, social, and communal, not
an overemphasis on exclusive externalities or
even rituals, as important as they are.

Nevertheless, to fit tn better at the Cow-
boy Gathering, next year I’m wearing boots
and buying a hat!                     ~

MORMON FOLK POETRY

The August 1992 Sunstone symposium in Salt Lake City will
feature folk poetry celebrating everyday Mormon life--every-
thing from birthing to dying, humor, pathos, spirituality, even the
slightly irreverent. We’ll consider an entry as long as it eulogizes,
humorizes, or harmonizes things Mormon. Poets must perform
their works at the session.

Send submissions to:
Marti Esplin
Sunstone

331 S. Rio Grande, Ste. 206
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1136
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TURNING THE TIME OVER TO...

Lowell L. Bennion

FAITH AND KNOWLEDGE

I have my reasons for believing in God.
The beauty, goodness, and rationality that I find in life

bespeak an intelligent personal source.

THE SCRIPTURES ARE replete with
examples of faith and admonluons to hve by
froth, but I know of only two efforts to define
the concept One is ~n Hebrews. "Now faith
~s the substance of th~ngs hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen" (Hebrews 11 1)
The other statement is in Alma’s well-known

LOWELL L. BENNION ~s the author of many
books, including hzs latest, The Legacies of
Jesus. Th~s paper was presented as part of the
panel, "Practicing the Weightier Demands of the
Law: Justice, Mercy and Good Faith (Matthew
23:23)," at the 1991 5unstone 5ymposmm m
Salt Lake C, ty

chapter on faith "Therefore ~fye have froth ye
hope for things which are not seen, whmh are
true" (Alma 32 21)

Both statements acknowledge that froth
rests on hope in the existence of th~ngs not
seen Froth ~s not knowledge Knowledge ~s
based on experience, on repeatable, venflable
experience either ~n scmnce or everyday hv-
lng In th~s modem, sc~enufic age we have
learned to trust expenence and to be skepucal
of w~shful and speculative thinking whether
~n philosophy or theology There are many
people who, behevlng that the whole of reh-
g~on rests on froth in the unseen world, prefer
to hve by knowledge, even though admm~ng
that hfe &v~ded by reason leaves a very large

remainder Faith does not fill the void for
them

All rehg~on does not rest on froth There
are principles taught and exemplified by the
Hebrew prophets and Jesus whmh from expe-
nence we can know that they are good and
hfe-fulfllhng for the ~n&vldual, for the com-
mumty, and for socmty I refer to jusuce and
mercy taught by the wnung prophets of the
Old Testament--Amos, Isaiah, Micah, Hosea,
and Jeremiah--and to the love and humility
which were alMmportant to Jesus

I have observed ~vhat the presence and
absence of these principles do for individuals
and human relauonships I have m my own
life tasted of their influence and also know
what it means to fall to hve by them I know
they are basic principles of good hying I no
longer exercise faith m them, for I know thmr
value

A humanist v, qthout a rehg~ous faith can
keep h~s or her integrity and cultivate love,
but this fact does not discount the role these
pnnclples play m rehglon (where they were
born) and w~thout which the Judeo-Chr~stian
LDS faith is qmte meaningless

There are~ however, some very significant
aspects of Chrtsttan rehglon which rest on
froth The},, are
1 The existence of a personal God,
2 The &Vlnlty and atonement of Jesus

Chnst, and
3 The Immortahty and eternal life of

human beings
I have reason to accept these concepts as
aspects of reaht> but I have not expenenced
them w~th the same certainty that I accept
humility, mtegnty, and love I have not seen
Deity nor have they spoken to me

Some people believe that they know the
reahty of God’s existence, Christ’s mission,
and personal Immortality by the w~tness of
the Holy Ghost, but I have to exercise froth
that the Holy Ghost is beanng witness to me

I have my reasons for behevlng in God
The beauty, goodness, and rationality that I
find ~n life bespeak an ~ntelhgent personal
source It is difficult for me to believe that they
are the products of Impersonal, bhnd forces I
beheve I have felt on occasion msplrauon
from my Father in Heaven, but I have to
exercise some faith ~n ~nterpreung what I call
rehglous experience

My froth ~n God rests ~n good measure on
my understan&ng of his purpose and attri-
butes. H~s words to Moses on the purpose of
hfe lnsDre me "Th~s is my work and my glory
to bring to pass the ~mmortahty and eternal
hfe of man" (Moses 1.39) H~s attributes are
very appropnate to h~s &vine role. "The glory
of God ~s lntelhgence" (Dg~C 93:36); he ~s a
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person of justice and mercy and has all the
attributes appropriate to his title of Father.

My faith in Christ is based on several
things: The testimony of those who claim to
have known him the authors of the gospels,
Paul, and Joseph Smith and the truth and
beauty of his life and teachings. Because I
have verified the truth and value of Christ’s
teachings, I feel that I can also trust his insight
into the nature of his m~ssion.

My faith in the immortality of individual
human beings rests on personal experience
with them. I marvel at their intelligence, in-
tegrity, and love. They bear witness of the
intelligence and goodness operating in the
universe. I cannot believe that they are the
product of bhnd, impersonal forces. I believe
that the intelligent power that created them
has the power to preserve them. I like W P.
Montague’s statement: "Religion is the faith
that the th~ngs that matter most are not ulu-

mately at the mercy of the things that matter
least," such as the impersonal forces of nature
that lead to death.

My religious faith in God, Christ, and
human immortahty is based on both knowl-
edge and faith. In my more skeptical
moments I recall the words of Socrates when
he was sentenced to die. H~s friends wanted
to save h~m by aiding his escape. He acknowl-
edged their good intentions, but refused thmr
offer saying, "No harm can come to a good
man in death. For death is either the best
night’s sleep a person ever had undisturbed
by dreams and nightmares, or he goes to a
place where justice reigns and where he can
converse with great minds who have pre-
ceded h~m." Religion appeals to me because it
contains prinoples fundamental to life. We
can know of their truth through experience
and direct acquaintance with them. They also
give us reason to have faith in God, Christ,

and humank~nd’s immortality. Faith remmns
a vital part of rehgion, but it should be
supported by knowledge based on experience
as well as on hope.

In conclusion, may I rmterate that not all
of religion rests on froth. Justice and mercy, or
integrity and love, can be known and tested
through experience. Some basic behefs in reli-
gion can only be established on faith. These
include faith in a personal God, the divimty
and Atonement of Jesus Christ, and the im-
mortality of human beings.

Faith remains an essential, fundamental
part of religion. Froth is greatly strengthened,
~t seems to me, if it is related to the knowledge
aspects of religion: God’s character, purpose,
and attributes. Keeping one’s integrity and
loving all humans bring one into touch with
a new dimension of reality,              g5

PSALM

THE POET’S PRAYER*

God of my fathersl Friend of human-kind~
Almighty molder of creative mind,
That sitt’st enthroned aloft from mortal ken,
Showering thy mercies on the sons of men!

Thou who, of old, unloosed the prophet’s tongue,
While Daniel prophesied, while David sung;
That sayest to all-oh, simple, pleasing task-
"if any lack for wisdom, let him ask:"-
If prayer like mine find favor In thy sight,
If I have loved and longed for wisdom’s light,
And thou, to whom no creature cnes in vain,
Hast deemed my soul deserving care or pain,
To thee, my Father, hands and voice I lift,
And crave of thee, Almighty God, a gift

Not worldly wealth, though wealth of worlds be thine;
Nor gilded rank, ’mong human worms to shine’
For wealth might fail, and rank might purchased be,
But not the guerdon I would win from thee

Be thou my muse! None other would I know,
Eternal Fount of all inspInng flow,
Whose voice it was bade seer of Patmos "write"
Such things as ne’er could mortal mind indite,
Or, grander than old ocean’s glonous swell,
Rolled through Isaiah’s themes on Israel
On whose high altar flames the sacred fire,
Whose vivid rays Inventive dreams inspire,
Unhonored oft, yet evermore the same,
Omniflc light that lumines earth with fame.

On bended knee before that altar now,
In Jesus’ mighty name I meekly bow;
Great God! give ear; judge thou my heart’s intent,
For I am weak, but thou Omnipotent
While o’er my task in feeble frame I bend,
Be thou my guide, my counselor, my friend;
Teach me true gold to separate from dross,
And count for gain what many scorn as loss.

Thou who endowedst me with receptive soul,
O’er all its powers possess me of control,
From off my mind remove each hampenng coil,
Or image vain that lingers but to soil.
Let heavenly thought descend as Hermon’s dews,
With loftier themes my thinking to infuse.
My fainting soul with fresh asplnng fill,
Its every wish submissive to thy will;
Its main desire to magnify thy laws,
Its crowning aim thy Kingdom and thy cause.

Roll on my days responsive to thy rule,
This tongue thine oracle, this pen thy tool;
Designed to soar, or doomed to lowly plod-
Amanuensis of the mind of God

-ORSON F WHITNEY

*London, January 1882 From Poetical Writings of O.F. Whltney
(Salt Lake City: Juvenile Instructor Office, 1889).
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S U N 5 T O N E

Short short story winner, 1990 Brookie & D. K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest

OUR PALACE OF GREEN AND GOLD
By Hodgson Van Wagoner

Most of us look at our laps or nap before the sacrament and the sermon.
WE’RE COMING. TO OUR PALACE OF GREEN AND

gold pool-room-carpet we move, where awaits us our mobile
pulpit and fold-up, stained-plastic window and veneer back-
ground facade. The carpet contours to our not-so-weighty
rubber-and-spoke wheelchairs beneath our slouching, wnn-
kled figures which are drawn, and often pushed, to the pulpit,
in this room of stale cigarette smoke and long-lost urine. Like
a convoy, we come; we few who propel ourselves wind the
wheels of our final chariots, then pull to the side to rest, while
those stronger shuffle toward the pseudo-chapel, and those
weaker glide by, the project of a light-footed priest or deacon.
At the door our handsome branch presidency and their silver-
blue-haired wives stoop and shake our hands; some faces we

HODGSON VAN WAGONER lives in Ogden, Utah.

recogmze, some seem only familiar, distant, like a mild,
misplaced flavor. We assemble ourselves, maneuver into place,
and some of us sleep while others talk--one of us plays with a
lifelike rubber baby.

To the side, the priests and deacons settle deeply into
miniature sacrament preparations and await, in silent trepida-
tion, the next step of this routine they find uncomfortable. The
branch president smiles from the pulpit, touches the micro-
phone, and the speaker inside cracks and hisses. He welcomes
us--It’s so nice to see all of you again, he tells us. One of us
lights our cigarette on the front row, and the first counselorg
wife, remembenng what she has forgotten, retrieves the stand-
up ash tray from across the room and sets It down next to the
footrest of our wheel chair. The branch president’s wife sits at
the portable organ, and plays the opening song, while none of
us sing and most of us look at our laps or nap before the
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sacrament and the sermon.
The opening prayer comes first, then the sacrament song,

then the blessings. The one with the baby shakes the deacon
as he brings us the bread. We want to know, and very loudly,
so as to hear ourself, when they are going to bless our baby. We
hold our doll above our head and try to stand. The branch
president who always waits at the pulpit for this very event,
reminds us that our baby was already blessed-~he uses the
microphone to avoid the tone-of-voice shouting at the near-
deaf often brings. Stepping over our leg-rests, the deacons
continue. They nudge our shoulders here and there, they take
the bread and the water and feed it to some of us, at arm’s
length, as though, perhaps, avoiding a contagious malady.
Others they can’t stir from our sacrament sleep---the boys look
at the branch president who nods them on; they move to the
next.

One of us can play the organ--we stand after the branch
president announces our name, and the second counselor
helps us to our bench. He turns on one light, two lights, points
them at our tattered manuscript. We play the melody slowly,
our face nearly against the paper, and we stop along the way to
rest so as to play the last chord as long as our arthritic hands
will allow. Our foot still on a bass pedal, the note trying to &e
away, we gather together the music, relinquish the organ, and
waddle back to our chmr under the arm of our escort.

The branch president announces the speaker, a visitor from
the stake presidency. The visitor bellies up to the pulpitmgrins
broadly. One of us stands up and begins to speak.

"I want to bear my testimony," we say. The stake visitor
looks at the branch president and back to us, says something
unheard, and strides back to his seat to await his turn. "Ninety-

six good years now and all I want to do is hold out to the end.
I just want to hold out for whatever I got left. In the name of
Jesus Christ, Amen." We sit down and the visitor stands up
again. He thanks us for our testimony and sends love to us
from the stake president. One of us slides down into our chair
until our head is nearly to the seat and our bottom is hanging
in space. A nurse pulls us back into place and buckles our seat
belt. The visitor reminds us about service--tells us that kind
words, as we pass in the halls, make us happy. It’s never time
to stop serving, he tells us. He sits down.

The branch president tells us he has a surprise for the
closing song. His wife goes to the organ and plays through the
introduction, and the two counselors come stand beside the
branch president, next to the pulpit.

"God be with you till we meet again," they sing and smile.
One of us begins to sing along. "Till we me-ee-eet, till we
me-eet," more of us sing, "till we meet at Jesus’ feet." The one
of us with the cigarette adds the bass "till we meet." Our
stooping figures bounce shghtly as we begin the second
verse--most of us are singing now, our thin voices caressing
something urgent on the back sides of our hearts, and we only
remember the chorus of the second and third verses and must
hum or mumble everything else: "till we me-ee-et, till we
me-et, till we meet at Jesus’ feet (till we meet!). Till we me-ee-
et, till we me-eet, God be with you till we meet again!"

A priest says the closing prayer, though most of us don’t
realize this, for we are asleep, our chins riding comfortably on
our breasts or our cheeks on our shoulders. And when we
awaken, we are moving, quietly squeaking, through the long
halls of our mutual habitation.                         ~

WRITHA*

Day’s light dies early on deep December nights;
It is day’s death, and year’s death, too.
Twilight wanes and wastes to embered wanness,
And sunset’s sighing breath expires.

Shepherd stars emerge from amber stables
To watch where wandering night might stray;
They spread their sheen on shadowed land or sea--
Ice-furred, they fling their light-filled frost.

We gather in the white-soft glow of stars;
We weave our words--bare crystal wraiths--
To wreaths of winter carols, low and clear,
That bind with boughs of mistletoe.

Dark night, deep stars, and descant evergreens
All merge in Christmas mysteries
To bring us to that Night, that distant Birth,
And sing us sweetly to His cradleside.

~MICHAEL R. COLLINGS

* Old Enghsh "That which ~s wound around"
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The home and family structure currently preached in the LDS church has a history--it is not a
timeless ideal, something, innately right that we have strayed from and need to return to.

WOMEN, THE MORMON FAMILY,
AND CLASS MOBILITY:

NINETEENTH-CENTURY VICTORIAN IDEOLOGY
IN A TWENTIETH-CENTURY CHURCH

B_y Dorice Williams glliott

RECENTLY A WOMAN IN MY

ward needed a ride to the hospital dur-
ing the afternoon The b~shop asked the
Relief Society to find one of the sisters to
take her Since most of the women in my
urban waid (like those m more and
more wards m the Church today) work
outside the home, they had a difficult
time finding someone who was avmlable
in the mM,dle of the dafT Finally one of
the few almost-full-time-stay-at-home-
homemakers m the ward was found to
do the job--my husband Though most
of the women m my ward work outside
the home, however, few of them work at
power jobs, or even fulfllhng ones They
work, as the majority of people in the
world do, and have always done, be-
cause they :need the money to live Their
working is not a matter of principle, or
even of choice, for most of these women,
working outside the home is a matter
that has more to do with class than it
does w~th religious beliefs or fem~mst
consciousness

The Victorian ideal of the happy,
smiling mother-angel m the home ~s,
and was from ItS inception, a middle-class phenomenon.~ In
England especially, lower-class (working-class, as it’s also

DORICE WILLMM5 ELLIOTT is a Ph D candidate m English
literature at Johns Hopkins UmversW w~th an emphasts m narra-
tive literature.

called) women have always worked--on
farms, in shops and factories, or, most
commonly during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, in the homes of
more privileged %ray-at-home" women.
Working-class women, in fact, were the
old-fash~oned version of the "modern
conveniences" that allowed m~ddle-class
women the time to dote on their children
and engage in things like church sel~qce
and volunteer work But it was primarily
among the working classes, rather than
their "betters" of the upper and middle
classes, where early Mormon missionar-
ies in England found their numerous
converts--converts who, like many In
my ward, turned to the Church as a
beacon of hope to lead them out of the
squalor and hopelessness of their hves.
For these people, as for many still today,
a woman who could afford to stay at
home and create a happy haven from the
world for her husband and children was
both a major Ingredient and an Impor-
tant symbol of the "better life" they
sought.

The smiling mother on the cover of
the contemporary LDS church’s Family Home Evemng Resource
Book, who sits with her arms around her children as they listen
to the father expound scripture, has among her roots the early
nineteenth-century Evangelical movement m England 2 The
Evangelical reformers, led by Wilham WIlberforce and others
both within and w~thout the established Church of England,
aimed to rewtahze religion and nd the world of the vices that
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had become commonplace, especially among the aristocracy
since the monarchy was restored. Evangelical politicians were
responsible for outlawing slavery, passing the first labor laws,
and legislating Sabbath observance. They were also involved
in the first extensive missionary efforts to the "heathens"
abroad, as well as in promoting education for the lower classes
at home. Their influence was tremendous in England and in
America; many historians point to the Evangelicals as the
source of much of what has come to be called "Victorianism."
Though the Evangelicals were heavily Involved in parliamen-
tary reform and numerous charitable and civic organizations,
the new brand of religion they preached was, as historian Ian
Bradley puts it, "above all else the religion of the home .,3 "The
Evangelicals," Bradley claims, "succeeded in establishing the
home as the centre of nineteenth-century English life." Many
others besides the Evangelicals were involved in promoting the
kind of family patterns we have inherited, but the pattern set
by the Evangelicals for family life was in many ways character-
istic of middle-class family life in nineteenth-century England
and America. It is also similar to the family ideal of the modem
LDS church.

The Evangelical most involved in promoting the family
ideal of the movement was Hannah More. Perhaps the most
famous woman of her time, More wrote thousands of pages
aimed at teaching people how to run their lives and their
families. Her conduct book, Strictures on the Modem System of
Female Education, and her novel, Coelebs m Search of a Wife,
both focus on the special mission of women to manage their
homes on the principles of domestic economy and frugality
and to exercise their native temperament as agents of charity.
While in More’s ideal family the husband is always the head of
the household, providing both income and direction, the role
of wife and mother is of equal, if not greater, importance.
Women and men, says More, "in many essential points" resem-
ble one another. In drawing a map of one, the geographer must
inevitably "introduce some of the neighboring coast."4 Al-
though More was far from revolutionary in introducing such
ideas, the fact that she goes to great lengths to outline the
importance of a woman’s role in the family and to stress a wife’s
basic equality with her husband shows that these were by no
means obvious or universally accepted truths for her audience.
In fact, Coelebs in Search of a Wife, the story of an eligible young
bachelor’s encounters with numerous young women of various
types, reads like an 800-page advertisement aimed at convinc-
ing men to desire and select the kind of wife More promoted
in her earlier conduct books. The book also, of course, in-
structs women in how to be this newly desirable "feminine"
woman. As feminist schoars Nancy Armstrong and Mary
Poovey have so convincingly demonstrated, books like those
More wrote actually helped to create and define both a new
kind of woman and a new kind of family.5

In large part through the influence of hundreds of conduct
books and novels like Moreg, the late seventeenth-century
"Mother of our Miseries" was transformed into the delicate but
vital mid-nineteenth-century "hope of the age." Seventeenth-
century writer Joseph Swetnam, for instance, titled his pamo

phlet on the subject of choosing a wife "The Aralgnment of
Lewde, idle, froward, and unconstant women: Or the vamtie
of them, choose you whether. ,6 He begins his first chapter with
the then-accepted vmw of woman’s use and origin:

Moses descnbeth a woman thus: At the first begin-
ning (saith he) a woman was made to be a helper unto
man, and so they are indeede, for she helpeth to
spend & consume that which man palnefully getteth.
He also saith that they were made of the ribbe of a
man, and that their froward nature sheweth; for a
nbbe is a crooked thing good for nothing else, and
women are crooked by nature, for small occasion will
cause them to be angry

Againe, in a manner she was no sooner made but
straight way her minde was set upon mischiefe, for by
her aspiring minde and wanton will she qmckly pro-
cured mans fall, and therefore ever since they are &
have been a woe unto man, and follow the line of their
first leader]

His tirade continues with a series of animal metaphors that
he uses explicitly to describe the faults common to many
women, and implicitly to describe the animal nature of all
women. Though Swetnam included in his book "a commen-
dauon of wise, vertuous, and honest women," he makes it clear
that their only purpose is to be "pleasant to married Men,
profitable for young men, and hurtful to none.’’8 Though
Swetnam’s pamphlet was controversial and sparked a number
of rebuttals from those who held differing opinions on the
nature of women, his attitude was characteristic of many, and
his pamphlet was often reprinted well into the eighteenth
century.

BY contrast to Swetnam and other seventeenth-century
writers and thinkers, Hannah More’s friend and contemporary,
Sarah Trimmer, expounds at great length on "the importance of
the Female Sex in society.’° As one of Trimmer’s correspond-
ents claims, "All must admit the importance of the Female
Character in every rank of life. The principles and conduct of
women.., stand in very close connection with the Well-being
of Families, and the good of the Community."1° Thus, by the
time Trimmer and More wrote, women no longer existed only
for the convenience and profit of men, but instead had a vital
function to ennoble society The seventeenth-century "daugh-
ter of Eve," who had to be curbed and watched over lest her
native sexuality and disobedient nature should endanger a
man’s lineage and destroy his peace, became the "blessed lady"
who creates a heaven on earth in the home and is responsible
for preserving all that is good within it.

Besides their insistence on a new and more noble kind of
woman, the conduct-book and novel writers also described a
different style of family life, one in which the home becomes
the woman’s sphere to reign in and preside over.~1 While
women have almost always had major responsibilities within
the home, the emergence of a capitalist economy increasingly
separated the home from the workplace.12 This trend was
marked spatially both in the move to the suburbs for those
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who could afford it, and by the increasing speclahzation and
separation of rooms within a home: the kitchen was separated
from the parlor; the shop was clearly divided from the hwng
quarters; the farm implements, animals, and business were
moved to the barn; and outside "offices" were separated from
the house Socially and emotionally, men’s and women’s
spheres became more separ-
ate and more defined--and
the richer the family was, the
more the spheres could be
separated. While lower-mid-
dle-class wives, daughters,
and sisters might still tend
the shop, produce the goods
for sale, or feed and board the
farm laborers and tend the
dairy, the goal for most of
these people was to achieve a
level of income that would
free the women of the family
from the taint of the work-
place and allow them to em-
bellish the home and manage
the servants who would do
the labor there

Increasingly    separated
from the harsh, brutal
world--as the workplace
came to be represented--the
home became a "refuge" and
a "haven" presided over by
angelic but efficient women.
It was to be a place of safety,
of comfort, and of beauty.
Children, another category
undergoing    redefinition,
were Increasingly the focus of
their mother’s attention. For
instance, unlike earlier
women of postion, middle-
class women rarely employed wet-nurses, while toys and
children’s literature became an industry. Loving family
portraits, or pictures of mother and child, became popular.
And the household, now defined as a separate, privatized
space associated with and largely presided over by women,
was depicted by the novels and conduct books as the context
for normal behavior. This, says Armstrong, was a "telling
cultural move.’’~3 The middle classes, which had little power
politically in the eighteenth century, imtially defined them-
selves against the dissipated aristocracy and established their
own cultural supremacy through the power of a moral stance
centered on this kind of home. Later, say historians Leonore
Davidoff and Catherine Hall, the middle class maintained its
position by defining itself against the lower or working classes,
again on the ground of a moral superiority based on the
homehthe separate, privatized, and feminized sphere on

which, said middle-class writers, the security of the nation
rested. The power to regulate human behavior, then, shifted
from the political, legal, and military world peopled exclu-
sively by aristocratic men to the feminized middle-class world
of the home 14 Thus, aristocratic women of the eighteenth
century were represented as spending all their ume at watering

places, balls, and pleasure
gardens, neglecting their
homes and leaving their chil-
dren to be raised by supersti-
uous servants, while ansto-
cratm men frequented coffee
houses, gaming clubs, and
political societies. The new
middle-class ideology, which
More and the Evangelicals
helped to create, urged both
men and women to come
home to their families and
hearthsides where happiness,
health, and security lay.

WHILE More and her

contemporaries, both Evan-
gelicals and other authors of
conduct books and novels,
urged the upper and middle
classes to follow this new
pattern for domestic life, they
were also busy promulgating
the same values to those be-
neath themhthe working
classes. Both More and Trim-
mer, for instance, were
renowned educators of the
lower classes. More initiated
and administered two exten-
sive Sunday school systems
that attempted to teach the
poor to read and to keep

them from mischief on their one day off. She also wrote an
extremely popular series of pamphlets for the lower classes
entitled The Cheap Repository Tracts. In these tracts, More
instructed the poor through engaging stories and poetry on
how to do their duty, live religiously, and manage their homes
economically. Interestingly, Moreg tracts show the poor behav-
ing with the same values and running their homes on the same
plan, though on a reduced scale, as "their betters." In other
words, the poor were to reproduce the same lifestyle as the
middle class, but on a smaller scale. Accordingly, More
portrays poor but thrifty housewives who manage their slim
resources so effectively that their homes, too, are scrupulously
clean little havens from the harsh world outside--and their
husbands are so attracted to these scaled-down versions of
middle-class life that they return home from the pubs and
cockfights and spend their leisure hours learning to read the
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Bible and leading their families in prayer. 15 Similarly, children
and adults who came to More’s Sunday schools to learn to read
and cipher were expected to use their newly learned skills to
study the Bible and to employ thmr lmsure time more pro-
ductively Her aim was "to train up good members of society
and plain practical Christians ....My plan of instrucuon is
extremely simple and limited ....My object is not to make
fanatics, but to train up the lower classes ~n habits of industry
and piety.’’16 Thus, educaung the lower classes in the writers’
own images was seen by middle-class educators like More as
the key to ensuring national security and a stable, sober work
force, as well as a means to save the souls and increase the
happiness (i.e., contentment) of the working classes.

Laborers who learned to read and cipher, however, m~ght
also be in a posmon to raise themselves economically and
socially. This was a point of some anxiety for many educators,
including More, who "allowed of no wriung for the poor" in
her schools. Knowing how to write might indeed make
servants smarter than their masters, as one farmer feared,lr In
other words, workers who could read and write m~ght be able
to get better jobs than brute labor. Or, even more dangerous,
they might read se&tious literature, such as Tom Paine’s The
Rights of Man, which could lead to upnstngs or labor or-
gamzations. This, in fact, is exactly what happened among
large secuons of the working classes who learned to read in
Sunday schools like More’s.ls Promulgating middle-class val-
ues and lifestyles among the working classes was a two-edged
sword: on the one hand, it could work for stability and security
by making the poor more content in thmr lives; on the other,
it could also make the poor less satisfied with their lot and lead
to dangerous desires, desires not only to emulate but also to
share the wealth and lifestyles of the middle classes.

Further, the middle-class religious ideology that the Sunday
and chanty school students imbibed focused on the value of
the individual and taught both men and women to form their
self-idenuty on the basis of qualiues of heart and mind rather
than on birth and status. While such values worked to distin-
guish and valorize the m~ddle classes in thmr struggle with the
old aristocracy, when applied to the lower classes they created
a paradox. The soul of even the most lowly was precious in the
sight of God, and all should strive to attain the qualities of
soberm~ndedness, thrift, common sense, and sensibility; on
the other hand, if all were equally precxous and all had the
same valued qualities, what was to &stingmsh the middle
classes from those beneath them? Thus the education offered
to the poor by More and fellow educators was potentially
subversive of the very stability it was supposed to shore up.

MORMONISM AND ITS DOMESTIC THEOLOGY

NOW that I have made this long digression into early

nineteenth-century social history, I will make some connec-
tions between the emerging domestic ideology I have been
describing and modern Mormonism. The ~mmediate connec-
uon came for me while I was studying Hannah More’s career.
More’s schools caused some controversy among the local farm-

ers and clergy in the depressed areas in which she was work-
ing. In two of the villages a bitter conflict arose, resulting in a
fierce war in the press between supporters and opponents of
More’s schools. The name of one of these villages was familiar
to me; it was the home of my own ancestors. As I read about
the incidents centering in that little town, which I visited a few
years ago to trace my own roots, I realized that it ~s extremely
likely that my ancestors, who themselves were poor laborers,
attended and learned to read ~n Moreg schools--a skill that, in
their case, most likely enabled them to read the Book of
Mormon (which would have been most horrifying to More)
before they joined the Latter-day Saints and emigrated to Utah.
And my ancestors, along with thousands of other working-
class converts to Mormonism, got what education they had
from Sunday schools and charity schools in the early
nineteenth century, schools that taught them to read the Bible
while they imbibed middle-class values--and desires.

In fact, the family history of another of my working-class
ancestors describes how the mother read Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin aloud to the assembled family.
Though renowned for its focus on the slavery issue, I know of
no book that more powerfully promotes domesuc middle-
class values, including the centrahty of the home (versus the
pohtical sphere) and the power of the angelic mother/wife to
reform society through the home--and to contribute to the
social and economic mobility of the family as well.

Another example of the kind of literature my working-class
ancestors were exposed to is Hannah More’s Cheap Repository
Tracts. The tracts were sold at a remarkably cheap price so they
could be purchased and read by even the poorest readers, and
they sold more than two million copies (a publishing
phenomenon). Through rea&ng the various stones, poems,
and sermons, my working-class ancestors would have learned
to desire a neat, clean, nicely decorated home w~th a smiling,
frugal, sweet wife; a brood of cheerful, loving, helpful, well-
dressed, and educated children; and a father who left the home
to provide financial support, but returned at night to give
spiritual guidance. Through working in the homes of their
"superiors," they would also have learned to desire an array of
material goods to support and enrich this spiritual lifestyle.

During the first half of the nineteenth century, a time of
economic stress and societal upheaval, this dream was simply
unavailable to most of the working classes, Hannah Moreg
recipes and household hints notwithstanding. Women and
children worked long hours beside men in factories, farming,
cottage industries, or the homes of the well-to-do--or they
worked as prostitutes. Their wages were low, their jobs uncer-
tain, their food often substandard, thmr living conditions un-
sanitary. Many turned to alcohol or, even cheaper, opium.
Thomas DeQuincey’s autobiography describes the druggists
laying counters full of opium pills for the Saturday night rush
when the factory workers got off. Some, as educauonal critics
feared, &d form workers’ organizations where they organized
riots and, eventually, strikes. And some embraced religion.
Although it carried a certain social stigma and even likely
economic distress, thousands, as we know, were drawn to
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Mormonism, a new and exciting religion that promised not
only spiritual power and independence and a strong sense of
community among believers, but also gave people a reason to
hope--and a reason to leave their lives of drudgery and emi-
grate to America to build a new life, where they could own
property and earn enough money to live in middle-class
nuclear families.

I am not going to trace in detail what happened to these
converts and their
domestic dreams as
they emigrated to the
American frontier.
Certainly the kind of
domestic unit envi-
sioned by More and
the conduct-book
writers was not the
model for first-gener-
ation American fron-
tier homes, nor was it
compatible with plu-
ral marriage, an issue
that feminists Joan
Iversen and Juhe
Dunfey have ad-
dressed-though, as
they outline, there is
good evidence that
the ideal domestic
umt was still a cher-
ished goal for many
women who lived
under far different
circumstances.2° Nor
am I going to address
in detail what factors
caused some to turn
to religion, specifi-
cally Mormonism, instead of opium, alcohol, debauchery, or
social activism. Perhaps those who did embrace Mormonism
were those who most successfully internalized the middle-
class values taught in charity schools and reading matter for
the poor Perhaps the Churchg lay ministry, in which personal
and spiritual qualities rather than birth or education qualified
one to serve, appealed to them. Perhaps the Mormon afterlife,
based as it is on a three-class system, promised status after
death that seemed unavailable in earthly society.21 John F. C.
Harrison gives evidence that many were already religious
seekers, having joined several churches before they encoun-
tered Mormonism.22 Whatever spoke to the thousands of
individuals who joined the Mormon church, history bears out
the fact that for most of them, joining eventually brought
increased economic and social status along with its spiritual
rewards.

At any rate, by the time the Church reached the middle of
the twentieth century, when these emigrant families were in

their second or third generations, the Victorian family, marked
by the "angel-in-the-house" role for women, was firmly estab-
lished both in American and Mormon cultures. Most of the
descendants of those emigrant converts, converts who learned
to read and to desire such a life from schools and books like
those of Hannah More, had risen to middle-class status and
could afford the labor-saving conveniences that replaced
working-class servants and allowed the women of the family

to keep out of the
workplace and stay at
home.

I    HAVE

sketched, in very
broad strokes, just
one of the strands in
the history of the
Mormon ideal of fam-
ily and motherhood.
The point that I
would like to make
with this short bit of
history is that the
home and family
structure currently
preached in the LDS
church has a his-
tory--it is not a time-
less ideal, something
innately right that we
have strayed from
and need to return to.
This particular family
ideal happened to
grow up during the
same period that the
LDS church did.
Though I focused on

England, a similar ideal was developing in America. More’s
books, for example, sold more copies here than in England.
The first mothers’ clubs and mothers’ magazines in America,
whose purpose was to support and educate mothers and
convince them of the importance of their role, began in upstate
New York, not far from Palmyra.23 Thus many of our leaders
and members, both male and female, advocate the kind of
homes for which their nineteenth-century ancestors sought
and sacrificed because such homes symbolized social mobility
and increased status as well as convenience. They preach this
kind of home, however, as if it were as timeless as the message
of salvation they link it to.

In the May 1990 general conference, for instance, Elder Rex
E. Pinegar’s talk explained that "Our Heavenly Father has
organized us into families for the purpose of helping us
successfully meet the trials and challenges of life. The home
also exists to bless us with the joys and privileges of family
associations. ,24 While this statement may seem self-evident to
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most American Mormons today, the concept would have been
foreign to some of our ancestors. Even in the late eighteenth
century, "family" could as easily refer to servants, laborers, and
other employees as to a group of people related to each other.
For instance, ~n Ann Radcliffe’s Mysteries of Udolpho, an ex-
tremely popular novel in the last decade of the eighteenth
century, the master of a small estate calls "the family" together
for "family prayer." The only person not required to attend this
ritual is the only person in the household actually related to
him--his daughter.25 In fact, ~n the early mghteenth century,
no word existed that meant "only kin" within a household.26
"Family associations" would have included not only nuclear
and extended family members, but also sextants, visitors,
lodgers, pupils, and anyone else living or working in the
household.

Elder P~negar goes on to describe the home, in language
that could have been penned by Hannah More or Sarah Trim-
mer, as "our safety place, our support network, our sanctuary,
our salvation ,27 The fact that he does not say, for instance, "the
seat of our bus~ness," "the scene of our labors," or "the house
from whmh we rule our nmghbors and tenants," indicates that
he is speaking from a nineteenth-century ideology of the home
rather than from that of a previous era. Though Elder Pinegar,
quoting President Joseph E Smith, claims that the home’s
foundation "is as ancient as the world, and its mission has been
ordained of God from the earhest umes," nmther he nor
President Smith seemed to recogmze that the kind of family
and the type of mission have changed throughout history--
even recent Mormon history--and have been defined differ-
ently by different classes and cultures hving at the same time.
P~negar’s statement that "there can be no genuine hapDness
separate and apart from the home" may be true for our age and
culture, but it certainly does not seem to reflect the portrayal
of the human condition in, for instance, the Bible, where the
home--and the women associated with it--seems as often to
be a hindrance as a help to men’s happiness.

Similarly, Elder Russell M. Nelson’s October 1989 general
conference talk specifically echoes Victorian ideals for women
in promoting ideal Mormon family life. Says Elder Nelson, a
"faithful woman" ~s "more concerned with being righteous
than selfish, more anxious to exercise compassion than to
exercise dominion, more committed to integrity than to
notoriety. ,28 While such values are undoubtedly Christian, his
selection of these particular qualities precisely follows the
Victorian ideal of womanhood-~a woman is compassionate,
unselfish, true, and she avoids notoriety or dominion at all
costs, because those are qualities of the public rather than the
private sphere, the male rather than the female. She may not
have, as Elder Nelson claims, "exclusive dominion over the
heart," any more than a man has a "monopoly on the mind,"
but the tendencies in either direction are certainly made clear.
Again, in words which More or Trimmer could easily have
wntten, Elder Nelson describes the place of the woman and
the home that is her sphere:

When her husband, children, grandchildren, nie-
ces, or nephews return from a day marred by the

world’s rude realities, a loving woman can say, "Come
unto me. I will give you rest." Wherever she is can
become a sancufied place, safe from the storms of
life .29

Elders Nelson and Pinegar, and countless others, preach
from their own experiences on the east side of Salt Lake C~ty
and similar places where their mothers, wives, and daughters
didn’t and don’t work outside the home for pay. Here the
women have every convenience, including, in many cases,
household help, while the men do "go out" into a workplace
that is often harsh and even brutal, where profit rules and
power ~s often ruthless. For many in contemporary American
society, home is something of a refuge from this world, but for
many others, home is at least as harsh as the workplace. I do
not mean to criticize the middle-class "refuge" hfestyle--it
prowdes hapDness and meaning for many. But I do object to
prescribing th~s hfe as the gospel ~deal for all--all families, all
women, all classes, and all cultures ~n all umes. All s~tuations
are not, as I have shown, like the middle-class family pop-
ulanzed in mneteenth-century Britain. Nor are they hke post-
World War II America, when the Vmtonan family took on a
renewed vitality and when, agmn, hawng a wife at home was
a measure of a man’s success m the world, econommally and
socially. I am not tryqng to era&care the Victorian family, as
long as the individuals involved have the economic resources
and the cultural values to support it. But in this last decade of
the twentieth century, we find ourselves agmn--hke those ~n
the last decade" of the eighteenth century--in a time of cultural
and economic transition that ~s redefimng the family, and the
role of women within it, in significant ways.

Thus I am concerned about Church leaders preaching
sacrifice, home production, going without even what most
today would call necessities ~n order to keep women, espe-
cially married women, out of the workplace and at home at all
costs. Many women, of course, have done this in the past. I,
too, am moved by stones of poor and/or wtdowed mothers
who raised large families with little money and many sacrifices,
imparung values to their children that enabled them to escape
such hard lives in the next generation. But those women lived
~n different times. Today we push women, Church women, in
many subtle and overt ways, toward education, accomplish-
ment, excellence in a "worldly" sense, and then, once they have
said a simple "yes" at the marriage altar, we ask them to step
back into another age. Such advice looks backward rather than
forward, and does little to help women or families adjust to the
complex con&tions of today’s world.

The message of the gospel is salvation through Christ, but
from the earliest days of our church, part of its promise, in
practical terms, has been social mobility, marked as much as
anything by a wife who doesn’t work outside the home but
instead stays home to create a separate place, a haven from the
world. In the United States, we are by and large a church of
people who realized this goal within one or two generations,
and we are now left with an uneasy m~x of past and present
values and attitudes toward home, women, work, and finan-
cial security. Our ancestors did not idealize their lives of
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poverty and privation--as we sometimes do in retrospect.
They wanted up and out; that’s why they came to America. We
can learn from and should value their efforts and their sacri-
fices, but we don’t need to romanticize themmand we should
not confuse cultural values and attitudes with beliefs we hold
to be timeless.

Certainly, we should work to preserve what’s good about the
"family"--that is, the historical notion of family we have inher-
ited-but trying to
return to a past
model is not the solu-
tion to the pressing
problems of our time.
Accepting and pro-
moting the Victorian
family uncritically
may in many cases
work to increase pro-
blems and decrease
the happiness we
claim to seek. Per-
haps we would be
better off teaching
our members to use
their    relauonship
with God as their
haven from the        ’"~ ,-
world--a haven
which they, male and
female, can take with
them anywherem
rather than relying
on a mother and a
physical home to
provide such secur-
ity Perhaps we could
actually promote a
new family model in
which nurturing, lov-
ing unconditionally, and feeling compassion are not associated
just with mothers or women, in which the home is indeed
based on love and security--among whatever particular con-
figuration of people happen to live there. We do sometimes
preach th~s, but we still hold up the Victorian nuclear family
as the best possible version of lt. Could th~s be, at least in part,
because of its residual class associations?

FINALLY, I return to my ward. Living in my urban ward
is in some ways like living in the early Church. Missionaries in
my ward are baptizing more people than in any other in the
mission--most of the new converts come from lower classes,
many black or Hispanic, and most live in the central city. In
my ward, there is some of the same fervor and the same hope
and energy those early Church members fresh from the textile
factories and coal mines of England must have felt when they
arrived in Nauvoo or Salt Lake City or Ririe, Idaho. They seem

to feel both the promise of spiritual regeneration and of social
and economic growth. But our ward is also a difficult one to
staff and maintain. A lay clergy, as our largely middle-class
ward and stake leaders have learned through experience, de-
pends on certain middle-class values--dependability, prompt-
ness, persistence, and self-reliance~and on middle-class
education, which teaches how to read, to speak articulately, to
teach, to manage. It also depends, as leaders are realizing

throughout      the
Church, on having
women who are not

_ _I~ ~---~b---- ~employed outside the
_ c _-# home who have the

time to perform many
of the functions of the
Church’s programs.

Another difficulty
our ward and others
like it face is that once
disadvantaged urban
members gmn experi-
ence in the Church
and, sometimes with
help from excellent
Church    programs
and leaders, make
gmns vocationally
and economically as
well, they usually
move to the sub-
urbs--to live the life
they see p~ctured in
the Ensign and the
Church’s Reader’s Di-
gest inserts. Those
who don’t move are
usually those who
don’t and can’t fit that
image--many are

seriously undereducated, troubled with crippling problems,
victims of racial prejudice, or simply single. A few are families
who have tried to follow the Church’s counsel to live the
m~ddle-class ideal before they have joined the middle class
economically--families with many children liwng in small
quarters on one inadequate income with a tired but valiant
woman at home, still hoping that at least her children will not
have to live as she has done. While I respect the woman who
lives like this, revering her personal dedication and willingness
to obey what she fervently beheves, I am still troubled at the
mixed messages of a church that sometimes seems to confuse
socio-economic symbols with spiritual rewards, and tends to
generalize the experience of American pioneers to other cul-
tures, both outside and inside present-day America, where
hard work and sacrifice don’t always bring economic advance-
ment, and where spiritual salvation may not involve a middle-
class nuclear family at all.
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On the other hand, I am also troubled about what to do
with those who, unlike my ancestors, don’t seem to desire the
middle-class hfe the Church seems to promisemthose who
don’t really want to work up to the middle class, even if it were
within reach, because they don’t share the values of the white
American middle-class, including its ideals about family life.
Can such people be assimilated into a church that takes Amer-
ican middle class values for granted, or are they necessarily
excluded from salvation? I am also troubled by the many who
come to the Church with hope, and then drift away because
the hope--spmtual sometimes, but almost always linked to
the temporal--dies. Many expect prosperity, expect their pro-
blems to be solved, or expect the spmtual high they first
experience to continue to serve as an opiate to assuage the pain
in their hves. When the Church fails to fulfill these expecta-
tions, they leave.

Ironically enough, the ward I live in now is the most
spiritually ahve and growing ward I’ve ever lived in. There is a
feeling of community in the gospel; calling each other
"brother" and "sister" does not feel hke just another form of
pohte address. Yet there are few "traditional" famihes in our
ward--families with two parents who are still marned, are
both acnve members, and have children at home. Even among
these, most of the mothers work outside the home. In my
ward, at any rate, spirituality and sainthood are not tied to
"Mormon" family hfe, however much such a family may sym-
bolize success. Certainly we should be working w~thin the
Church to help our members ~mprove their lives temporally as
well as spiritually, for ultimately the two are not separable. And
certmnly we should encourage strong and happy families. But
we should also be careful not to confuse the spmtual hope the
gospel offers with the soclo-economlc promise that many want
to tie to it as well. And we should be careful not to impose a
pamcular historical model of successful family life onto our
theology. Women in the work force, even married women vath
children, are not a sign of a falling away from God; they are
merely a deviation from the ideal of a previous age. The spirit
of God may burn ever brighter even where women work and
families don’t sit around and wait to be "so glad when Daddy
comes home." My ward is a living example that while nuclear
families may not necessarily be forever, the sprat of love
between brothers and sisters in the gospel can and ought to be.
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PSALM FOR WOMAN

Blessed the woman who counsels with herself,
who finds shined in the pots and pans her face,
and there among the laundry sorts the chaff away,
who ~n her pockets finds the power of change
who washes soon her windows for the hght,
who listens w~th long ears and sees with many eyes,
who dances to the songs of herbs
who walks across the fields in holiness
whose table is an altar for a sacrament of roses
set with a place for He who knows her best.

--CAROL CLARK OTTESEN
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I
TOWARD "PSYCHOLOGICALLY
NFORMED" MORMON HISTORY

AND BIOGRAPHY
By Gary James Bergera

AS SELF-REFLECTIVE MEN AND

women, all of us encounter moments in
our lives when the burden of humanity
weighs heavily upon us, when we must
confront as best we can the dilemmas of
our being. As students of Mormon his-
tory, we must sometimes face these be-
wfldenng complexmes in others. The
responsibility we share in strugghng to
understand our past means that we
cannot ignore the possible insights of
modern psychology. For both history
and psychology contend that the past
influences the present; both engage in
historical reconstruction; and both ad-
vocate plural approaches and methods
in explaining human behavior. If viewed
as primarily heurisnc rather than
scientific, at least from the perspective of
the historian, psychology can help us
refine our knowledge of the past,
thereby greatlT~ improving the entire historical and biographi-
cal enterprise.

The use of formal psychology in history, including Freudian
psychoanalytical theory and subsequent related schools of
thought, has been popularly termed "psychohistory.’’2 Yet it
would be a mistake to think of psychohlstory as a new field or
as a rigid science with its own methods. Rather, the psy-
chohistorian--"a student of history with a sharpened
sensibility"3--produces what American and Mormon historian
Richard L. Bushman prefers to call "psychologically informed"
history.4

Psychohistory draws upon general and specific theories of
human personality which lead to a "meaningful complexity"
that helps to integrate the various aspects of any biographical
problem: unconscious impulses and processes, the conscious

GARY JAMES BERGERA received a bachelor’s degree in psychology
from Brigham Young University and is currently director of
publishing at Signature Books, Salt Lake City.

self, and one’s setting.5 Psychohlstory
can help us better understand the
"meaning" of a particular event, even if it
cannot provide a simple explanation of
it.6 Nor does any one psychological
theory have a monopoly on empirical
support or offer a completely adequate
and saus~ying unified theory of human
behavior.

Not surprisingly, most psychohistory
is actually psychobiography, since psy-
chohlstoncal analysis is best suited to
men and women about whom psy-
chological explanations can be devel-
oped and tested.8 What is especially dis-
tinctive about psychohlstory is that the
historian or biographer usually attempts
to understand and explain the entire life,
or notable periods of it, of his or her
s.ubject in "terms of a consciously
thought-out psychological interpretation

[or interpretations] of that subject’s personality.’’9 Simply put,
psychohlstory represents the apphcation--explicit or
phcit--of psychology, usually theories of human personality,
in trying to understand the behavior of individuals and groups
in the past.

Serious interest in psychological approaches to history
began in 1896 when British writer Havelock Ellis described
biography as "applied psychology." Interestingly, both in
regards to Mormon historiography as well as to American
psychohistory in general, one of the earliest American psy-
chohistories was I. Woodbridge Riley’s 1902 biography of
Joseph Smith, The Founder of Mormonism: A Psychological Study
of Joseph Smith, Jr. (New York: Dodd, Mead). Although flawed
by today’s standards because of its heavy dependence on the
"scientific" psychology of the turn of the century, Riley’s psy-
chobiography nonetheless raised important questions about
Joseph Smith’s childhood, his relanonship to his parents, his
adolescence, and his responses to his environment.

Other "psychological biographies" followed Riley’s study
and especially Sigmund Freud’s 1909 visit to the United States
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and the American publication of his seminal Introductory Lec-
tures on Psychoanalysis in 1920.10 These included Freud’s own
pathbreaking but flawed analysis of Leonardo di Vinci’s child-
hood, Katherine Anthony’s "psychological biography" of
Margaret Fuller, Preserved Smith’s "psychoanalytical" study of
Martin Luther, Ralph V. Harlow’s biography of Samuel Adams,
Joseph Wood Krutch and Marie Bonaparte (separately) on
Edgar Allen Poe, Gerald W. Johnson on John Randolph, Leon
Pierce Clark’s "psychobiography" of Abraham Lincoln, and
Lew~s Mumford on Herman Melville. 11 Yet despite some useful
insights, most scholars today agree that
these psychoanalytical studies--filled
with jargon and highly judgmental--
"deserved the cool reception they met.’’12

Learning from the excesses of their
predecessors, more recent psy-
chobiographers have succeeded in pro-
ducing some fine biographical writing--
psychohistoncal     or     otherwise.
Representative examples are Leon Edel’s
monumental five-volume biography of
Henry James, Alexander and Juliette
George’s perceptive analysis of Woodrow
Wilson and Colonel House, R. C. Tucker
on Stalin, psychiatrist John E. Mack’s
study of T. E. Lawrence, appropriately
titled A Prince of Our Disorder, W. Jackson
Bate’s masterful biography of Samuel
Johnson, R. G. L. Waite’s analys~s of Adolf
Hitler as a "psychopathic God," and M.
Solomon on Ludwig Beethoven.13

AS an interpretive tool, the use of psychology in histo.ry.
¯

has proven problematic, its value condemned and prmsed.
Applying psychology to the past can mean tackling irrational
and unchanging features of human nature, whereas most
readers would no doubt rather encounter a "record of reason
and optimism fulfilled, evidence of progress, a chromcle of
challenges successfully met.’’15 Specifically, psychological the-
ories---especially Freudian psychoanalysismhave been criti-
cized for being too flexible and easily misapphed, based on
unreliable data, too narrowly focussed on the neurotic and
psychotic, excessively reductionistic, or judgmental. In inex-
perienced hands, psychological approaches to history can pro-
duce one-dimensional, simplistic, even cruel portraits; circular
analyses, postulating childhood events from adult actions;
jargon-ladden studies, "as if the use of a private and developed
professional language could endow [historians] with a pro-
fessional identity"; or "a clinical exposition ~nstead of a true
biography.’’16

Since the 1950s, a consensus has emerged that the Freudian
emphasis on the unavoidable effects of childhood experience
on adult behavior no longer has, if it ever did, the status of a
"fact." Thus historians and biographers would do well to
evaluate carefully their analyses before assigning theories of

psycho-sexual development a significant causative role.lr
Indeed, for many psychohistorians, psychobiographical
reconstrucnon--that is, the assumption that a specific adult
behavior reqmres a specific childhood trauma, even where
hlstoncal evidence is lacking--is usually unjustified. In fact,
one thoughtful psychohistorian recommends, "the case for
banning [it] altogether in psychobiography ~s a fairly strong
one."18 Finally, the historian or biographer using psychology
must keep in m~nd that their own psychological reactions can
distort their materials so that their discussion may actually

reveal more about themselves than
about their subjects.19

Most of the criuc~sms leveled at psy-
chology ~n history result from
misunderstanding. Psychologists (in-
cluding psychiatrists) are usually un-
trained in history and more liable to pay
insufficient attention to primary source
material, to historical and cultural differ-
ences, and to misinterpret social-histor-
ical context. At the same time, historians
typically have a limited knowledge of
psychological theory, lack firsthand clin-
ical expenence, and tend to rely on pop-
ular approaches to psychological theory
which may or may not be supported by
research. Clearly, however, the remedy is
not to ignore the possible advantages of
psychology, but to have individuals get
training in both histonography and psy-
chology or to develop working
relauonships between historians and

psychologists.2°
The case for the responsible use of psychology in history,

especially biography, is a strong one. While the above and
other criticisms suggest that some kinds of questions probably
cannot be answered about some individuals, they in no way
preclude the developing of psychological interpretations for
which there is adequate evidence. The psychobiographer in
particular has at his or her disposal a "broader spectrum of
behavior through more decades of life than has the analyst
with a living patient’’21 and may be more sensitive to particular
dimensions of the life of his or her subject than the historian.

Psychology can be used in many ways other than to infer
causal relationships between childhood experience and adult
behavior. In fact, its greatest contributions to h~story and
b~ography may lie in interpreting evidence w~thout always
attempting to relate adult behavior to childhood acts, as well
as in its attention to conflict, multiple significance, and
phenomena of ambivalence, identification, repression, and
projection. Psychology has "thrust fingers of light into the cave
of the human mind"; "deepened our sense of the complexities,
the arcane udes, of personality"; and "enabled us to penetrate
some of the dark corners of motive and desire, to detect
patterns of action, and sense the symbolic value of word and
gesture. ,22
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Good psychohistory and psychobiography demonstrate a
concern for richness and complexity; for intention versus the
unintentional; for unconscious drives; and for the roots of
creativity, including religious experience. Such historians are
sensitive to anguish and its resolution. They explore ambition,
competition, technology, achievement, and rootlessness. They
also argue the "seemingly unobjectionable point, which some
students of history still do not accept, that the historian as
scientist cannot solve every problem by attending to the most
readily accessible reasons, the most ’rational’ causes, alone."
Good psychohistory does not attempt to
"prove" universal laws of human behav-
ior. Rather, it suggests that "common psy-
chological impulses and mechanisms
invite attention to altogether new pro-
blems, to the multiple levels of perceived
reality, and to the psychological strategies
of contented and discontented alike.’’23
At the same time, when faced with a
puzzling historical phenomenon, the
conscientious psychohistorian does not
attempt to suggest that all possible psy-
chological explanations may be "true"
but evaluates and compares alternative
explanations in terms of their plausibil-

24lty.
Psychology can allow the biographer

to see behaviors he or she might not
otherwise notice: alterations between
active and passive states; how their sub-
jects relate to others; if their behavior
indicates that they retain fantasies of om-
nipotence; whether they are burdened with guilt; and how
these enable us to understand people more clearly. Psy-
chohistorians can increase our understanding of the private
world of their subjects; they can uncover hidden patterns
between their subjects’ childhood, adolescence, and later feel-
ings, without necessarily postulating causal connections; they
can help us share their subjects’ feelings and beliefs and per-
ceive how their subjects’ subjective worlds become external-
ized.2~

If we can agree that within us are urges we are not always
aware of and that we "defend" ourselves in ways we are not
always aware of, then the criticisms of psychology in history
and biography are largely mitigated. For even if the uncon-
scious cannot be examined "scientifically," few of us would
deny that something like it acts within us.26 Increasingly, in
fact, it has become difficult to justify written history and
biography that does not consider psychology in a subject’s life.
Among historians, an interest in psychological theory has
already generated studies of sexuality; of religion; of women in
society; of marriage and divorce; of conflict between the gen-
erations; of discontent among the young; and of aging and
dying.

More than ever, the historian who today "disdains formal
psychology does so at his [or her] peril.’’~7 At the same time,

the psychologist writing history "simply must leam about the
cultural and historical context of his or her subject"28 so as not
to overemphasize the pathological or possible influence of
childhood trauma. These shortcomings can best be avoided by
integrating psychological approaches with social and historical
considerations, by analyzing not just pathology but strengths
and adaptive capacities, and by studying the effects on a
person of the entire life cycle, not just childhood. In spite of
the errors that have occasionally arisen from the dogmatic use
of theories of personality, their many positive contributions

indicate that they are of fundamental
importance in psychobiography and
psychohistory. The challenge is to use
them judiciously, to avoid aspects which
evidence suggests are incorrect, and to
consider their Implications carefully
while evaluating the available biograph-
ical and histoncal evidence.

For instance, early childhood experi-
ence, such as breast feeding or toilet
training, rarely directly affects adult per-
sonality. Rather, early experience shapes
early personality, which influences the
later environments, which influence
later experience, which affects personal-
ity, and so on. A particular event or ex-
perience can have a variety of possible
effects, depending on one’s personality,
environment, and the structure of subse-
quent environments and experiences.
Furthermore, life is such that there are
usually a variety of paths leading to a

particular outcome.
Where evidence on early experience is available, the effects

of such experiences should probably not be applied directly to
adult personality, but rather "traced through a sequence of
intervening stages and processes. ,3o And in the absence of such
evidence one should especially avoid some early developmen-
tal explanations, since accurate reconstruction, even with the
best of psychological theories, is very difficult. While some
theories should probably be revised, if not abandoned, other
concepts, such as unconscious motives and conflicts, identifi-
cation, and defense mechanisms, may prove useful for careful
biographers and historians who "probe in sympathy," defining
"the myths that order [their] subjects’ experience and that offer
the keys to [their] natures.’’31

WITHIN Mormon studies, past attempts at psy-
chologically informed history and biography have tended to
focus, not surprisingly, on the life of Church founder Joseph
Smith.32 With varying degrees of success and competency, the
most notable of these past attempts include Riley’s above-
mentioned psychological study of Joseph Smith, Walker
Franklin Pierce’s analysis of Book of Mormon authorship, E. E.
Ericksen’s The Psychological and Ethical Aspects of Mormon
Group Life, Fawn Brodie’s full-scale biography of Joseph Smith,
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No Man Knows My History, Howard Booth’s "personality study"
of Joseph Smith, Robert Flanders’s insightful treatment of
Joseph Smith in "Dream and Nightmare," T. L. Brink’s article
on "Joseph Smith: The Verdict of Depth Psychology," Eugene
and Bruce Campbell’s use of anomie in their discussion of
"Divorce Among Mormon Polygamists," Leonard Arrington’s
suggestion that "projection" may help explain Brigham Young’s
violent rhetoric, James Alien’s application of cognitive disso-
nance theory to the failed millennialist expectations of the
1860s, and my own speculative essay o~3Joseph Smith and the
hazards of charismatic leadership.
Most recently, C. Jess Groesbeck’s psy-
choanalytic analyses of Joseph Smith’s
youth and the Smith family’s dreams and
visions represent the most explicit and
sophisticated use of psychological theory
to have been attempted thus far in
Mormon historiography.34

Of the above, Fawn Brodle’s 1945 bi-
ography deserves special comment.
Building on earlier works, Brodie’s im-
portant biography wove together various
approaches, including psychology But
because of its naturalistic assumptions,
Brodie’s book has been criticized in part
for being "explicitly psychoanalytical.’’35

Yet Brodie’s use of psychology was im-
plicit and indirect. She was sensitive to
the subtleties of human personality de-
velopment and raised issues of particular
relevance to psychology~onflict,
family relationships, and fantasy/reahty
testing, for examplemwithout postulating necessary causal
connections between childhood and adulthood. She did not
rely on an explicit theoretical framework, such as psychoanaly-
sis, and avoided psychological jargon. In fact, not until the
second edition of No Man Knows My History appeared in 1971
did Brodie attempt an admittedly simplistic psychological dis-
cussion of Joseph Smith, and then only in three pages of her
concluding "Supplement."36

The future of psychologically informed Mormon history
and biography appears promising, especially as the value of
psychological insight becomes increasingly apparent to careful
researchers. "The twentieth century speaks of defense
mechanisms,    inferiority    complexes,    repressions,
rationalizations, and subliminations," Mormon historian and
biographer Ronald Walker has noted, "and these insights have
an important and unfulfilled role in Mormon biography.’’~7
"Without going overboard with [psychological] terminology,"
Walker’s colleague Davis Bitton continued,

one should be able to introduce comparisons and
insights from psychological literature that would
illuminate such experiences in the life experience of
individual Mormons as friction within families,
mid-life crises, and tensions between the expectations
created by Mormon conditioning and the often

divergent realities of life,
as well as the Mormon missionary experience, the process of
religious conversion and the "fluctuating nature of faith," and
human weakness generally, a frank acknowledgment of which
"will usually turn out to be both more interesting and ulti-
mately more respectful toward the subject than a cover-up
job.,,3~

Psychological theories could be profitably applied to the
following areas of Mormon history and biography, at least:
Joseph Smith’s relationship with his parents, especially his

mother, and his siblings; the conse-
quences of the religious differences be-
tween Joseph Smith St. and Lucy Smith
on themselves and their children; the
trauma of Joseph Smith’s leg operation;
Joseph Smith’s adolescence and the so-
called "identity crisis"; Joseph Smith’s
early religious experiences; Joseph
Smith as a charismatic leader; Joseph
Smith’s practice and denial of polygamy,
as well as nineteenth-century Mormon
defenses of polygamy, and the
phenomena of projection and conver-
sion reaction; Heber J. Grant’s response
to the Word of Wisdom and conversion
reaction; Heber J. Grant’s msomma; the
physical problems of George Albert
Smith and their possible psychological
consequences; Heber C. Kimball’s ap-
parent insecurity during his declimng
years; the sibling relationship between
Parley R and Orson Pratt; parent-child

relationships in nineteenth-century polygamous (i.e., single-
parent) households; and father-son relationships among the
Church hierarchy, especially the George Q. Cannon and
Joseph E Smith families.

One of the most intriguing recent discoveries using psy-
chological theory is Groesbeck’s finding of an apparently ge-
netic predisposition toward depression among progenitors
and descendants of Joseph Smith and collateral family lines.39

For the present, and future, what is most needed in
Mormon psychohistory is a competent grasp of historical facts,
a broad understanding of historical movements, and a careful,
thorough study of the spectrum of psychological and personal-
ity theories that does not rely on jargon or "popularized"
approaches, coupled with compassion, caution, patience, and
an ability to live, however uncomfortably, with ambiguity.
Grasping a life "inwardly requires mastery of its full documen-
tary remains" and "conversance with the whole run of per-
sonalities, institutions, and events, and the whole congeries of
ideas, usages, and values, involved. To top that off, it takes an
intellectual and emotional stunt both strenuous and deli-

,,40cate.
Perhaps the psychologically informed study of lives is

"hopelessly complex." True, the research called for is often
difficult to come by, and absolute certainty in the study of
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human lives is elusive. But assumptions about the causes of
behavior and the long-range effects of different actions upon
this behavior are inextricably a part of our personal, intellec-
tual, and professional lives, and our society. We can only
ignore the use of psychology at the cost of incomplete, inade-
quate, and unsatisfying analyses. Creating "a convincing blend
of traditional narrative and interpretation of psychological
clues will not be easy," Davis Bitton reminds us, but the
challenge and obligation are there.41                   ~
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In six known journals from 1840 to 1853, William Clayton left an eyewitness account of early
Mormon life, including the remarkable episode of plural marriage in Nauvoo, Illinois.

WILLIAM CLAYTON:
JOSEPH SMITH’S "PRIVATE CLERK"
AND EYEWITNESS TO MORMON

POLYGAMY IN NAUVOO
By George D. Smith

WILLIAM CLAYTON--JOURNALIST, POLYGAMIST,
compamon to the Prophet Joseph Smith---emigrated from
England ~n 1840 and w~tnessed the secret practice of plural
marriage in Nauvoo, Illinois. He served as the Prophet’s
personal secretary and recorded h~s sermons and actiwtms.
Clayton appeared to be serious, highly motivated, and con-
cerned about society’s moral decline as well as his place in the
hereafter. And, like Smith, he enjoyed the company of attrac-
tive women.

Clayton’s wriungs, although scattered among various arti-
cles, books, and library collections, have for years been gener-
ally inaccessible to all but a few favored scholars. The recent
publicauon of Clayton’s texts provides contemporary accounts
of early Mormon life such as missionary work in Victorian
England, secret marriages of the Prophet and his close associ-
ates in Nauvoo, and the Saints’ hurried exodus across the
frozen Mississippi on thmr way out of the Umted States and
into the Mexican west. Clayton is an important eyewitness to
a critical period of British and American history. A skilled
writer, Clayton was there when events were breaking. He
participated in history, and he wrote it down.

Raised by a schoolmaster father in England during the
textile boom, which would transform the country’s cottage
spinners and weavers into an assembly of workers in crowded
urban factories built to clothe the world, Clayton secured a job¯ n1
in the primary growth industry of the Industrial Revoluuo .
Competent with language and numbers, he worked as a book-
keeper at Bashall’s textile mill at Bamber Bridge near the
metropohs of Preston, England, about two-hundred miles

GEORGE D. SMITH is the editor of An Intimate Chronicle: The
Journals of William Clayton.

northwest of London.
When the Mormon missionaries arrived in 1837, Clayton

believed their message of restoration and the millennium, was
baptized in the River Ribble which separates the industrial city
of Preston from his home parish of Penwortham, and began to
keep a daily journal. Soon after Clayton sailed to America and
joined the Mormon theocracy in Nauvoo, Joseph Smith recog-
nized his talents and h~red him as his "private clerk." On 3
September 1842, the Prophet declared to his new secretary,
"When I have any revelations to write, you shall wnte them.’’2

)N had already recorded daily m~ssionary life in
Manchester, England, and h~s emigration to America: an un-
forgettable ocean voyage across the Atlannc, and a journey by
riverboat up the Hudson River, across the Erie Canal, and by
lake steamer through the Great Lakes ~nto Illinois to the
newly-settled Mississippi R~ver town of Nauvoo. Once at the
center of Mormon polygamy, Clayton’s prose would flower.

From Clayton’s journals it would seem that he was initially
unaware of plural marriage in Nauvoo. Clayton arrived in
Nauvoo four months before Joseph Smith’s first officially-re-
corded plural marriage to Louisa Beaman on 5 April 1841, but
made no mention of this event in his journal) The primary
documentation of th~s marriage was provided by assistant
Church historian Andrew Jenson. During a time when the LDS
church sought to persuade the Smith family of this h~story,
Jenson examined Nauvoo Temple records and in 1887 pub-
hshed records and affidavits from twenty-seven of Joseph
Smith’s plural wives.4 During the Nauvoo years most Latter-
day Stunts thought that polygamy was an unfounded anti-Mor-
mon accusation. Only about twenty-five families among the
20,000 people living in Nauvoo practiced plural marriage
while Smith was ahve. Clayton was not brought into Smith’s
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inner circle until autumn 1842; that he seemed unaware of
plural marriage before this time confirms that the secret was
indeed well-kept from Nauvoo’s citizens.5

He remained monogamous until early 1843 when the Mor-
mon prophet suggested that Clayton might invite a woman-
friend Clayton had once known in England to join him in
Nauvoo. At this time he and his wife Ruth had been married
six years and had three children. One day Joseph Smith, a
frequent visitor at the Clayton residence, came to call. As
Clayton tells the story,

The prophet invited me to walk with him. During our
walk, he said he had learned that there was a sister
back in England, to whom I was very much attached.
I replied there was, but nothing further than an at-
tachment such as a brother and sister in the Church
might rightfully entertain for each other. He then said,
"Why don’t you send for her?" I replied, "In the first
place, I have no authority to send for her, and if I had,
I have not the means to pay expenses." To this he
answered, "I give you authority to send for her, and I
will furnish you with means," which he did. This was
the first time the Prophet Joseph talked with me on
the subject of plural marriage. He informed me that
the doctrine and principle was right.., and that it
was a doctrine which pertained to celestial order and
glory.., he concluded [with] the words "It is your
privilege to have all the wives you want"... He also
informed me that he had other wives living besides
his first wife Emma, and in particular gave me to
understand that Eliza R. Snow, Louisa Be[a]man,
Desdemona W. Fullmer and others were his lawful
wives in the sight of Heaven.6

During his lifetime Smith never publicly acknowledged the
polygamous relationships he had described to Clayton. A year
later when "accused of committing adultery, and having seven
wives," he declared before the Church that he could "find only
one. ,,7

The young English woman who Smith encouraged Clayton
to send for was Sarah Crooks, a woman Clayton had met on
his mission to Manchester in 1838-40 before immigrating to
America. After joining the LDS church, Clayton had quit his
job at the textile factory, sent his wife and daughter to live with
her parents, and worked full time in Manchester as an unpaid
missionary.

Clayton first mentioned Sarah Crooks two weeks into his
first journal, on 13 January 1840, when she gave him twenty
shillings. Clayton was totally supported on his mission by the
Manchester Mormons for one year and nine months. During
this time, he scrupulously recorded the gifts he received:
"February 4, Sarah Crooks gave me a pint of porter [porter’s
ale, a dark brown beer]; February 5, Sister Perkins gave me a
tea cup full of red wine; February 16, Had 14 oranges & a
dozen sweet cakes given me at preaching; April 6, Supper with
Sarah and Rebecca. They gave me a pint of Porter. Sarah
washed my feet."

Clayton’s feelings for Sarah Crooks came to exceed gratitude

for gifts. On 19 January Sarah dreamed of Clayton’s having a
second wife. On 27 February Clayton wrote: "I certainly feel
my love towards her to increase but shall strive against it." A
few days later he recorded: "March 3, Sarah Crooks bath[ed]
my forehead with rum and gave me some mint drops; April 8,
Sarah . . . washed my feet and I then went to bed; May 19,
Supper with Sarah, 1 pint porter. She washed my feet. We sat
together till 2 o’clock."

Three years later in Nauvoo, the Prophet appare.ntly
reawakened Clayton’s feelings for this Englishwoman. Clayton
wrote to Sarah as Smith had suggested, and about that time she
left for America. Clayton’s joumal is silent concerning their
renewed acquaintance, but nothing permanent came of the
relationship. After migrating to Illinois Sarah married a James
Cook and only later appeared in Clayton’s diary on a list of
Joseph Smith’s enemies.

When Clayton took a plural wife on 27 April 1843, it was
his first wife’s younger sister, Margaret. Joseph Smith sup-
ported Clayton in this marriage, saying, "you have a right to
get all you can.’’8

A few months later, on 15 September 1843, Clayton asked
for the Prophet’s permission to marry the third sister, Lydia.
Smith refused, citing a recent revelation that "a man could only
take two [sisters] of a family," but then asked Clayton to "give
L[ydia] to him." Clayton obliged, but Lydia demurred saying
she had promised her mother she would not yet marry.

That next month, Margaret became pregnant and Clayton
sought Joseph Smith’s advice. After discussing the problem
with Emma, the Prophet advised Clayton to "just keep her at
home and brook it and if they raise trouble about it and bring
you before me I will give you an awful scourging and probably
cut you off from the church and then I will baptize you and set

.9you ahead as good as ever.
Joseph Smith demonstrated his trust in Clayton by selecting

him to write the revelation on plural marriage which the
Prophet dictated on 12 July 1843. Clayton’s journal entry for
that day reads, "This A.M. I wrote a Revelation consisting of 10
pages on the order of the priesthood, showing the designs in
Moses, Abraham, David and Solomon having many wives and
concubines &c." The revelation reads, in part: "If any man
espouse a virgin, and desire to espouse another .... He cannot
commit adultery for they are given unto him.., if he have ten
virgins given unto him by this law, he cannot commit adultery,
for they belong to him" (D&C 132:61, 62).

Clayton, who already had one plural wife, appeared to
accept the revelation without a trace of anxiety. Emma Smith,
however, reacted strongly to this marital bombshell. Clayton
recorded: "After it was wrote Presidents Joseph and Hyrum
presented it and read it to E [Joseph’s wife, Emma] who said
she did not believe a word of it and appeared very rebellious.
Joseph told me to Deed all the unincumbered lots to E and the
children. He appears much troubled about E."

Almost thirty years later in 1871, Clayton retold the story
in more detail:

I did write the revelation of Celestial marriage given
through the prophet Joseph Smith on the 12th day of
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July 1843. When the revelation was written there was
no one present except the prophet Joseph, his brother
Hyrum and myself. It was written in the small office
upstairs in the rear of the brick store which stood on
the banks of the Mississippi River. It took some three
hours to write it. Joseph dictated sentence by sentence
and I wrote it as he dictated. After the whole was
written Joseph requested me to read it slowly and
carefully which I did, and he then pronounced it
correct. The same night a copy was taken by Bishop
Whitney which copy is now here and which I know
and testify is correct. The original was destroyed by
Emma Smith. 10

For the rest of her life Emma denied that her husband had ever
practiced polygamy. Clayton’s journal provides meaningful
context for subsequent disputes over plural marriage, espe-
cially such denials by members of the Prophet’s family.

Clayton was unique among Joseph Smith’s scnbes in that he
actually seemed part of Smith’s household and was with him
almost every day of the last two years of the Prophet’s life.
Clayton often found himself in the middle of disputes between
Joseph and Emma; he even argued with Emma, which few
people dared to do. It was Clayton whom Emma suspected of
delivering letters from Smith’s other wives, specifically Eliza R.
Snow, whom Joseph Smith had married about a year earlier. 11
Smith warned Clayton that Emma might make romantic ad-
vances toward him to get even with her husband. Clayton
negotiated with Smith over marriage to the Moon sisters, and
he married Smith to Lucy Walker, the ceremony identified
cryptically in Clayton’s journals as "m J to LW.’’12

Clayton’s journals also address his own personal feelings
about plural marriage. He described feelings of affection for his
wives and how a married man would court other women to
marry. One month after marrying his third wife, Alice Hard-
man, Clayton dreamed that he "had received Miss [Emily]
Cutler ~n addition to those I had already got." When he awoke
he pleaded, "God if it be thy will give me that woman for a
companion.’’13 Although he did not marry Emily Cutler, a
month later Clayton did marry Jane Hardman, Ahce’s cousin
and daughter of the boardinghouse owner in Manchester
where Clayton had often stayed during his mission. A few
weeks later Clayton married his fifth wife, sixteen-year-old
Diantha Farr. He again turned to God and asked, "give me
favor in her eyes and the eyes of her parents that I may receive
the gift in full.’’14 Such repeated passionate pleadings
demonstrate the personal character of Clayton’s "Nauvoo,
Illinois" journals. A week after this marriage he writes, "this
A.M. I had some talk with Diantha in bed. All things seemed
to go right.’’~5

The women whom Clayton married left impressions of the
personal magnetism of this Mormon patriarch. In 1941 great-
granddaughter Wanda Clayton Thomas asked Clayton’s last
surviving wife, Anna Higgs, "how a girl only seventeen years
old could marry a man in his early fifties who already had so
many wives and children." Anna replied that she "fell in love
with him before he ever knew her [and] just had to follow him

from church to church to hear him speak. I wanted to be with
him in the hereafter. I courted him." When Clayton had to
leave Nauvoo on the westward trail to Winter Quarters, Ne-
braska, without his fifth and pregnant wife, Diantha, she wrote
to him ~n Keosauqua, Iowa: "I dream about you almost every
night... I never shall consent to have you leave me again."~6

When Diantha gave birth to William Adriel Benoni, later called
Moroni, Clayton in celebration of this event wrote the song "All
is Well," renamed "Come, Come, Ye Saints.’’lr

IN becoming a Mormon patriarch, Clayton had signifi-

cantly adapted his personal outlook formed by h~s English
upbnnging. He converted not only to religious beliefs, but also
to the complex marital life practiced in the Mormon commu-
nity His writings demonstrate no internal struggle realigning
his lifestyle. In h~s thirty-seven years of plural marriage, from
1843 to 1879, Clayton typically had four to six wives at one
time. He had concurrent conjugal relations with his w~ves, as
the birth records demonstrate, and in the single year 1857
fathered five children. He once commented: "I support a
family of near forty persons on a salary of $3,600 per annum
and we hve well, are well clothed and very comfortably situ-
ated . . . I have six wives whom I support in comfort and
happiness and am not afraid of another one. I have three
children born to me dunng the year, and I don’t fear a dozen

,,18more. A daughter remembered that while her father was
"not demonstrative," he showed "great love for his home and
family and provided well for their comfort."~9 Clayton eventu-
ally married ten women and fathered forty-seven children.

Family members recall Clayton as ordered and meticulous.
Clayton’s daughter Victoria McCune, born when he was fifty-
two years of age, remembered her father as

methodical, always sitting in his own armchair, hav-
ing a certain place at the table.., his person was clean
and tidy; his hands small and dimpled. He wore very
little jewelry but what httle he had was the best money
could buy.., and his clothing was made from the
best matenal. His children remember him best in
black velvet coat and grey trousers and, in cold
weather, a broad-cloth cloak in place of overcoat ....
[He had a] love for order [and] would not carry a
watch that was not accurate. [He did not tend toward]
frivolity or mirth but rather seriousness and earnest-

20ness.
This description of a serious and orderly man portrays a

person who carried out many responsibilities with care. His
journals reflect this charactistic. For example, while crossing
the American wilderness, Clayton recorded an elaborate pic-
ture of western lands filled with a variety of Indians and
buffalo. He described numerous illnesses, such as ague, black
scurW, cholera, itch, mumps, and pox, and equally varied
cures, such as hot salt, dung plaster, brandy, quinine, exercise,
the laying on of hands, and rebuke of "fowl" spirits.

With equally meuculous care he recorded Joseph Smith’s
casual conversations and controversial doctrines which dealt
with plural gods, God as a man, God as Adam, and resurrec-
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tion by literal rebirth through a woman.21 He kept detailed
records of Nauvoo Temple rituals.

As he executed the responsibilities given him by the
Prophet, Clayton provided a picture of rural Nauvoo on the
Mississippi, land acquired with Military Bounty Tract warrants
issued to War of 1812 veterans. Since speculators bought and
sold land without titles or deeds, Smith would send Clayton to
make sure Nauvoo property tax records were up to date and
land rights were secure. No national currency had been issued
since the oversupply of "continentals" to finance the Revolu-
tionary War; the country ran on a monetary system of private
bank notes flooded with foreign coins and bogus paper, a
setting reflected in the journals. Clayton also described legal
techniques used to insulate the Mormon theocracy from an
aroused illinois populace, such as habeas corpus challenges to
the validity of arrest warrants for Nauvoo citizens.

Joseph Smith and other church leaders must have thought
highly of Clayton’s administrative abilities. He was a member
of the Council of Fifty, a planning body which served as a
shadow government for both Nauvoo and Salt Lake City. He
was made Nauvoo Temple recorder and clerk of several trail
camps. In Salt Lake City he helped cut the dies for new
Mormon money. He was elected assistant secretary of the
Territorial Council for the 1853-54 session and secretary of the
1854-55 legislature. He was Recorder of Marks and Brands,
the Receiver of Weights and Measures, and Public Auditor for
the territory of Utah for 1852.

Clayton became a partner in Salt Lake mercantile ventures.
He was a bookkeeper and debt collector and engaged in
mining and farming. He also became cashier or treasurer of
Zion’s Cooperative Mercantile Institute (ZCMI).

These civic and business responsibilities suggest an ener-
getic, hard-driving individual. However, he also enjoyed liter-
ature and music. Clayton’s family remembers him as having
been well-read. He carried a collection of books across the
plains under his wagon seat, including works of Frederick the
Great and Voltaire. He subscribed to English newspapers all his
life in Utah.22

Clayton received early training in xqolin and piano. Later in
Nauvoo he played violin and sang in a dance band, at times in
the Nauvoo Temple, as well as on the westward trail.23 The
band was sometimes given money, sometimes groceries. One
time in Keosaqua, Iowa, Clayton reported receiving cake and
beer.

In six known journals from 1840 to 1853, William Clayton
left an eyewitness account of early Mormon life, including the
remarkable episode of plural marriage in Nauvoo, Illinois. A
believer in Joseph Smith’s visions and miracles, he wrote a
straightforward and uncritical narrative of the Mormon com-
munity His journals form a credible record of a peculiar story.
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Adam--God:
Finally, the book that answers the questions:

¯ What is the Adam--God doctrine? ¯ What part will it
play in the future? ¯ What do the standard works say

about it? ¯ Who taught the doctrine? ¯ Will Adam--God
be taught to the LDS’s again?

These, and many other questions are answered in Adam--
God. Never before has the subject of Adam--God been so
thoroughly documented and explained. Authored by Craig L.
Tholson, this 400 page book will thrill the sincere Latter-day
Saint and inspire them to new heights.

Adam-~Gad is available from Publishment, P.O. Box 151,
Payson, UT 84651. Hardbound: $19.95/copy plus $3.05/copy
shipping and handling.
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Mere "truth" can be a weapon to wound and increase animosity, to foster continuing
adversarial escalation. But redemptive truth, spoken in genuine love, can heal.

HEALING AND MAKING PEACE    IN
THE WORLD AND THE CHURCH

By Eugene England

I.N THE FALL OF 1955 CHARLOTTE AND I WERE LIVING

in Mapusaga, a small village in American Samoa. We had been
married two years and had been missionaries to the Polyne-
sians for a year and a half. Charlotte was five months pregnant.
We were teaching a woman named Taligu E’e, who had Mor-
mon relatives and who had agreed to meet us each Wednesday
afternoon. We would walk to her fale, her circular, open,
thatch-roofed home, and teach her in broken Samoan one of
the lessons from the systematic missionary teaching guide. She
would listen politely and impassively, her eyes looking down
at the mats we sat on, and after we finished would serve us the
meal she had prepared.

One Wednesday we taught her the plan of salvation. We
told her how we had all chosen to come to earth, with Christ,
who had offered himself as our Savior, and how important it
was to follow him if we knew him. Then I told her how, by
doing temple work, we could help those who had died without
knowing Christ, but who were being taught about him in the
spirit world. Her head came up as I told this story. Timidly she
asked about her own ancestors who lived before Christian
missionaries came to Samoa, whom she had been taught must
be damned because they did not know Christ and were not
baptized.

I repeated what I realized right then was indeed the gospel,
the Good News. I assured her that God loves everyone equally
who comes to earth and had provided a way for all, including
her ancestors, to come to him. She kept her eyes on my face,
and they slowly filled with tears. I sensed that a deep sorrow,
a long-standing wound, was being healed in her, and I kept
repeating, "O le Atua, alofa tele ia i latou uma," which I hoped
conveyed, "God really loves them all." Taligu was baptized the
day after we left Samoa. We had been transferred, by inspira-
tion I believe, to Hawaii for our baby to be born where there
were medical facilities that turned out to be needed to save
Charlotte’s life. We have heard that Taligu became the matri-

EUGENE ENGLAND is a professor of English at Brigham Young
University and the author of Dialogues with Myself (Signature,
1984) and The Quality of Mercy (Bookcraft, forthcoming).

arch of a great Church family in Samoa, and we trust that she
has done the saving work for her ancestors in the Samoan
Temple.

What I know is that the revealed truths of the gospel of Jesus
Christ healed her and brought her peace. Truth is an essential
part of healing and of peacemaking--not just any truth and
not truth administered in just any fashion. Paul talked about
"speaking the truth in love" (Ephesians 4:15). Mere "truth" can
build weapons of mass destruction and motivate endless quar-
rels, even violence, over present rights and past wrongs. Truth
can be a weapon to wound and increase animosity, to foster
continuing adversarial escalation. But redemptive truth, spo-
ken in genuine love, can heal. I’ll return later to the hard
question of how.

But first another story about healing and peace. When I was
bishop of a BYU married student ward, one of the members
asked me to talk with her friend from outside the ward who
had attempted suicide and was often terribly depressed. When
I met her, I quickly found that, like many young Latter-day
Saints I had counseled, this woman had a strong sense of
justice and self-condemnation, but a weak sense of Christ’s
mercy and love. She spoke quickly and harshly about her
failings and her despair. I simply read to her from the Book of
Mormon those passages that teach Christ’s mercy in the Atone-
ment and convey the spirit of that at-one-ment. After a while
peace visibly came over her, and she began to weep. When she
left, she had been helped and perhaps healed a little.

And that, of course, reminds me of another story. When
John Taylor was president of the Quorum of Twelve, two men
came to him for resolution of a bmer quarrel that had alienated
them from each other. President Taylor was an exceptionally
good singer, with emotional power tempered in such experi-
ences as singing for the Prophet ~n the final hour at Carthage
Jail. He told the two, "Brethren, before I hear your case, I
would hke very much to sing one of the songs of Zion for you."
When he had finished, he commented that he never heard one
of the Church’s hymns without wanting to hear another and so
sang one more--and then another and another. Finally the two
men were moved to tears and left, fully reconciled, without
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any &scusslon of thmr problem

THE HEALING POWER OF MERCY

HEALING does happen; peace can come These stones
give me 1-lope and some dlrecuon- The redempuve truths of the
gospel of the Pnnce of Peace can heal--if they are conveyed m
a way consistent with their own nature and such as to move
others with their potenual power The central truth seems to
be God’s uncon&uonal love, the umque power of mercy to
heal our souls and bring peace to our hves--but it must touch
our hearts and w~lls as well as our minds and understan&ng

I remember well
one of the first ser-
mons I heard Elder
Marion D Hanks
give, shortly after he
was called as a gen-
eral authority nearly
forty years ago He
told of two Mormon
famdms who had
been alienated from
each other for years
by an offense and
then revenge--not
speaking to each
other, nursing their
wounds ,and mfl~c-
tmg new ones
nally, the father who
had been first and
most stoned against
went to the other fa-
ther and asked for-
Dveness and the two
families were recon-
ciled. I remember
clearly how stunning
it was for me to under-
stand and feel for the
first t~me, from that
s~mple anecdote, the
clmm of Shakespeare’s
Porua, ~n The Mer-
chant of Vemce, that
mercy blesses the gwer as well as the receiver Mercy is, m a
phrase Elder Hanks may have learned, as I did, from Lowell
Benmon, "the homeopathm me&cme of the soul "

However, the me&cme of mercy does not work automat>
cally or easll> though I behove ~t works &rectly and consis-
tently when we really work at it Again, understanding is not
enough Poma herself ~s a case m point Disguised as a legal
consultant m the court where Shylock the Jew has gone to
clmm h~s pound of flesh from t~e merchant Antonio for a
defaulted loan, she admits that Shylock’s clmm is legal and m

There are great wounds in the Church. The Mormon
intellectual community is riven in two and reduced

to mutual alienation and public name-calling.
There is scandalous lack of respect, isolation in

mutually exclusive symposia and publications, with
almost no learning from each other through dialogue
or even sympathetic reading of each other’s writings.

the name ofjusuce must be honored, but she pleads neverthe-
less for mercy:

The quahty of mercy ~s not strmn’d,
It droppeth as the gentle rmn from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twine blest
It blesseth him that Dves and h~m that takes.
It ~s an attribute to God h~mself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God’s
When mercy seasons justice..

¯. consider th~sThat in the course ofiusuce’ none of us

Should see salvauon.
That ~s, of course, the
basic point of the
Atonement of Jesus
Christ. We all s~n be-
yond any ab~hty to
make amends, to make
anything hke full rest>
tuuon, ~f we are left
only to the demands of
jusuce The demands
of jusuce, which our
consciences make on
ourselves and on each
other, as well as the
unanswered demands
of a just God, leave us
forever &v~ded, un-
healed, unatoned. The
Atonement, originally
pronounced At-one-
ment, ~s possible only
because of Christ’s
power to reumte us to
ourselves, to heal us,
through h~s self-sa-
cnfic~ng mercy, and
we can only be reu-
rated with each other
through s~mflar acts of
mercy for each other.

But, of course,
though Poma speaks
of mercy bnlhantly
when she wants it for

Antomo, she ~s not capable of showzng it ~n a &fficult s~tuauon,
that ~s, when Shylock clearly deserves severe pumshment. By
applying the letter of the law, she saves Antonio from Shylock’s
revenge, but then she and Antomo use the law to take revenge
on Shylock, not only threatening his life and taking h~s fortune
but, most hornble crime of all, forcing him to renounce h~s
faith and become a Chnsuan I believe Shakespeare wanted us
to see that they thus m~ss a chance to heal the enmity between
Jew and Chnsuan, to be genuine peacemakers by using God-
like mercy.
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THE NEED FOR MERCY IN THE WORLD
AND THE CHURCH

THERE are great wounds in the world and the Church
that are in need of healing; there is continuing violence that
needs genuine peacemakers. The recent, poignantly hopeful
developments in Eastern Europe were brought about, I be-
lieve, not through President Reagan’s military build-ups and
threats, but by God’s blessings on non-violent efforts by many
people. But despite those developments--which have ended
the Cold War and suggest to the optimistic the great and
marvelous possibility of a quick and relatively peaceful move-
ment toward Christ’s second comingmgreat wounds remain,
as well as a great need for healers. Wars and rumors of wars
continue in the Middle East, South America, Northern Ireland,
and now Yugoslavia and the former USSR. The recent so-called
peace talks in Madrid (more like shouting matches) only
advertise the difficulties: Both sides engaged in violence and
counter-violence even as the talks began; both sides staked out
non-negotiable demands, couched in the language of justice,
seeking a small advantage here or there. No one seemed able
to think or talk of mercy, to consider extending even small acts
of trust, of simply giving up either land or demands for land-
or recognition or even old slogansmas a way to change the
patterns of violence to something new. No one seemed to
remember that tactics based on seeking advantage, in demands
for justice, have never worked, certainly not permanently. No
one seemed to remember that the only two occasions when
nations tried something like mercy~the Marshall Plan, which
rebuilt the economies of our former World War II enemies; and
Anwar Sadat’s sacrifices, which included eventually the giving
of his own life, to achieve peace with Israel--those two acts of
mercy indeed brought the only lasting peace between enemies
in modem times.

There are also great wounds in the Church. The Mormon
intellectual community is riven in two and reduced to mutual
alienation and public name-calling. Most of those in the sem-
inary and institute system, along with many BYU religion
teachers, are separated from those in the unsponsored or
independent sector, including much of the BYU faculty outside
of Religious Education. There is scandalous lack of respect,
isolation in effectively exclusive symposia and publications,
with almost no learning from each other through dialogue or
even sympathetic reading of each other’s writings. This divi-
sion has recently gone public and escalated. The non-Mormon
press has emphasized and perhaps created animosity by exag-
gerating the effects of controversial articles in the independent
Mormon press or thoughtless or provocative expressions by
independent symposia participants~and now, in response,
public statements by BYU professors and even Church leaders
seem to have hardened divisions and escalated antagonisms.
We even have the absurd spectacle of two "alternate voices"~
the Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies
(EA.R.M.S.) and Signature Books--engaged in name-calling
and threatening lawsuits because, it seems to me, one is
aggressively proud of its orthodoxy, the other aggressively

proud of its independence~and neither are very merciful.
Add to this the deepening divisions over gender issues and the
wounds that many Mormon women feel~divisions between
Mormon feminists and not only most Mormon men but many
of their sisters. In the late sixties, when there was much turmoil
within the Church and anger and even action against the
Church over our discriminations against blacks, there was
some evidence indicating that when attention became focused
on Mormon discriminations against women we would suffer
even greater turmoil within and antagonism from without.
And that is happening. As Susan Faludi shows in her recent
book, Backlash, The Undeclared War Against American Women,
the gains women made in the seventies have been more than
reversed in the eighties. Abetted by government indifference,
male anxiety has tended to increase prejudice and discrimina-
tion in a way that for many finally became visible when
fourteen male senators struggled and failed to deal either justly
or mercifully with Anita Hill and her allegations. Now many
women are responding in despair and anger, and backlash
escalates against backlash. We have great need for healing and
for healers.

During the same time as the national gains formand then
the backlash against~women, Mormon women seem to have
experienced a reduction, in the past twenty-five years, not only
of their independence and effectiveness in their own organiza-
tion and publications, but even in their overt and formal
healing role. In Samoa, when we were isolated as a missionary
couple, Charlotte assisted me as we used our shared priest-
hood in administering to the sick. The official Church hand-
book, Elder John A. Widtsoe’s Priesthood and Church Govern-
ment, quoted Joseph Smith as an authority that such a proce-
dure was perfectly proper.2 Of course, many women, like Eliza
R. Snow and Patty Sessions, had healed through laying on
hands and had brought peace through speaking and singing in
tongues, and such gifts, including the special healing blessing
administered to pregnant women, had continued up into the
1940s.3

Charlotte no longer gives blessings with me. We are obedi-
ent to what seems to be an official withdrawal of the gift that
LDS women once enjoyed to be formal healers. LDS women of
course continue in a healing role by giving blessings to each
other in the temple and have an extremely powerful role to
play as informal healers and peacemakers; in fact, they bear for
us all the central ideals and qualities of the healing arts, both
symbolically and literally, and that function must not be lost in
any backlash against women, in or out of the Church. Let me
explain what I mean by that apparently sexist claim about a
special healing role for women.

GOD’S WAY OF HEALING

BASED on years of studying ancient cultures and their
mythologies, contemporary primitive cultures, and classical
literature, French anthropologist Rene Girard has provided the
most convincing theory about how violence begins in all
cultures and relationships, how it then perpetuates itself and
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spreads like a plague, and how cultures survqve by ntuahzlng
violence in things like duels and execunons and football games
and by focusing thmr violence on individuals or groups or even
animals as scapegoats. He explmns how cultures continue to
harbor the plague of violence because they don’t face the
violence m themselves and then truly heal it by using mercy to
absorb and end ~t.4

G~rard provides convincing analysis of a mechanism famil-
iar to us all. Any two beings have desires and those desires
inevitably focus on
the same th~ngs--a
toy, a piece of land,
the highest office,
global presuge, or ac-
ademic honor The in-
tensity ot each rival’s
desires increases s~m-
ply because the other
desires the same
th~ng In the process,
the two rivals become
more and more hke
each other ~n their ac-
nons and emouons,
literal doubles, imita-
tive of each other in
what they want and
the violence they are
willing to use--until ~
there is all-out war or ~
a scapegoat is found i
on which to discharge !
the violence and then
hide it for awhile until
it breaks out agmn.
Every     childhood
quarrel, if you’ll th~nk
back to your s~bhngs
or cousins or play-
ground fiqends, goes
through this pro-
cess--and so does every war in history Imitative desire or
jealousy leads to an offense, which must be answered ~n the
name of justice, with additional blows or force for good mea-
sure, to make certain justice is done, then reciprocation, re-
venge, again w~th added force ~n the name of justice, etc.
Meanwhile, the antagonists ~ncreasingly adopt the same evil
means, no matter who was most "right" at first or most self-
righteously accused the other of being evil. For instance, by the
end of World War II, first the Brinsh and then the Umted States
adopted high-level saturation bombing of c~vihan popula-
nons~whlch we had condemned as evil and barbaric when
the Germans used it earlier. Such imitative escalation culm>
nated in the killing of hundreds of thousands in Hamburg and
Dresden, and then H~roshima and Nagasaki ~n what President
J. Reuben Clark called the "crowning savagery of the war."5

Most of Shakespeare’s plays show that
revenge, in the name of justice, is always

tempting, seems morally justified to the avenger
and the audience, and always escalates in

self-righteous violence. The revenger becomes
more and more like their evil target.

The mechamsm of lm~tatlve rivalry followed by escalating
violence seems inevitable, but Girard’s study has led him to a
remarkable conclusion: There is one and only one successful
way to stop it, and that ~s through the example and teachings
of Jesus Christ Girard, who started as an agnostm, has come
to believe that the Bible is the truest book in the world, in fact,
divine It alone reveals, rather than suppressing in rituals or
scapegoats, the violence in humans and gives the solution, it
shows God strugghng against th~s universal human mecha-

nism through h~s cho-
sen people and his
&vine son God fails
to make much head-
way throughout the
Old Testament, much
of which ~s a record of
human v~olence and
human attempts to
blame their v~olence
on God In the story of
Joseph     exten&ng
mercy and forgiveness
to his brothers who
sold him into Egypt,
in the suffering ser-
vant passages (such as
Isaiah 53), and in
other breakthroughs
of the voice of God to
prophets, and culmi-
nating in the life,
teachings, and death
of Christ, we have
gradually been g~ven
the answer, whmh is
s~mple to say but not
at all simple to really
beheve and apply6

The answer is con-
tained in the Sermon
on the Mount, which

teaches the ethical solution; ~n Christ’s male&ctions against the
Pharisees (Matthew 23 13-39), which require the Jews to rec-
ogmze the violence in themselves~that they have always
killed the prophets and will kill him; and supremely and finally
in Christ’s death. Christ does not die as a tradinonal, guilty
scapegoat, who hldes the sins and wolence of the community.
Rather, Christ insists on being recognized as an innocent
victim, a sacrifice whose perfect forgiving love shows us the
cost of our wolence and the only way to stop ~t. He lived out
his teachings and sealed h~s testimony with the &vine author-
ity of his perfectly innocent blood.

The teachings are crystal clear: "Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray
for them which despitefully use you and persecute you; That
ye may be the children of your Father which is ~n heaven"
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(Matthew 5:44-45); "Do good, and lend, hoping for nothing
again; and your reward shall be great, and ye shall be the
children of the Highest: for he is kind unto the unthankful and
to the evil. Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is
merciful" (Luke 6:35-36); "Resist not evil" (Matthew 5: 39); "Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good" (Romans
12:21).

The Book of Mormon clearly reinforces those teachings
with ample historical evidence, as Hugh Nibley has pointed
out, that conflict of any kind, including war, occurs only when
both sides have sinned.7 When either side is willing to obey
Christ’s commands, to lay down their weapons or angry words
and stop fighting or competing, even if they sacrifice their
lives, as Christ did, they stop the violence and convert their
enemies (Alma 24:17-26).

Modern prophets have reinforced this answer. President
Kimball chose June 1976, during the very height of the United
States’s self-congratulatory celebration of its bicentennial, to
remind us, in a First Presidency message in the Ensign, of the
violence in ourselves as Americans and Mormons:

We are a warlike people, easily distracted from our
assignment of preparing for the coming of the Lord.
When enemies rise up, we commit vast resources to
the fabrication of gods of stone and steel--ships,
planes, missiles, fortifications--and depend on them
for protection and deliverance. When threatened we
become anti-enemy instead of pro-kingdom of God.8

He then called us to trust the Lord and do the only thing that
has ever brought peace: "to carry the Gospel to our enemies,
that they will no longer be our enemies." President Kimball, of
course, did not mean simply to send missionaries to Russia or
China or Iraq, but to proclaim in all we say and do the gospel,
the Good News that healed the Samoan convert Charlotte and
I taught--that God loves us all unconditionally and expects us
to do the same. We are to act like Christians toward our
enemies by working for and showing consistent mercy.

Christ taught, "Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain
mercy" (Matthew 5:7; emphasis added). !n other words, we
should give mercy instead of justice to enemies because that is
the only hope to move them to give mercy back rather than
returning retribution for our "justice" until we have continuing
war, as we certainly still have in the Middle East.

Modern prophets have not only reminded us of the answer
to violence, but also of the mechanism by which we unleash
that violence if we refuse that answer. Hear the First Presidency
in 1942, at the beginning of World War II:

There is an eternal law that rules war and those
who engage in it .... The Savior laid down a universal
principle ["all they that take the sword shall perish
with the sword"] upon which He placed no limita-
tions as to time, place, cause, or people involved
[whether righteous or wicked] .... [T]his is a univer-
sal law, for force always begets force.9

Each of us can think of many examples. Remember when the
United States bombed Ghaddafi’s capital city in Libya in 1986,
killing perhaps forty people, many civilians. That action, we

claimed, was a justified response to evidence that Libyans had
killed perhaps five Americans in bombings in Europe. But of
course Libyans could have claimed they were only responding
to America violence in siding with and helping Israel in its
occupations of Arab lands and continuing raids that had killed
hundreds of Palestinians and others in Lebanese villages.
Whatever the case, after the raid our government claimed that
through force we had successfully stopped Libyan force, and
most Americans seemed to agree. Now evidence has come to
light that the airliner downed over Lockerbie, Scotland, in
1988, killing more than 250 people, was destroyed by a Libyan
bomb, and our leaders are now talking about how we might
achieve a "just" revenge. So we have gone from a general
perceived injustice, our lethal tilt toward Israel, to five Ameri-
cans killed, to forty Libyans killed, to 250 randomly killed, as
force has not settled anything, but has begotten even greater
force. And what will be our next step?

Why is it so hard for our government--and apparently
most of the rest of us, who continue to support its deadly
policies in the Middle Eastmto learn what Tom Sutherland,
one of the American hostages recently freed in Beirut has
learned? In an interview in December 1991 on National
Public Radio, he was asked how he felt about the call by some
other former hostages for revenge and about government
efforts to glean from the hostages information about their
captors that would help achieve that. He responded, "I dis-
agree totally with those who want to punish hostage-takers.
Revenge or retribution of any kind is wrong." His wife, Jane,
added, "We have prayed and worked for years for this resolu-
tion, an unconditional release. When people in the Middle
East have been saying, ’You’ve done this to me and I’ve done
this to you,’ and this has been going on for thousands of years,
it’s time to just break it and stop!" Amen.

VIOLENCE, MERCY, AND HEALING
IN SHAKESPEARE

RENE GIRARD claims that, next to the Bible, the clearest

revelations of the violence mechanism are in William Shake-
speare and Fyodor Dostoevsky. Think of how often Shake-
speare shows doubles becoming rivals and then becoming
more and more alike and more violent, from the twins in the
Comedy of Errors to Iago and Othello to Hamlet and his uncle
to the Trojans and Greeks in Troilus and Cressida. I’ve studied
Shakespeare closely, and Girard is right. I’m convinced most of
the plays show that revenge, in the name of justice, is always
tempting, seems morally justified to the avenger and the audi-
ence, and always escalates in self-righteous violence. The re-
vengers become more and more like their targets, though each
first saw that target as a thoroughly evil perpetuator of crime.
In the name of righteous justice, the revenger inevitably loads
the stage with corpses by the endBand the violence does not
stop then, but merely continues in the next generation of
reciprocal revenge.

Shakespeare also knew how hard it is for even rational
Christian people to stop this cycle. He developed a dramatic
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device to teach and shame h~s audmnces into understan&ng
and a change of heart I call ~t the "bandwagon effect "He starts
by shmwng a wrong being done by some despicable character
whom we all love to hate and enjoy seeing get h~s comeup-
pance. As the v~cums and thmr ffmnds begin to take revenge,
say on the self-nghteous prig Malvoho m Twelfth Nzght or the
blood-thirsty Shylock ~n The Merchant of Vemce, we cheer them
on. We get on the bandwagon ofjusufled revenge. However, a
point comes when a sens~uve, moral audience sees or feels that
things have gone too
far, that the revenge
spirit has exceeded all
possible jusuce, has
perhaps ~nevltably
done much more
harm than good and
so should never have
even started We want
to get off the band-
wagon and wish we
never had gotten on
Shakespeare’s drama
moves us to feel what
it ~s like to approve vi-
olence-and then to
be ashamed we have
approved ~t. That
point comes ~n Twelfth
Nght when Malvoho ~
is put ~n a dungeon ~
and begins to go mad. ~
It comes ~n The Met- ~
chant of Vemce at least
by the ume Shylock ~s
forced to become a
Chnsuan. It should
come ~n Hamlet at
least by the ume
Hamlet refuses a
chance to kill the king
at his prayers~because then he might go to heaven Hamlet
refuses th~s chance to obey the ghost not out of mercy or
~ndecls~on, but in what Elizabethan audmnces~and genuine
Chrtsuans of today--would recognize as a blasphemous desire
to destroy Clau&us’s soul as well as h~s life. That, of course,
was what the ghost stud was the most horrible thing Claudius
had done to h~m, killing him ~n his s~ns before he could repent
So Hamlet has become just hke his uncle, Just as evil, JUSt as
poisonous and dangerous and even soul-destroying.

But Hamlet is a greater and more complex soul, and he has
a moment of turning back that is crucial to our understanding
of the role of women m heahng I menuoned earher. Near the
end of the play, he confronts Laertes, whose father Polonius he
has killed and whose sister Opheha, whom he supposedly
loved, he has destroyed m his obsession w~th revenge For the
first ume, during that confrontation m Ophelia’s grave, Hamlet

Shakespeare knew that the only solution to the
revenge mechanism did in fact lie with "the woman"

in us~or literally women in Western culture,
who have been left relatively free from the male cycles

of violence and continuing war.

sees, through Laertes, exactly what he has become--a rash,
bloody revenger m the name of jusuce, ranting and wresthng
m a grave and trailing death and hell m h~s wake In the next
scene, Hamlet says to Horauo, "I have a [mls]g~vlng, as would
perhaps trouble a woman . .--the readiness is all.. . let
be ,,~0 Exactly He experiences what men have, to their own
injury, relegated to the feminine and accordingly devalued m
Western culture--that ~s, mercy, compassion, pauence, a will-
ingness to be. As he earher debated tn h~s famous soliloquy, "To

be, or not to be,’’~ he
has struggled to deter-
m~ne whether it is no-
bler to "suffer/The
slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune,"
that is, to patiently ac-
cept God’s world, to
hve in mercy, to be, or
on the other hand "to
take arms against a sea
of troubles, and by op-
posing, end them,"
that ~s, to take revenge
~n the sprat of justice
and likely be justly
killed, not to be The
question whether to
be or not to be is ex-
actly the fundamental
religious and moral
question whether to
live by "womanly"
mercy or to &e by
"manly"     revenge
Often, in Hamlet, men
disclaim their tears as
"women’s weapons"
and take heart that
after weeping "the
woman will be out,"

and then they can proceed with male honor to revenge.
In his speech about a "m~sglvlng," Hamlet, for a moment,

lets the woman in him turn him back, but it is too late The
mechanism of violence he has unleashed by killing Polonius
and threatemng Claudius soon catches him up agmn Into the
revenge sprat ~n the bloody ending of the play.

Shakespeare knew that the only soluuon to the revenge
mechanism did in fact lie with "the woman" in us~or literally
women in Western culture, who have been left relatively free
from the male cycles of violence and continuing war. So his
great healers are women, not because he thought men couldn’t
learn to heal, but to be true to the feminine symbohzauon of
the healing quahues In Hamlet, Shakespeare shows that re-
venge ~s the wrong answer to evil, and m King Lear he shows
the right answer. Cordeha heals her s~nful, proud, rash father,
Lear, though he cruelly casts her off, by persisting in uncond>
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tional love for him. And Shakespeare makes the only ultimate
source of heahng perfectly clear. At one point he has Cordeha
say, "O dear father, / It is thy business that I go about.’’~2 She
thus invokes, unknown to herself but clearly in the audmnce’s
minds, the young Christ in the temple. Later a gentleman says
to Lear, as he runs away, "Thou hast one daughter / Who
redeems all nature from the general curse / Which twain have
brought her to," invoking not only the two evil sisters and
Cordelia but also Adam and Eve and Christ and, therefore,
unmistakably showing Cordelia’s parallel to Christ as healer.
And Paulina, in The Winter’s Tale, is given a unique Christian
name in a play in which all other names are Greek to invoke
directly the Pauhne Christian way of salvation, which she
applies to a sinful, violent man--heahng him to the point of a
stunning resurrection on stage.

Shakespeare’s healers have much to teach us. They are not
simple dreamy wimps. Like Christ, they not only love but
speak the truth ~n love. Cordelia refuses to play her father’s
public game of getting h~s daughters to flatter him for their
inheritances, she is thus able to reveal to him his fundamental
sin of equating love with quantity and quid pro quo--w~th
justice in some form. Her sharp refusal unleashes storms of
guilt and madness in Lear that are finally healed only by her
persistent mercy. Likewise, Pauhna forces Leontes to face the
harm his v~olent jealousy has done and then to do penance for
sixteen years--until he is ready, and willing, to accept mercy
But Shakespeare clearly had the enormously powerful ~nsight
that the crucial, final barrier to repentance, and thus to genu-
ine healing and peace, is precisely the shame that sinners feel
because of the barbs of truth and justice. Lear, for instance, runs
away from Cordelia’s efforts to save him from her sisters’
cruelty and his own madness because "a sovereign shame so
elbows h~m: his own unkindness     these things sting his
mind so venomously.’’13 Only absolute mercy, eventually only
the ~nfimte mercy of Christ, has the power to break through
the bands, the shame, of that sense of justice so we can be
healed.

MAKING PEACE THROUGH PAINFUL TRUTH

the art of heahng involves helping someone
through a painful process of both facing the truth and taking
on new constructs, new ways of thinking and being. The 1991
winner of the Nobel Peace Pnze is Aung San Suu Kyi, the
non-violent leader of Burma’s democratic opposition move-
ment. Now under permanent house arrest, she once led a
protest past kneeling soldiers aiming &rectly at her and was
saved only by a last-minute cease-fire. The military junta
offered to let her leave the country if she would stay out of
pohtics, but she has refused. Remaining totally isolated, she
apparently sells her belongings to pay bills. She has likened her
dream, her vision of being a peacemaker, to a tradiuonal
Burmese poem:

Emerald cool we may be
As water in cupped hands
But oh that we might be

As splinters of glass
In cupped hands. >

"Splinters of glass" sounds like an image of violence rather than
healing or peace, but I believe it captures one crucial element
of the non-violent heahng process that leads to genuine peace
Mart~n Luther King was often accused of inciting violence, but
his disciplined practice of non-violent direct action only
brought out into the open the violence already operaung
w~thln racism. He thus not only provoked our consciences
toward healing racism in this country but prevented a terribly
v~olent civil war that could easily have happened if that overt
racism had continued. In Reverend King the United States was
blessed with more than many of us deserved.

Similarly, the Mormon ~ndependent sector and non-Mor-
mon press have been accused of opening wounds and ~nciung
harsh and even violent antagonism through publishing lnfor-
mauon and opinions about people and issues that we would
rather not face Indeed, when the September 1991 512NSrONE
appeared, detailing Elder Paul Dunn’s fabricated war and base-
ball stones, I was offended. I have known Elder Dunn for many
years and respect and love him as a kind and generous man
and a moderate and sane theologian, and I wondered if he
couldn’t be spared all this. But as I read the extremely thorough
and balanced package that the editors had put together, in-
clu&ng Elder Dunn’s own interview with the press and essays
by Wllham A Wilson and Richard Poll which placed the
matter of improving on stones in larger context, I changed my
mind. Thinking th~s through could be--and was for me--a
pmnful, yet healing process. It will help me both be more
careful w~th the truth and be more forgiving of others in thmr
efforts to tell redemptive truths. On 26 October 1991, shortly
after the StJNS~:O~E issue, Elder Dunn published a letter of
apology in the LD5 Church News, and I realized agmn how
healing a simple admission and apology can be. I have seen
evidence that the healing has multiplied throughout the
Church as many, who before were angry, defensive, or lnchned
to seek justice, have responded to Elder Dunn with mercy and
forgiveness and increased love.

Besides requiring sharp truth, heahng requires change.
Shakespeare knew well a Renaissance tradition of healing the
soul, based on helDng people imagine new possibilities for
themselves. The therapists were skilled in convincing their
patients to try on new constructs by telling them stories or
even inventing dramas for them to literally or imaginatively
participate in. For instance, Andre Du Laurens, in 1599, pub-
lished a book on "Melancholike Diseases" that tells of various
ruses therapists use to cure patients’ delusions. One case tells
of a man who was dying because he would not urinate for fear
"all his towne would be drowned.’’~5 Rational arguments failed,
but finally the physicians set a neighboring house on fire and
had the town officials come in and plead with the man that the
only way to save the town was for him to urinate upon the fire,
which he did--and he was healed of his delusion. Other
medical books of the time, which Shakespeare obviously
knew, indicate this kind of therapeutic device was not only a
common and accepted part of the healing tradition, but that
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there was a theory to explain it. William Vaughan, ~n Approved
Directions for Health, both Naturall and ArtificMl (first published
~n 1604), clarifies the theory:

Wherein consists the cure of the spiritual mala-
dies? . . . The Physman.. must Invent and devise
some spiritual pageant to fortify and help the ~magt-
native facultle, which is corrupted and depraved; yea,
he must endeavor to deceive and Imprint another
conceit, whether ~t be wise or foohsh, in the Patmnts
bratne, thereby to
put out all former
phantasms. 16

Shakespeare’s plays
are full of such "spiri-
tual pageants," plays
w~thin the plays that
various healers design
to help cure the souls
of thmr patmnts I am
more and more con-
vmced that Shake-
speare saw h~s plays as
such spiritual pag-
eants, designed to im-
print new conceits
upon the imagma-
nons of h~s. au&ences
and thus cure their
spiritual mala&es. He
was especially con-
cerned about how to
heal the sprat of re-
venge, the w~lllngness
to do harm In the
name of .lusuce,
which I beheve he
saw as our chief
human ewl, the one
that led to all the oth-
ers, including sexism
I think he not only
wanted us to see how Cordelia and Paulina heal sinful and
wolent men through telhng them the truth and loving them
uncon&uonally, even sacrificially; I th~nk he wanted us, in
Gloucester’s words, to "see ttfeelingl3,"lr--that is, to understand
with our emouons so that we would be healed through mercy
as well.

The Church is as true as the gospel, because it
provides the best place to confront people whom
we would not have chosen, in assigned roles that
produce problems that must be solved with mercy.

We learn to love unconditionally and to accept
unconditional love from Christ.

HEALING THROUGH
IMAGINATIVE MERCY

HOW then can we be healers? One way is to create and
repeat storms, dramas of the imagination, that enable us to
imagine new poss~b~htms for ourselves. Levi Peterson, pres-
ently our finest Mormon storyteller, does this. Rather than
preaching at us, he tells us stones that dramanze the conse-

quences of believing ~n a harsh God of jusuce as opposed to
the rewards of accepting and passing on God’s tender mercy~
h~s redemptive love even for human nIghtsoll.

From such stories we can learn about ~rnagmat~ve mercy. A
few years ago I saw the results of a failure to be Imaginauve
about mercy A bright young LDS state department official, on
a visit back to BYU, was telling me, v~th some deserved pride,
how he had been selected to be part of a two-hour session, just
before the Reagan-Gorbachev Summit m Iceland, to plan strat-

egies for Reagan to
use. He related how
the group discussed
various bargaining
gambits for Reagan, to
use to get some small
advantage or even
trick Gorbachev into a
d~sadvantage I finally
asked my friend if
anyone, dunng those
two hours, had sug-
gested one proposal
that Reagan might
make for a way our
two nations might co-
operate, say m solwng
some vexing Third-
World problem of &s-
ease or hunger, w~th a
view toward bmldmg
trust between us
through a useful co-
operative endeavor.
Had anyone suggested
a umlateral offer that
we might make to re-
duce tensions by re-
ducing     weapons,
some act of pure
mercy we might make
~n hopes of a s~m~lar

response? W~th surprise and then remorse, he stud no to both
quesuons.

Rene Girard gives us a theory for what the scriptures and
modern prophets say plainly: force, even "righteous," jusufied
force, almost always begets force; mercy at least somenmes
begets mercy Shakespeare dramatizes the consequences of
revenge, of any k~nd of adversanal undertaking, even for
"_lustme," and shows us how to heal by telhng the truth ~n love
and by being mvennve, creanng new ~magmauve constructs,
rather than bmng confrontive and adversanal. Here’s an exam-
ple of how. For some time, even long before President
Hmckley’s recent advice agmnst them, I have thought pubhc
prayers to Mother in Heaven were not a good ~dea. They
tended to be taken~and perhaps offered~as pohucal state-
ments rather than as means of uniting behevers in worship. But
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what a wonderful alternative, an imaginative new construct,
that Carol Lynn Pearson reports a Relief Society president in
California practices. She prays, sometimes even publicly, to
Heavenly Father about Heavenly Mother, expressing love to
her through him and asking for more knowledge about her.
Certainly no one can be offended, and I believe her prayers will
be answered. Such tmaginative dexqces, developed through
inspiration because they are in the merciful spirit of peace, can
help heal us and bnng peace in this difficult time.

There are other practical means. We can all try to practice,
even when others do not, the fundamental counsel of the
scriptures for handling differences or perceived offenses: Go to
thy brother or sister alone and talk it through, in prayer, in
love, with a song, with apologies, with whatever it takes. This
means we do not write to higher authority or go to the press
with public statements or resort to adversarial, escalating re-
sponses. We work it out, between each other and in a spirit of
mercy, within the bonds and bounds of the Church and gospel.

THE CHURCH AS A SCHOOL
FOR LOVE & MERCY

I BELIEVE the Church is as true as the gospel--indeed is
whatever ~t means to be the only true and living church on the
earth-~preclsely because it provides the best place to confront
each other. Because we are assigned geographically to our
congregations, and because we are thoroughly a lay church, we
constantly face others, and work with people whom we would
not have chosen, in assigned roles that produce problems that
must be solved with mercy. In this context, we can learn the
most important human lesson, the one (and only one) which
makes it possible for us to accept the Atonement: to love
unconditionally as a preparation to be able to accept uncondi-
uonal love from Christ.

Let me try to dramatize this point with a little quiz (as a
teacher I can’t resist; just put a yes or no by each question):
1. Have you ever endured a boring Sunday School lesson?
2. How about a politically or theologically offensive priest-

hood or Relief Society presentation?
3. Have you sat through a badly-prepared, even embarrass-

lng, sacrament meeting talk?
4. Have you been the victim of unrighteous dominion by a

leader over you?                       ,
Now, while you are feeling perhaps a bit put upon by other
Mormons, remembering all you have endured in our unprofes-
sional, sometimes bumbling, lay Church, let’s try a few more
questions:
1. Have you ever given a boring Sunday School lesson?
2. How about a one-sided and offensive presentation?
3. A badly-prepared or inept talk?
4. Have you ever exercised unrighteous dominion in the

Church? (Probably only those who have had a chance,
like myself.)
That’s my point: The Church is true in large part because it

provides an opportunity, for all who are willing, to endure all
these thingsnand also to be guilty of them--and thus to learn

how to be merciful, to be patient and forgiving, to accept
forgiveness and help, to love unconditionally so we can accept
the unconditional love of the Atonement and be saved. Martin
Luther called marriage "the school of love." Because the
Church is like marriage in its unrem~tung exposure of people
and their weaknesses to each other in a context where cove-
nants help us stick with the process of working through those
problems, it too is the school of love, a place to learn to heal
and make peace.

The Church makes us responsible for the personal, marital,
physical, and spiritual welfare of people we may not already
love (or may even heartily dislike), and thus we learn to love
them. It stretches and challenges us, when we are disappointed
and exasperated, in ways we would not otherwise choose to
be--and thus gives us a chance to be made better than we
might choose to be. "Blessed are the merciful: for they shall
obtain mercy" (Matthew 5:22).

But finally we must be willing. Let me conclude by telling
some storms about people in (and out of) the Church who were
willing to be merciful. Kenneth Godfrey is a fine Mormon
historian and a Seminaries and Institutes area supervisor in
Northern Utah. When he was about five he would walk out
each night to meet his father, who drove a school bus and had
to park it a mile from their home, which was on a small farm.
One night, just as Ken ran the last few yards to his father’s
arms, a large high school senior came up out of hiding in the
weeds near the road and started calling Ken’s father names. He
had kicked the boy off the bus that evening for causing trouble,
and now the boy was intent on revenge. He threatened Ken’s
father, who first held him down and tried to talk quietly and
quell his anger, but then let him up. Suddenly the boy, who
was actually bigger than Kerfs father, hit him in the face. Ken
remembers how terrified he was and then how amazed when
his father simply stood and let himself be h~t in the face again
before the boy turned and ran away. He remembers his dad,
with the blood drying on his face, taking him by the hand and
walking home. He remembers hearing for a long time the
gossip that spread through the town about his father’s cow-
ardice, and he remembers feeling ashamed for him. For years,
as he passed the house where the boy lived after he married,
he felt that shame and a helpless rage, hoping that some day
he could grow large and strong enough to avenge the beating
of his father, but he never did.

When Ken was a high school senior himself, eating in a cafe
with his date after a dance, the man who had hit his father
twelve years earlier came into the cafe drunk. He went to Ken’s
booth and sat by him and began to cry. "Your father gave me
the worst beating of my life twelve years ago," he said, "and
someday, when I am sober, I am going to be man enough to
tell him how sorry I am for what I did and ask him to forgive
me." However, it was Ken’s father, ten years after that, when he
was called as a patriarch and felt he could not function in his
office until he had completely forgiven and been forgiven, who
went to the man who had hit him, asked to be forgiven, and
was reconciled.

Another fine Mormon historian has also told me about a
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healing person in the Church. A few years ago stake presidents
were instructed to call in the editors and some writers for
SUNS-tONE and Dialogue and talk with them about their activi-
ties. Stake presidents responded in a variety of ways. The
historian’s stake president called him on a Sunday afternoon
and asked if he could visit him. My friend, who himself had
recently finished a term in the stake presidency, wondered if
he was to receive a new call. The new stake president arrived,
with his counselors--and asked him if they could give him a
blessing. The stake
president blessed my
friend that he could
continue to do his im-
portant work as a his-
torian with integrity
and skill and continue
to be a blessing to the
Church.

In the fall of 1990,
shortly after attending
our stake conference,
I received a letter from
a BYU faculty member
who lives in my stake.
He reminded me of
the powerful spiritual
presence in our Satur-
day evening session
and then told of a par- ~
ticular impression ~
that had come to him i
when he saw me ~
there. He had felt si-
multaneously scolded
and blessed: scolded
because he had let his
differences in doc-
trinal perception keep
him from feeling and
expressing the kind of
gospel love we ought
to have for each other; blessed to feel that love for me right
then, along with a desire to express it and put other things in
perspective. He reported to me that he first thought, "But Gene
believes and teaches doctrines which I think have serious, even
dangerous implications for those with tender or unsettled
spiritual roots," and then felt a quick response to that thought:
"That is not the issue here. The issue is love. M1 people have
doctrinal misperceptions that will someday need correcting."
He told of pondering that experience again and again and
finally deciding to share it with me--"acknowledging my own
inadequacies, and seeking to do what is right." I say, God give
us all the courage to be such good disciples of Christ as this
dear and now even dearer colleague and thus to make the
Church a place of healing and peace-making, not by ignoring
differences or errors, but by loving and talking despite them--

Christ does not die as a traditional, guilty scapegoat,
who hides the sins and violence of the community.

Rather, Christ insists on being recognized as an
innocent victim, a sacrifice whose perfect

forgiving love shows us the cost
of our violence and the only way to stop it.

because we are willing to be merciful.
Emma Lou Thayne is an eminent Mormon poet and essayist

and constant laborer for peace. She has a new book about
healing and being healed that I hope all will read. 18 Ten years
ago, in Exponent II, she shared an example of willing peace-
making experienced by her friend Jan Cook:

She and her husband were for three years in Africa,
in "deepest Africa, where The Gods Must Be Crazy was
filmed." His work had taken them and their three

small children
there, and any
meetings     at-
tended were in
their own living
room with only
themselves    as
participants. By
their third Christ-
mas, Jan was very
homesick. She
confessed this to a
good friend, a
Mennonite; Jan
told her how she
missed her own
people, their tra-
ditions,    even
snow. Her friend
sympathized and
invited her to go
with her in a
month to the
Christmas ser-
vices being held
in the only Protes-
tant church in the
area, saying that
there would be a
reunion there of
all the Mennonite
missionaries on

the continent.
It took some talking for Jan to persuade her hus-

band, but there they’were being swept genially to the
front of the small chapel. It felt good, being in on
Christmas in a church again. The minister gave a
valuable sermon on Christ; the congregation sang
familiar carols with great vitality. Then, at the very end
of the meeting, a choir of Mennonite missionaries
from all over Africa rose from their benches and made
their way to stand just in front of Jan and her family.
Without a word, they began singing. Without a
leader, without music, without text, they sang,
"Come, Come Ye Saints." Every verse.

Disbelieving, totally taken by surprise, Jan and her
husband drenched the fronts of their Sunday best
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with being carried home on Christmas .... When
they finished, Jan’s friend said simply, "For you. Our
gift."

Jan’s Mennonite friend had sent to Salt Lake City
for the music to the hymn that she knew Jan loved,
had had it duplicated and distributed to every Men-
nonite missionary in Africa; they in turn had learned
it very carefully to bring the spirit of Christ to their
own reunion where foreigners to their faith would be
waiting to hear. 19

I believe that apostles are indeed special witnesses of Christ
and his mercy. One of those who served as an apostle during
my boyhood, Elder George E Richards, bore witness about
mercy in a general conference right after World War II. Many
who heard him had lost sons or husbands in the war, and all
had suffered in various ways and had reason to still be bitter. I
remember vividly the feelings of fear and hatred that the words
Jap and Nazi still evoked in me as a young teenager, condi-
tioned by the propaganda movies and newsreels dunng and
even after the war. Elder Richards chose this time to put aside
his prepared general conference manuscript and talk Instead
about "Love for Mankind." He reviewed the teachings and
example of Jesus Christ, "in life and in death, a voluntary gift
for us, a manifestation of love that has no comparison." He
professed love for all who could hear him, "in the Church or
out of the Church,... good or bad, whatever their condition
of life," and reminded his hearers that in the pre-existence we
lived in love together and "ought to love one another just the
same here.’’2° Then he said, "The Lord has revealed to me, by
dreams, something more than I ever understood or felt before."
He first told of a dream from forty years before, in which he
stood In the presence of the Savior and felt such "love for him
that I have not words to explain." Then he told of a dream from
just a few years previous, toward the end of the war, in which
he and some of his associates were in a courtyard where
German soldiers led by Adolf Hitler were prepanng weapons
to slaughter them. Then a circle was formed, with Hitler and
his men on the inside facing inward. Elder Richards dreamed
he stepped inside the circle, faced Hitler, and spoke to him
"something like this":

"I am your brother. You are my brother. In our
heavenly home we lived together in love and peace.
Why can we not so live here on the earth?"

And it seemed to me that I felt in myself, welling
up in my soul, a love for that man, and I could feel
that he was having the same experience, and presently
he arose, and we embraced each other and kissed each
other, a kiss of affection.

Then the scene changed so that our group was
within the circle, and he and his group were on the
outside, and when he came around to where I was
standing, he stepped inside the circle and embraced
me again, with a kiss of affection.

I think the Lord gave me that dream. Why should
I dream of this man, one of the greatest enemies of
mankind, and one of the wickedest, but that the Lord

should teach me that I must love my enemies, and I
must love the wicked as well as the good?

Now, who is there in this wide world that I could
not love under those conditions, if I could only con-
tinue to feel as I felt then?21

I must confess that, for me, that is hard doctrine. I feel very
much like the older brother in Christ’s parable, who resented
the "injustice" of the father’s mercy for the returning prodigal.
Hitler unleashed on our world the most extensive and pene-
trating horror we know about in human history, including a
war that killed tens of millions and extermination camps in
which there was degradation and suffering beyond our capac-
ity to imagine or even think about. I have read the diaries of
those who suffered and have tried to write about them, to bear
witness to their anguish. To think of a "kiss of affection" for
Adolf Hitler brings me close to nausea.

Yet I want to believe Elder Richards, that humble apostle of
the Lord Jesus Christ. I want to believe that even Hitler is my
brother, that we once lived in love and peace and that through
the power of mercy we can do so again. I want to believe that
the very worst is redeemable, that anyone can be healed
through mercy--because then I can be too.              ~:~
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MORMONS &. THEIR NEIGHBORS

TO SEE OURSELVES
As OTHERS SEE US

By Noel de Nevers

My children are adults now; they all have friends from their Utah
childhood, but none has a single close Mormon friend.

I HAVE LIVED in Utah for twenty-five
years. I like it here; I plan to stay What I will
discuss are annoyances for me but which
have apparently proven to be obstacles for
others.

I am not normally a severe critic of life
here. I am often part of the group trying to
"sell Utah" to prospective new faculty mem-
bers for the University of Utah. I can give the
"pro Utah" talk on short notice, but my role
in this piece is to give the bad news as clearly
and plainly as I can.

Most of this talk is based on anecdotal

NOEL DE NEVERS moved from California to
Salt Lake City in 1963 to teach chemical
en~neering at the University of Utah. This
paper was presented on a Mornon/Non-Mormon
Relations panel at the B. H. Roberts Society in
1989.

evidence. Educated people are skeptical of
anecdotal evidence; it is not comparable to
the results of careful study and controlled
tests. However, our most recent U.S. presi-
dent, who is very popular in Utah, rinsed the
anecdote-as-a-substitute-for-facts to an art
form, so I assume anecdotal evidence will be
accepted here. In any event, while my points
may be exaggerations of Mormonism, and I
know there are exceptions, what follows
presents the perceptions of many non-Mor-
mons in Utah. And perceptions are, in many
ways, as real as facts.

NON-LDS CHILDREN

IT is fairly easy for adults to deal with
most of the problems in Utah, but it’s harder
for children. Over half of the University of
Utah faculty xs non-LDS; most of my col-
leagues are non-LDS. Most of my close

friends are faculty members, so I live on a
non-Mormon island in the midst of a Mor-
mon sea. But my three children attended Salt
Lake public schools from kindergarten
through twelfth grade. Every day they had to
leave thmr non-Mormon island and sink or
swim in the Mormon sea.

They all had troubles with the LDS issue.
My children had Mormon friends in gram-
mar school, but that ended about the start of
jumor h~gh when the Mormon children be-
came involved in the lock-step program of
their church. LDS children all go to Primary
and Boy Scouts together, all have the same
lessons at family home evemng, and do the
same things on Sunday. If some children are
not ~n that program, then they are not part of
the group. My children are adults now; they
all have friends from childhood, but none
has a s~ngle close Mormon friend.

Non-Mormon children are exposed to
LDS proselyting efforts. Adults can brush
these aside easily, but it’s harder for children
who do not know what we know, and who
are eager to please Any religion where every-
one is a missionary is sure to put proselyung
pressure on non-member children. That is a
serious concern for non-Mormon parents.

My son was deprived of the benefits of
Boy Scouts because there were no function-
ing non-Mormon Boy Scout troops in our
neighborhood, and one could hardly put a
non-Mormon child in the hands of a Mor-
mon Scout troop. (If you see no problem
there, consider putting your son in a Scout
troop mn by some other h~ghly proselyting
rehgion.) Our girls, on the other hand, had a
worthwhile experience in the Girl Scouts
because this organization made the con-
scious decision not to be taken over by the
churches.

In high school, my children found that it
was much harder for non-Mormons to get
into things like pep club than it was for
Mormons. If my kids had been the most
qualified, then not being Mormons would
not have kept them out. But s~nce they were
only about as good as the average kid who
got ~n, it did. Adolescence is a hard time for
everyone; it’s harder if one is part of a &sen-
franchised and excluded minority.

My daughter’s experience in the A
Cappella Choir at East High School may il-
lustrate the problem. Our A Cappella Choir
is a credit course at a public high school in
the United States. It involved singing in pub-
lic, for which attendance was required, and
which affected the students’ grades. For the
public appearances, a costume had to be
selected. The chotce was made on the basis
that "the boys should buy dark suits, so they
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can use them on their missions!" Some of the
pubhc appearances turned out to be three
per Sunday for six to eight weeks in the fall,
all at LDS ward houses. At these public pre-
sentations the sacrament was passed to the
choir; those who did not partake were a
source of wonder to the majority who saw no
conflict in taking communion in a church as
part of a class activity in a public high school.

I feel strongly that children should go
away from home to college; it is an important
part of growing up. When it came time to
send our children to college, we had to send
them out of Utah. For them the University of
Utah would have been a continuation of
Wasatch, Bryant, and East schools Most
states have more than one state university or
university campus so that if one is across the
street from your house, you can send your
children to the other. But in Utah all except
the University of Utah are almost totally Mor-
mon. Asking my children to go to any of
those schools would be like sending them to
seminary In this case a secular college educa-
tion meant pa}nng out-of-state or pnvate
school tuition. When I had three children in
college, that hurt a lot.

It was good for them to go away One
came back after graduation and told me, "I
don’t hate the Mormons anymorel" She
found out that other people have as many
faults as the Mormons. Two of the three have
settled in Salt Lake City, so sending them
away to college helped them adjust to life in
Utah

ADULT GENTILES

FOR adults, I think the biggest problem

is isolation. Mormon neighbors are not un-
friendly; they are simply busy. If you ask
non-Mormons if they have Mormon fnends,
most often they report having one. On dis-
cusslon, however, it becomes clear that this
is really a friendly acquaintance. It’s rare that
Mormons and non-Mormons become close.
The demands on Mormons’ time make it
impossible for them to be fnends on the
same basis that other people are. If there is
not a critical mass of non-Mormons in your
neighborhood, then you are not part of the it.
When there is a neighborhood problem that
needs concerted action, that action will be
directed through the LDS pnesthood quo-
rum and non-members will not be involved.

One anecdote tells a lot. We used to be on
the substitute list for a monthly, sociable,
low-key bndge group. We played on about
the same level as the other members, so we
enjoyed it when we were invited. The group
eventually died out. The reason was that they

made the m~stake of inviting too many LDS
neighbors who were m the same ward. Then
the casual discussion between hands and
over dessert came to center on the ward to
the exclusion of the non-Mormons.

At the umvers~ty we do not see much job
discrimination (except for the president’s job
where, until now, non-Mormons did not
need to apply) But off campus one hears of
considerable &scrlmination. Most of it is in
the form of the bishop seeing to It that the
ward incompetent is kept and/or promoted
so he can keep his wife and family fed, even
if that deprives a more able and/or hard-
working person of the job or promotion. I
said this was anecdotal, and these are the
anecdotes non-Mormons tell about Mor-
mons.

The atntude toward women in the Mor-
mon church is especially galhng. They don’t
even have any say in who is head of the Relief
Society Women do as men tell them The
Mormon world view sees the only proper
role for women as w~ves and mothers. The
Church is intolerant of women who seek
other goals. As an example of this intoler-
ance, a Mormon co-worker told a woman
friend, "I don’t understand why you are
working You have a husband who has a
good job You are taking a job away from
some man who has a family to support!"
Consider the possibility that one of your
daughters may find herself, by choice or by
necessity, attempting to make a career in
business or the professions and may encoun-
ter such an attitude in her boss. The Mormon
view that a woman who has an exciting,
contributing career is a failure ff she is un-
married or is married w-tthout children de-
means women whose ~ntellectual horizons
extend beyond dishes, laundry, and diapers
I understand things are changing, but at
present the change is more obvious from the
inside than the outside.

Some non-Mormons are offended by the
dominant role that the LDS church plays in
Utah politics. Any group that comprises 70
percent of a populauon can do the districting
so that all elected officials are members of
that group. Currently all of our congressional
delegation, the governor, and heutenant gov-
ernor are LDS, although the former and cur-
rent mayors of Salt Lake--where most
non-LDS reside--are non-Mormons. The
percentage of LDS in the legislature is greater
than the percentage in the population. My
religion does not keep me from running for
pubhc office; lots of other things do (like my
inability to remember names). But I know
that if I were to run for public office, I would
have obstacles to being elected for religious

reasons.
The Mormon birthrate guarantees that

Utah will have high tax rates and low funding
for educanon and other public services. This
not only affects Mormons who have larger
famlhes but the rest of us as well. Last year’s
bitter pohtlcal struggle over taxation and the
recent struggles in the Utah legislature over
tax reducnon versus improved fun&ng for
education are the logical outcomes of that
h~gh birthrate. The Mormon church exacer-
bates that problem by s~phomng off a sub-
stantlal fracnon of their members’ income in
the form of tithing and other Church costs.
Church members who felt the financial
squeeze responded emotionally by support-
ing, at least at first, the attack on taxes. That
emouonal response was overcome by a major
political campaign The permanent drmn on
Mormons’ income to support their church
contributes strongly to the permanent Im-
poverishment of all public sector activities m
Utah.

The authorltanan and anti-intellectual
mlndset of the Church hierarchy, passed
down through bishops to members, is a per-
manent source of conflict. There is no way
one can deal as an adult with someone who
accepts the dictum that "When the prophet
has spoken, the thinking has been done." Its
consequences make it hard for educated peo-
ple to share the life of the mind w~th Mor-
mons. I have heard a university faculty
member, very competent in his field, say, "On
important matters, I wmt until I hear what
the general authonties say, and then I know
the truth" It’s hard to discuss intellectual
matters with such a person

LDS SMUGNESS

THE Mormon belief in their own moral

superiority often repels non-Mormons. Here
I have three anecdotes. When our children
were small, a Mormon acquaintance discov-
ered that we were not providing a religious
education for them. She was appalled and
asked how we thought they could grow up to
be moral people without religion. We ex-
plained that we saw no evidence that reli-
gious people were more virtuous than
non-religious people. Ignoring our answer,
she then asked if we would let her take over
the religious education of our children. In
return, I asked her if she would give the
religious education of her children over to
us. She found that an outrageous suggestion
but did not think that her suggestion had
been equally outrageous.

My second anecdote concerns the junior
senator from Utah. He was quoted in the
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press to the effect that it was proper for a
comacted felon to be given a shortened stay
in prison because he was a good Church
member. I guess he could not countenance
the idea that a good Church member could
have done the evil things of which that man
had been conwcted, or at least was less to
blame as would be a non-Church member.

My third anecdote concerns Mark
Hofmann. He had a Mormon upbringing,
completed his mission, and was active in his
ward until he was forced to move out of It by
Imprisonment. After his prelimtnary hearing,
the judge reportedly told people that
Hofmann was an athmst. How would Mor-
mons feel if someone who was raised an
atheist, and had always publicly spoken in
favor of atheism, committed crimes hke
Hofmann’s and after his trial the judge spread
the word that he was really a Mormon?

Now that I have said all these things, let
me remind you that I plan to continue living
here. Since I do not wish to be visited by the
Danites, I should end on an upbeat note
Most hkely, the reason I was asked to share
these views is that in 1970 I wrote and pri-
vately distributed a three-page piece titled,
"Suggestions to Outsiders Mowng to Utah--
A Purely Personal View," which concerned
some of the themes covered in this paper. In
that piece I said, "A sociological and histori-
cal examination of Mormon beliefs will help
you understand and appreciate some of the
things you see around you. Many things
which might previously have offended you
will now strike you as understandable and
perhaps amusing."

When the piece was distnbuted, my Mor-
mon colleague J. D. Williams chastised me
because he thought those words constituted
making fun of someone’s religion. That was
twenty years ago. I do not think he would
make the same criucism now; we are both
twenty years older. But at the time he and
many other Mormons were very sensitive
about anyone making fun of any aspect of
their religion.

Currently one can buy the wonderful car-
toon books by Pat Bagley and Calvin
Grondahl which make pointed fun of Mor-
mons and Mormomsm. The play Saturday’s
Voyeur lampoons Mormons and draws big
crowds, including many Mormons. Periodi-
cals like SUNSTONE and Dialogue regularly
print humorous commentary on Mormon
beliefs and practices. I consider this a worth-
while development. Being able to laugh at
yourself is a sign of maturity. The more Mor-
mons are able to chuckle about the foibles of
Mormonism, the less severe the problems I
have mentioned vctll be. We would make real

progress if there could be a person in the
Church hierarchy who would publicly ex-
press a humorous v~ew of Mormonism, one

who could fill the position that has been
vacant since the death of J. Golden Kimball
In 1938.

1992 SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM

Celebrating Mormon Experience, Scholarship, Issues, and Art
5-8 August 1992, Salt Lake Hilton

THIS SYMPOSIUM is dedicated to the idea that the truths of the gospel of Jesus Christ are
better understood and, as a consequence, better lived when they are freely and frankly
explored within the society of the Saints. We recognize that the search for things that are, have
been, and will be, is a sifting process in which much chaff will have to be inspected and
threshed before wheat can be harvested. In sponsoring this symposium, we welcome the
honest ponderings of Latter-day Saints and their friends and expect that everyone will
approach all issues, no matter how difficult, with intelligence and good will.

CALL FOR PAPERS

THE SUNSTONE FOUNDATION announces the fourteenth annual Salt Lake Symposium.
Proposals are now being accepted for papers, panels, and other sessions. The final selection
of program participants will depend on the quality of research, thought, and expression of the
finished product. Proposals should deal with a topic that has general relevance to Mormonism
or other related religious issues. Topics may include the following areas but are not limited to
them:

HISTORY OF RELIGION CHRISTIAN LIVING
MORMON ARTS ETHICS
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGIONMORMON HUMOR
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES SOCIAL STUDIES
THE SOCIAL GOSPEL WOMEN’S STUDIES

COMPARATIVE STUDIES’
ORGANIZATION STUDIES
DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT
SCIENCE AND RELIGION
RELIGION AND CULTUPdE

PROPOSALS for individual papers or panel discussions must be no more than two pages
and must include:

1.Title or topic with a one hundred word synopsis of the content of the presentation.
2.Research methods, sources, significance of the study.
3.Biographical paragraph or one-page resume of participant(s).
SEND all proposals and other symposium-related matters to the following address. In-

clude the names of individuals not on the Sunstone mailing list who want to receive
registration information and an advance program.

Cindy Dahle
Sunstone Foundation

331 South Rio Grande Street, State 206
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1136

801/355-5926
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LIGHTER MINDS

FIVE KINDS OF MORMONS

B.y Robert Kirby

Directly in the middle are Genuine Mormons.

The study was able to identify only fourteen Genuine Mormons

in the entire world, although all Mormons think

this is the kind of Mormon they are.

AFTER MORE THAN thirty-eight
years, five countnes, a dozen states, and ap-
proxtmately fifty wards, my study identified
five different types of Mormons: Liberal Mor-
mons, Genmne Mormons, Conservanve
Mormons, Orthodox Mormons, and Nam
Mormons.

ROBERT KIRBY is associate editor of the Utah
County Journal. Between 1973-75, he served
six kinds of missions in Uruguay An earlier
version of this essay appeared in the Utah
County Journal

LIBERAL MORMONS

LIBERAL Mormons compnse the
broadest category of Mormons.

Regardless of temporal pohncs, L.M.s are
considered liberal by v~rtue of thmr "odd" or
non-conformist notions about Mormomsm.
Unofficial Church pohcy and general mem-
bership consensus ~s that they are all going to
hell

Traditionally, L.M.s vote anywhere to the
left of the Republican Party. On the average
they have 4.9 children--a token effort in the
Church’s unspoken pohcy of Mormomzing
the world through reproducuon. L.M.s,

when they pay ~t, pay tithing haphazardly
with hterally no ~dea of whether it’s 10 per-
cent or not.

hberal Mormons are also comprised of
anyone who doesn’t go to church regularly or
even at all and still beheves the gospel to be
essennally true. L M.s who don’t go to
church resent being called "less-acnve" s~nce
the reason they don’t go to church in the first
place ~s because other Mormons there tend to
be less-acnve themselves; although by L~b-
eral Mormon definition this is more of a
cerebral thing than an attendance th~ng.
L M.s do not beheve that every word that falls
from the hps of a general authority represents
the actual, personal oDmon of Jesus Christ.

A trmt singular to L~beral Mormons ~s
thmr love of bmnng normally complacent
Mormons w~th such st~mulanng statements
as "We used to hve polygamy because Jo-
seph Smith was a Capricorn."

Female L.M.s also think ~t’s h~ghly astute
of them to repeatedly point out the anatom>
cal differences ~n the sexes as a smde ~n&ca-
tor of true priesthood ehglbflW. Hopeless
L~beral Mormons like to think they could
read the mind of God ff they could only get
a doctorate in something obscure and useless
like Mesozoic Menstrual Studms

Faith and obedmnce are onerous th~ngs to
most L~beral Mormons, who demand human
explanauons for wrtually everythxng w~th
which they don’t agree. If pressed hard
enough, most Liberal Mormons would ex-
plmn the veil placed over our eyes at birth to
be the real product of sexism, crony~sm, con-
servansm, or.just plain old BYU-lsm. It never
occurs to L M s that their ~ntellectual con-
tranness may be the cross they are reqmred
to bear ~n hfe instead of a Word of Wisdom
or a nth~ng problem. L.M.s would argue gos-
pel doctnne with an angel, the burning bush,
or even another flood.

L.M s tend to worship most diligently at
the altar of thmr own op~mon.

GENUINE MORMONS

DIRECTLY ~n the m~ddle of the Mor-
mon population are Genuine Mormons. Lit-
tle ~s known of G.M.s because they are so
rare. The study was able to xdentify only
fourteen Genutne Mormons in the entire
world inclu&ng Provo. Four hve ~n the
Umted States w~th two hv~ng ~n Utah. Three
hve ~n South America and one each hves in
Spmn, France, Samoa, and China. There was
a G.M living in England last year, but she
dmd. No Genuine Mormons live ~n either
Idaho or Cahforma. The remaining G.M.s are
the Three Nephites and John the Beloved, all
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of whom were unavailable for purposes of
this study.

Genuine Mormons are practically invisi-
ble because of their low-key approach to the
gospel. That and because they are rarely
found at home, almost always being off help-
ing others through some trial or other.

Not only have G.M.s received a spiritual
confirmation of the truthfulness of the gos-
pel, they have developed It into a personally
applicable plan totally unlike the banzai sales
tactics taught at the MTC: G.M.s operate out
of love instead of guilt. They rarely make a
fuss about anything and when they do, God
is usually on their side to the point where
cities full of other Mormon types get covered
by mountains or swallowed by seas.

Genuine Mormons have 2.4 children; the
relatively low number results from the fact
that eight of the fourteen have no children or
have never married. Among those who did
marry, the average number of children rose to
5.5.

G.M.s pay tithing and then some. And
then some more. Some of It, 10 percent at
least, goes to the Church.

Despite the low number of certifiable
G.M.s, nearly all Mormons think this ~s the
kind of Mormon they are.

CONSERVATIVE MORMONS

IN reality, most Mormons fall ~nto the
Conservanve Mormon group. These are the
plump, short-haired Republican types with
flowered dresses, suits, and bad breath that
fill chapels each Sunday. They comprise 71.6
percent of the total Church membership, of
which 99.1 percent were born into the
Church, most within pot-lucking distance of
BYU.

C.M.s can generally be swayed by a logi-
cal argument. Sometimes they rely on the
Spirit to sort out gospel mysteries and multi-
level marketing plans. They seem prone,
however, to learning the gospel through
grinding repetition, which may explain how
they can sit through yet another lesson on the
spiritual joys of home teaching read tone-
lessly from the manual.

C.M.s have an average of 5.7 children
with at least 2.5 of those children actively
saving for a m~ssion in a bank account raided
once a year by their parents for tithing settle-
ment.

Church attendance is mandatory for
C.M.s. They may, however, sleep through
general conference. And they will periodi-
cally bless and pass the sacrament before
breaking camp to hunt deer.

C.M.s believe that gum and Certs, if taken

surreptitiously enough, do not count against
one’s fast.

ORTHODOX MORMONS

ORTHODOX Mormons have polished
Mormonism to a high, seemingly functional
gloss. Many O.M.s embrace multi-level mar-
keting plans ~n the covert belief that the three
degrees of glory provide a factual basis for
such programs. Lifelong O.M.s are hazy on
the differences between Church-mandated
missionary discussions and heartfelt testimo-
nies on the significance of soap.

O.M.s will sometimes make tons of
money off the gullibility of other Mormons
who believe a lifetime of honest tithe paying
has blessed them with a keen eye for such
safe multi-level marketing plans as "How to
be a Melchlzedek Priesthood Robber Baron"
or "Loot Thy Neighbor." Despite strong pop-
ular belief to the contrary, this category of
Mormon contains the highest number of
convicted felons.

O.M.s are big on gospel trappings: temple
tie-tacks, m~ssionary name tags, and vinyl,
Amencan Tourister-size scripture covers.
They adorn their homes with portraits of
obscure general authorities and tole-painted
crafts made in Relief Society. Slithered with
primary drawings and meeung schedules,
the refrigerators in the homes of O.M.s look
like religious kiosks.

Name dropping IS a trait quite common to
O.M.s who believe the veracity of any story
or rumor, no matter how outlandish, can be
sealed up to truth by the inclusion of a gen-
eral authority’s name, as in, "Yup, I heard tell
President Thomas S. Monson shoots a .300
Savage. Good enough for me then, I guess."

Left to their own devices, O.M.s would
make a gospel ordinance out of bringing dry
cereal to church in Tupperware bowls in
much the same way they’ve made the right
hand more sacred than the left for purposes
of taking the sacrament.

O.M.s believe that 100 percent church
attendance is mandatory for a celestial glory.
They would not m~ss the practice hymn for
the death of a relative. They would not lick a
postage stamp on Fast Sunday.

NAZI MORMONS

NAZI Mormons comprise roughly 8

percent of the Church’s population. They
seem more prolific and tend to congregate in
particular wards, although this may actually
be a misperception arising from the fact that
N.M.s tend to be incredibly verbose and an-
noying, thereby creating the illusion of num-

bers.
Nazi Mormons believe BYU is not only

God’s university, but that He is somehow also
an alumnus. Nazi Mormons hang flags, wear
badges, and sport license plates all adorned
with a block letter "Y"-~known in L.M. cir-
cles as the "Mormon swastika."

Nazi Mormons are prone to long-winded
and weepy testimony meeting claims about
things that cannot be proven either in the
world of science, logic, or even the
scriptures. Roughly 45 percent of testimony
meetings Church-wide are taken up by
N.M.s claiming they were spared a particular
trial by virtue of their garments, a rolled up
copy of the Ensign, or the influence of a
junior high school seminary teacher.

Nazi Mormons believe partaking of the
sacrament with the left hand is displeasing to
God. Only vitamin-enriched white bread
should be used for the sacrament, and no
N.M would ever bring anything other than
the time-honored and traditional staple of
Cheerios to church to keep small children
quiet. Froot Loops, Doritos, and M&Ms are
for the less faithful.

Nazi Mormons believe that Diet Coke is
the same thing as heroin, but not as bad as
self-mutilauon. French kissing, even within
the bounds of marriage, ~s unwholesome and
quite possibly grounds for a bishop’s court.

Nazi Mormons pay tithing based on their
gross income, including the things they re-
ceive from the b~shop’s storehouse. N.M.s are
also big on blessings--not so much the ac-
tual blessing itself but rather the attendant
sub-ordinance of telling everyone about it.

Families are central to Nazi Mormons,
who have an average of 11.9 children. This
perhaps stems from an over-eager interpreta-
tion of Church counsel that families are for-
ever, coupled with a fundamental N.M.
desire to stay in constant practice. Also,
N.M.s believe that all birth control including
the rhythm method is of the devil and his
~nfluence, commonly referred to by the rest
of the world as common sense. A counterbal-
ance of Nazi Mormons is that N.M.s by their
very overbearing nature tend to raise up a
surprising number of Liberal Mormon and
even non-Mormon offspnng.

Nazi Mormons not only believe every-
thing a general authority utters, they will
frequently take these counsels and Improve
on them. For example, if no single dating
until the age of sixteen is good, no single
dating until the draft age is even better.

Imitative to a fault, Nazi Mormons are
prone to adopting what is known as "the
general authority lilt" when offering prayers
or tesumonies. While apparently an imitative
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effort to sound spiritual, in reality it merely
serves to make them sound like Fred
Flintstone with his calling and election made
sure.

The study showed that upper-level N.M.s
would not lick their own lips on Fast Sunday.

CONCLUSION

STRONG arguments for the existence of
other types of Mormons may arise. It should
be noted, however, that these additional
types are in truth merely sub-categories of
the five basic Mormon types. Publication of
this study in other journals caused the tem-
porary emergence of an additional sub-group
that clamored for its own classification: Out-
raged Mormons. It was determined, how-
ever, that the Outraged Mormon was in
reality a sub-category of either Nazi or Or-
thodox Mormons, depending on the level of
outrage.

An important thing to remember when
considering the five Mormon types is that
they are not intractable. Mormons as a ho-
mogenous group tend to migrate between
the five types, depending largely on peer
pressure, financial obligations, and whether
they are taking the proper dosages of pre-
scribed medications. ~

Rarely, however, do Mormons fluctuate
more than one or two categories. FOr exam-
ple, there are no indications of Nazi Mor-
mons-ever becoming Liberal Mormons.
Strong evidence exists, however, of the pos-
sibility that Genuine Mormons may become
something other-worldly that the study was
not able to identify properly and may, at a
later date, explain why there are so few of
them.

Finally, Liberal Mormons are the only
Mormon group to th~ left of traditional Mor-
mon conservatism. This can be misleading
since it implies that all Liberal Mormons are
also politically liberal. Not true. The study
only found that Liberal Mormons are lumped
together in a category by the last three Mor-
mon types who traditionally have been un-
able to relate to anyone who does not follow
the mainstream.                      ~

ADDITIONAL READINGS

"Three Types of LDS Hymn Singers"
"Four Kinds of Home Teachers"
"Five Kinds of Bishops"
"One Kind of Returned (Honorably)

Missionary"

MONOLOGUES AND DIALOGUES

ON DEATH AND DYING

By Robert A. Rees

Thinking that we will be welcomed home by being kissed and
embraced by our Mother and Father not only takes the sting out

of death, but it makes death even inviting.

When the blackbird flew out of sight,
It marked the edge
Of one of many circles.

--Wallace Stevens, "Thirteen Ways
of Looking at a Blackbird"

It’s not that I don’t want to die; I just
don’t want to be there when it hap-
pens.

mWoody Alien

DEATH IS ONE of those mysteries we
never completely comprehend, no matter
how philosophically we regard it or how

ROBERT REES is a former editor of Dialogue:
A Journal of Mormon Thought and was re-
cently released as the bishop of a single adult
ward in Los Angeles.

unctuously we talk about it. For all the assur-
ances we give to those who have lost loved
ones and all the words we speak so confi-
dently and comfortingly at funerals, death
remains a mystery.

I vividly remember my first encounter
with death. I was seven years old and living
in Durango, Colorado. An old Indian who
was a friend of my stepfather’s had been
stabbed to death in a fight and my stepfather
took me to see the body. I had gone to see the
Indian on occasion and even ran some er-
rands for him. He sold medicinal herbs ~md
I remember being impressed with the strange
aromas emanating from his room and the fat
wad of dollar bills he unfolded when he paid
me. He was a large man, and I was rather
frightened of him. When we arrived at his
house, we saw his body stretched out on a
table. He looked somehow less intimidating
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than when he was alive, but more frighten-
ing I was aware that something terrible had
happened. Whatever it was, I realized that it
was final.

When I was seventeen I had a conversa-
tion about death with my father. Like most
teenagers, I was full of truth and wisdom
when it came to such weighty matters as
death. Our conversation went something like
this:

Me. I don’t understand why people
are afraid to die.

Dad: What do you mean?
Me: Well, death is just a passage from

one state to another. A simple
change. What is there to be afraid
of if you are living right?

Dad: (Who had been through a num-
ber of battles and near brushes
with death in the South Pacific
and who had had considerable ex-
periences with not hying right):
When it comes nght down to it,
everyone is afraid to die.

Me: I’m not.
Dad: You mean If you were driving

down the highway tonight and
your car went out of control and
was about to go over a cliff, you
wouldn’t be afraid?

Me: Nope!
Actually, even though I didn’t admit it, he

had me there. I realized I would be afraid. I
had contemplated death as something so re-
moved and distant that I didn’t really have to
worry about it; I hadn’t thought of dying
then! Once, years later, my car did go out of
control on an icy Wyoming highway. As it
spun round and round in the middle of the
road and came perilously close to going over
the edge, I was plenty scared of dying.

I had thought of all this when my father
died several years ago. He had come to live
with us when his cancer had made it difficult
for him to care for himself. Due to his Illness,
he was behaving badly and when I talked
with him about it, in a typical rage of hurt
and pride, he packed up everything he had,
drove straight back to his home in Portland,
and refused to speak to me for several
months.

About six months after this my brother
Bill called to tell me that Dad was in the
hospital and was not expected to hve. I flew
up the next day and went to the hospital to
see him. I hardly recognized him. His six-
foot-three-inch, two-hundred-pound body
was reduced to a bag of bones and his al-
ways-sharp mind moved In and out of a fog.
That night I wrote the following lines"

My father once was strong as an oak,

his hands hard as ironwood, his
mind tough as mesquite. Now
his arms and legs are brittle branches,
his fingers twisted twigs with knotted

joints.
The thin brush of his mind
tumbles in the wind.

As full of anger as he sometimes was, I
always thought that when his time came he
would "rage against the d)ang of the light,’’1
but he was as peaceful that day as I thought
I would be when I was seventeen.

The last time I saw him alive was Easter
Sunday morning, 1984. Driving to the hos-
pital while it was still dark, I was preoccu-
pied with my father’s death. But then,
looking around me, I suddenly became
aware of the Resurrection. It seemed as if all
nature was straining to bear witness of the
persistence of life. The night had been
washed with rain and everything seemed
new and ahve Sitting by my father’s side I
wrote these words:

Dnv-tng to the hospital this morning,
I saw a world ablaze with blossom:
boxwood and cherry, dogwood and

elderberry,
lilac, sumac, apple and pear, black-

berry
blueberry, blackcap raspberry, black
walnut, hazelnut, pecan and peach,

and
purple-blue momlng
glories climbing everywhere--
all the trees and vines and bushes,
expanding, exploding, hoisting

toward
light with the fullness of this new day.

Each spring Christ calls all the
trees and all the flowers, and all
the world’s wild weeds, and
some new spnng morning he will call

my
father forth, and my father will come,
breaking through planks,
shouldenng through earth,
alive as new grass and strong
as young trees rising into the sun.

It IS dark outside and spnng has
come.

I watch my father’s dying body, and
with him I await the morning

Watching my father dying that day, I had
an eerie sense that in some way I was seeing
myself there in his deathbed. Once he was
gone, I realized, there would be no genera-
tlon between me and death. I would be the
next to meet Death at his appointed hour. I
saw myself some thirty or forty years Into the

future and my children surrounding the bed,
waiting patiently "For that last Onset--when
the King/Be witnessed in the Room," as
Emily Dickinson says so ironically about her
own death. Like her, I sometimes "feel a
funeral in my brain."2

At times since my father’s death, looking
into mirrors or passing windows, I see his
reflection looking back at me. It is his face
and mine or his in mine, I can’t really tell, but
somehow it is an image that seems to fore-
shadow my own death.

Recently I figured that I have between 1
and 13,000 days left to live. I hope it is closer
to the big number, but however long it IS, I
know that day will come. I think I have
reconciled myself to the fact that it is coming,
but, like Woody Allen, I don’t particularly
want to be there when it does.

When I think of dying, I am reminded of
the lovely story in the Mldrash about the
death of Moses. As the story goes, when
Moses discovered that It was his time to die,
he put on sackcloth, drew a circle on the
ground, and said to God, "I will not stir from
this spot until You reverse Your decree."
Moses’ prayers and lamentations were so
powerful that heaven and earth trembled,
but God would not change his mind. Moses
continued to plead and to try to persuade
God, reminding him what an Important role
he, Moses, had played in the unfolding of
sacred history, how he had seen God in the
burning bush and learned the Law directly
from God on Mt. Sinai and then taught it to
God’s people. He begged, "Do not now hand
me over to the Angel of Death." Although
unswayed by Moses’ passionate pleading,
God reassured him by promising that he,
God himself, would attend to Moses’ burial.
The Midrash text recounts Moses’ reaction:
"Moses stood up and sanctified himself like
the angels God Himself came down from the
very heights of heaven to take away the soul
of Moses. And God took away the soul of His
servant Moses with a kiss. And God wept.’’3

I like this story not only because it shows
God as such a tender being but because it
suggests that we each might be taken back
into God’s presence in this manner. In fact, It
is not difficult to Imagine that we might have
left the presence of our Heavenly Father and
Mother in a similar way: when it came time
for us to travel to "this dark world and
wide,"4 they kissed us goodbye and then they
and we wept together.

This bnngs to mind the legend of "The
Song of the Salmon" told by the Lummls
Indians of the American Northwest. Accord-
ing to this legend, when God created the
earth he wept, and his tears formed the rivers
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and streams that in turn created lakes and
oceans. God then placed the Fish People in
the rivers and streams and commanded them
to go out to the Great Waters and prepare
themselves to take care of the generations
that were to come after them.

Each year when it comes nme for the Fish
People to return to their headwaters, the
mother in the sea calls them all together with
her beautiful song and when they are gath-
ered, she kisses each one on the mouth and
by that k~ss they know exactly how to get
back to the place of their beginnings 5

Somehow, thinking that we will be wel-
comed home by being kissed and embraced
by our Mother and Father not only takes the
sting out of death, but it makes death even
inviting. When that moment comes and we
are embraced by light, enfolded in the arms
of pure love, we may feel as the new mother
felt when she held her first-born ~nfant ~n her
arms. She stud, "I felt as ff I were embracing
the Universe.’’6 Perhaps thatg what we really
do when we die--we embrace and are em-
braced by the universe, and ~n that embrace
we receive the w~tness that we will live for-
ever                                ~"~

NOTES

1 John Milton, "On His Bhndness "
2 "I Heard a Fly Buzz When I Dmd" and "I Felt a

Funeral m My Bra~n," from The Complete Poems of Emzly
D~ckmson, ed Thomas H Johnson (Boston L~ttle Brown,
1960), 223-24, 128

3 Da,nd J Wolpe, The Healer of Shattered Hearts A
Jewish V2ew of God (New York Henry Holt, 1990), 40-41

4 John Milton, "On H~s Bhndness "
5 "The Song of the Salmon," from an ~nterwew w~th

Joe Washington, a Lumm~ medicine man, conducted by
Carole Nermoe for the Foundation for Cultural Arts and the
Me&a in 1982 Typescript ~n my possessmn

6 Intermew w~th "Hanya," conducted by Marc Norelh
~n Rome in 1980 Typescript ~n my possessmn

THE CHURCH

Every day was a nail.
Not in the hands or feet.
There was no cross,
no symbolism. The nails
punctured the vital parts
where blood is common.
And secret. As in a room
full of Elders making
judgement. A sort of love
without foreplay. A solemn
climax. I wanted
none of it, only out.

~TIMOTHY LIu

GIVE & TAKE

SHARPER THAN A
TWO-EDGED SWORD

By William J. Hamblin

THE MAJOR CRITIQUE of Warfare m
the Book of Mormon, (ed Stephen D Ricks
and William J Hambhn, [FA R.M.S. and
Deseret Book, 1990], reviewed by Mark
Thomas in Sur%rorqE 15"3, 63) ~s that "ITS
prime goal is to affirm the historicity of the
Book of Mormon by companng it to the
ancmnt Near East and Mesoamenca," and
that we "attempt to demonstrate that the
Book of Mormon matches an ancient setting
better than a nineteenth-century setung"
Unfortunately, the reviewer seems to have
m~sunderstood the purpose of the volume.
Far from attempnng to "prove" that the Book
of Mormon is an ancmnt document, we ex-
phcItly state that, for the sake of argument,
the contributors are assuming the book is
ancient. "For the present research     we
have taken the view, as a working hypothesis,
that the Book of Mormon is what ~t claims to
began ancmnt history.. . Furthermore, we
are exam~mng the book under the assump-
tion that the text is amenable to historical
analysis" (Welch introduction, 19-20). A per-
son may beheve that this enterprise is with-
out merit. However, the book’s editors
should at least be given credit for being aware
that it is a logical fallacy to claim to somehow
have proven to be true what we explicitly
stated we are assuming to be true.

In my opinion, short of finding new types
of evidence (e.g., an inscnptlon explicitly
mennonmg Book of Mormon citrus, or a first
draft of the Book of Mormon in Sidney
Rigdon’s handwriting), it is not possible to
prove or disprove that the Book of Mormon is
either an ancient or a nineteenth-century
document by any historical methodology. At
best we can examine relative plausiblhty and
probabihty. If one wishes to discuss divergent

WILLIAM J. HAMBLIN is an assistant professor
of history at Brigham Young University.

models for the origin of the Book of Mor-
mon, the proper methodology to be followed
~s
1 Assume that the book ~s an authentic an-

cient record and analyze ~t from this per-
spectlve (which we have done m Warfare).

2 Assume that the book ts a nineteenth-cen-
tury document and analyze it from this
perspective.

3. Compare and contrast the successes, fail-
ures, and relative explanatory power of the
results of these studies

4. Attempt to &scover which model IS the
most plausible explanation for the origin
of the text

For the most part, the studies ~n Warfare are
hm~ted to phase 1 of this methodology

Mark Thomas is disappointed that
Warfare ignores the nineteenth-century evi-
dence concerning warfare in the Book of
Mormon, while he himself ignores an ex-
plicit statement on the subject in John
Welch’s introduction to the volume. "More
could be done in examining and comparing
nineteenth-century material .... Compari-
sons to warfare In Napoleon’s day or ~n the
Spaulding Manuscript could be ventured by
others" (19). Thus, rather than ignoring or
suppressing nineteenth-century evidence as
Thomas clmms, our book invites others to
examine it.

What, then, does Warfare m the Book of
Mormon "prove") The final two sentences of
the volume read, "Hugh N~bley has called the
study of military affairs in the Book of Mor-
mon ’a rigorous test’ to the historical claims
of the book. In hght of the numerous papers
in this volume, we can say that the Book of
Mormon does indeed pass the test" (496). Let
me clarify what was in my mind when I
wrote those sentences. A fundamental thesis
question of our study can be expressed as:
"Can the descriptions of warfare in the Book
of Mormon be understood in light of ancient
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Near Eastern and Mesoamerican military
practices?" When I wrote that the Book of
Mormon "does Indeed pass the test," I meant
that the answer to our thesis question is yes;
the descnptions of warfare in the Book of
Mormon do Indeed make a great deal of
sense from an ancient perspective. However,
I do not believe that this somehow proves the
historicity of the Book of Mormon. It may,
however, show that the position that the
Book of Mormon is an authentic ancient text
is plausible and rational in this regard

Thomas makes a great deal of the fact that
the terms "freemen" and "kingmen" were
used to descnbe oath-taking Patriots and To-
ries during the Revolutionary period, and
seemingly concludes that the Book of Mor-
mon must derive from the nineteenth cen-
tury. What this example really shows is that
Joseph translated the Book of Mormon Into
nineteenth-century English. No one has ever
disputed this fact. The words which Joseph
translated as "freemen" and "klngmen" could
just have easily been translated as
"democrats" and "monarchists " One might
even venture to assert that every word in the
Book of Mormon (excepting proper names)
was Indeed used by English speakers of the
early nineteenth century. But does this show
that the original text of the Book of Mormon
derives from the nineteenth century? By
Thomas’s method we could also demonstrate
that since every word in the King James
translation of the Bible (KJV) can also be
found in the English of the early seventeenth
century, there is therefore no Greek or He-
brew original from which that translation
derives.

Thomas also misconstrues my argument
concerning the steel bow. He claims that "the
reader must . . . conclude that the Book of
Mormon contains serious historical errors
and mistranslations" because he maintains I
believe that "Nephl’s reference to his steel
bow must be a mistranslatlon " What I spe-
cifically stated is that the word "steel bow" is
used in the K~ngJames Version of the Bible to
translate the Hebrew phrase "bronze"
(nechushah) bow, and that "Nephi’s ’steel bow’
could thus be Joseph Smith’s Jacobean Eng-
hsh translation for an original Hebrew
’bronze bow’ " (373-74) I do not maintain
that this is somehow a mlstranslat~on. If my
original statement was unclear, let me elabo-
rate There was an ancient Near Eastern bow
which was reinforced with bronze, called the
"bronze bow" in Hebrew. For whatever rea-
sons, the KJV translators used the English
phrase "steel bow" to describe this weapon (2
Samuel 22:35; Psalm 18:34; Job 20:24).
Thus, in Joseph Smith’s day, the phrase "steel

bow" was the commonly accepted English
term used to describe a particular ancient
Near Eastern bronze reinforced composite
bow, and should not be equated with late
Medieval and early Renaissance steel bows
Indeed, I doubt very much that Joseph Smith
even knew of the existence of such weapons.
Even if one insists on seeing everything in the
Book of Mormon as denwng solely from
Joseph’s imagination, it is almost certain that
Joseph got the term "steel bow" from the KJV
Bible (374 and notes)

Those who accept an ancient model for
the ongln of the text seem to ultimately have

the methodologically easier task. They can
make room for the existence of nineteenth-
century words, phrases, and Ideas in the
book; Joseph Smith lived in the early nine-
teenth century and translated the volume for
a nineteenth-century audience. It is to be
expected that he would therefore use terms
and ideas which were meaningful in that
context. Those accepting the nineteenth-cen-
tury model, on the other hand, have a serious
problem accounting for the numerous mi-
nute parallels to ancient features of the book,
which Joseph Smith would not likely have
known.

SWORDS INTO PRUNING HOOKS

By Mark D. Thomas

THE PROCEDURES and methodology
of the various articles in Hamblin’s book are
varied I find the methodology proposed by
Welch (quoted above) to be quite useful.
However, Welch is interested in more than
placing the Nephltes in an ancient historical
setting for the sake of Interpretation: The
book helps in "assaying the historicity of this
record" (17). Hamblin’s conclusion is that the
Book of Mormon passes the "rigorous test" of
the historical claims of the book (492). How-
ever, the contents of the above essay Indicate
that his conclusion is dubious. If one sug-
gests that the current translation of "steel
bow" for a brass bow is acceptable because it
is traditional, I do not know what constitutes
mistranslation. He agreed that the KJV mls-
translated the term for brass bow But sup-
posedly Joseph Smith is justified in using it.
Then, current translations of the Bible should
also find such a mistranslatlon acceptable.
This is the absurd conclusion we are led to by
this logic. The Book of Mormon came to
correct bibhcal errors; in Hambhn’s view, its
real mission is to perpetuate them. Is this part
of the "rigorous test"? Both the book and
Hamblln’s essay Indicate that the methodol-
ogy does not allow for a real test. He ex-
cluded, a pnorl, the potential for the Book of
Mormon to fail the "test." The methodology

MARK D. THOMAS has published several SUN-
SrON~ articles examining the nineteenth-century
context of the Book of Mormon

guarantees the outcome.
What the book provides is not a test of

historicity, but a proposed historical setnng
for Interpretation. On this latter level, the
book does an admirable job. For example,
Hambhn points out that wooden clubs w~th
imbedded pieces of obsidian were the New
World equivalent of swords. I can accept this
as the referent to the term "sword" in the
Book of Mormon if I believe it’s ancient. But
I do not think this provides any kind of test
for antiquity.

I am tired of such "tests." Let us read the
Book of Mormon for what it is: a book with
a powerful spiritual message, as Rick’s and
Hamblin’s book demonstrates so well. But
that message must be grasped in a nine-
teenth-century context, because the text is in
the language of Joseph Smith. Anyone who
neglects the language of Joseph Smith in
interpreting the Book of Mormon does so at
his or her own Interpretive peril. The book
claims to be an ancient text that addresses a
modern audience. That audience is ever
present in its authorial mind and interpretive
asides. In conclusion, just as one must begin
interpretation of the New Testament by un-
derstanding thoroughly the early Greek
texts, so one must begin interpreting the
Book of Mormon by understanding the lan-
guage and theology of its onginal latter-day
audience. Then, if people wish to speculate
about ancient precedents, they will do so
with greater precision.                 ~
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REVIEWS

Stopping the Flow
And the Desert Shall Blossom

By Phyllis Barber
University of Utah Press, 1991, 281 pages, $23.95

Reviewed by Levi S. Peterson.

Phyllis Barber once told me she didn’t
want the label of a Mormon wnter. I hope she
has now resigned herself to that label. Her
recent book of short stories, The School of
Love, also pubhshed by the University of
Utah Press, has Mormon material in It. And
now Barber has written a novel in which the
Mormon flavor is distinct.

This novel is also western. If anything, it
is more western than Mormon. Some writers
are ashamed to be considered western. Liter-
ary fashion, like other kinds of fashion, has
its geographic centers, and those centers
aren’t in the mountain West. That doesn’t
matter. Good writing is irrepressible and has
a way of appearing in unauthorized places.
Phyllis Barber is among the good wnters of
the world. Her book is excellent fiction. I’m
glad she wrote it, and I’m glad the University
of Utah Press published it.

I’m impressed by Barber’s handling of the
conventions of the novel. In this book, style
is functional and unobtrusive, yet scented
with emotion. Description is sharp, clean,
and poetic, and dialogue nngs true to the
cadences of actual speech. A flexible action
allows for an amicable, illuminating succes-
sion of past and present. Point of view is
omniscient, with emphasis upon maj or char-
acters and a reappearing narrator possessed
of a close-to-mystical sensibility.

The action of this novel has a dual inter-
est. It is concerned in part wtth the construc-
tion of the Hoover Dam and in part with a
family--a husband and wife and their chil-
dren-who work out their unhappy destiny
amid the heroic, collective activity by which
the dam is built. The husband and wife are
Alf and Esther Jensen, Mormons from Utah

who arrive at the dam site on the Colorado
River in the baking heat of the summer of
1931. Though Alf and Esther have been mar-
ned twenty years, their relationship is tenu-
ous and undefined. Alf has been unable to
keep a job, and they have moved from town
to town and ended up more than once living
with Esther’s parents. Now Alf has employ-
ment in the company store, and for one of
the few times in the history of the family, they
enjoy economic stability. Unluckily, their re-
lationship evolves in a painful direction. The
natural and social forces set in motion by the
conflict between a recalcitrant river and the
human beings who intend to dam it energize
Alf. Those same forces all but annihilate Es-
ther. It is as if Alf represents the human will
to dominate nature and Esther the human
cost of dominating rather than cooperating
with it.

Barber treats the construction of the dam
with such detailed accuracy that her novel
belongs to the genre of h~storical fiction, in
which actual and imagined personalities
from a past era realistically interact. This is
the history she recounts: a coalition of west-
ern firms called the Six Companies secure
the contract, hire thousands of workers, bull-
doze roads, scale cliffs, create a c~ty in the
desert, drill diversion tunnels through solid
rock, establish an on-site plant for producing
concrete, pour the dam ~n successive layers
of concrete five feet deep, and finally, some
four years after beginning, convoke the pres-
ident of the United States for the dedication
of the finished structure. Their antagonist is
nature. The hot, dusty desert which sur-
rounds them is not benign. Potable water
must be transported from far away. Roads

and working spaces must be laboriously
blasted from cliffs. Workers die from heat
exhaustion, engines burn out, trucks plunge
over cliffs. Above all, the river is an enemy.
For Barber, the Colorado is a living, organic
unity, as are the humans who impound ~ts
natural flow.

Like Achilles and Hector, the river and the
dam builders are worthy opponents. At one
moment, the river unpredictably rises 46 feet
within a few hours, flushing away men, ma-
chines, and construction. This flood contrib-
utes to the growing solidarity of not only the
dam builders but their dependents and all
other onlookers as well. "The teeth in the
cogs of each part were biting into the bigger
gears, transforming the project into some-
thing much larger than anyone had ever wit-
nessed. S~x Companies became We. Theirs
became Ours, and a common front faced off
w~th The R~ver" (154).

As I say, the heroic endeavor of building
the dam affects Alf and Esther Jensen ~n
different ways. For All it offers a new lease on
life. To him, the very air of the construction
site is alive with opportunity. In this frontier-
like environment he can slough off his un-
wanted Mormon inhibitions. He buys
company scrip at a discount, redeems it at
face value, and lends petty money at a high
rate of interest. He buys an expensive suit
and a new car. He drinks bootleg liquor and
makes a mistress of the widow of a neighbor
who is accidentally killed at the dam. He
absents himself from home at every opportu-
nity, avoiding at all cost his wife’s suffering,
accusing eyes.

For Esther, the primitive desert and a
society composed of a jostling mtxture of
races and customs prove unsettling in the
extreme. She is poorly prepared for this
place. Her body is severely scarred because
her dress caught fire when she was a httle
girl, and desert heat therefore afflicts both
her body and spirit beyond the ordinary. She
is compulsive about her Mormon way of
worshipping God. She feels obliged to ad-
here to a punctilious list of commandments,
and faults her husband and eldest son for
failing to do the same. She loves her little
daughters but is herself so needy that she
seems only marginally adequate in caring for
them. During the summer she often retreats
to her bed in a state of torpor; m the vctnter,
she wanders the streets of the company town
in lethargic indirection. Even in her most
energetic moments she feels herself a failure.
At one ~nsp~red moment, she enlists other
women into a committee for procunng a
schoolhouse from the Six Companies How-
ever, in the presence of an official, her words
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fail, and one of the women whom she has
enlisted speaks up. It is this woman who
receives the recognition for the success of
their project.

Near the end of the novel Esther has a
breakdown. It is New Year’s Day, 1933. Alf
has momentarily repented of his neglect of
his family and has taken them on a picnic to
a viewpoint overlooking the construction
site, a gesture which seems only to intensify
Esther’s resentment. Minor incidents involv-
ing the children quickly evoke an exchange
of harsh words between Esther and All, and
suddenly Esther attacks All with flailing
hands and pinching fingers and he grips her
in a bear hug and throws her to the ground.

It’s a painful, compelling scene, all the
more so because Esther never recovers the
adult will whose loss she suffers at this mo-
ment. Advised and abetted by a company
doctor, All concludes too quickly she must
be committed to the state mental hospital.
She doesn’t resist and spends many months
incarcerated among the catatonic and bi-
zarre. In the meantime All is free to pursue
his affair with Serena, the obliging widow. At
last Esther’s dutiful second son insists that All
retrieve Esther from the hospital. She seems
neither better nor worse for her stay there.
She can groom and dress herself and assist in
the domestic duties of their home. But her
initiative is gone. Emotionally, she is a child
who needs protective supervision.

The novel ends with the dedication of the
dam. Alf and Esther are there with most of
their children and Serena. Serena sings the
national anthem before the crowd while Es-
ther quietly wilts from the excessive heat. Alf
takes the suffering Esther home while Serena
finds another way. This is symbolic. His
marriage with Esther will endure, and Serena
will go her separate way. The epic endeavor
of building the dam is over, and for All life
has narrowed from its once heroic scope. A
grand moment in the history of human tech-
nology has defined their marriage. The ulti-
mate character of their union is this: Esther is
an adult child and Alf is her caretaker.

The final paragraph of the novel consists
of Esther’s unconscious thoughts likening
herself to the waters of the now dammed
river. "If they put me in a cup, I’ll evaporate.
If they hold me in their hands, I’ll slip
through their fingers’. It is cool and dark here
with my river. Smooth over fiat rocks. Fin-
gers of water splitting into channels, finding
new paths. There’s always a way through"
(281). There are many passages in the novel
linking Esther’s health, hope, and courage to
the formerly free-flowing waters of the Colo-
rado. As the waters are ultimately dammed,

so Estherg vitahty 1s thwarted and turned
back on itself.

One cannot refrain from associating All
and Esther with humanity at large. All is at
one with the dam builders. As I say, he repre-
sents the human will to dominate nature.
Barber grants the dam builders their heroic
premise. She empathizes with them and notes
their mystical purpose. Yet she finally judges
them to be deficient. Esther is the sign of their
deficiency. She is the sign of a humanity in
whom pnmal intuition has become impotent.

At the novel’s beginning Barber has prefixed a
quotation from Lao Tzu:

How can a man’s life keep its
course

If he will not let it flow?
Those who flow as life flows know
They need no other force...

Such words anticipate a diagnosis of
Esther’s illness. They tell us, too, that in
Barber’s wise estimation, human contrivance
has dammed the flow of humanity’s own
health, hope, and courage.             ~

WARREN REMEMBERS THE CHICKEN COOP

After thirty years, the dry-dank musty stench
Of feathers rotting, layered in acnd dung,
Fades

To soft nostalgic folds. The coop (once bedroom
In the house where Warrenb mother first saw life)
Squats

Again beneath a scorching August sun.
Inside that stifling womb, Rhode Island Reds
Laid

Clutches in straw-strewn pine-frame boxes. Some sat
Amid the stench to harvest chicks. Others
Caught

The mote-thick air with stubby wings and, squawking,
Flapped from lime-caked perches on the wall and
Made

Their gooney-landings in the dust each time
He squeaked the ragged screendoor open. There they
Fought

To peck at him--it seemed--as if he were
The morsel of the day for beaks that should have
Played

For worms in dusty outdoor yards. But here
Enclosed, they fed and bred and laid their eggs and
Sought

Small, mindless battles in the dark. Their lives
Became miasmal ghosts of smell that should have
Stayed

Embedded in dim, fly-specked shreds of paper--
Exhalations surfacing like fungal
Rot;

But after thirty years, the musty stench
Of feathers molding, layered in acrid dung,
Fades.

--MICHAEL R. COLLINGS
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AN AMBITIOUS ATTEMPT
Utah Art

By Vern Swanson, Robert Olpin, and William Seifrit
Peregrine Smith Books, 1991, $49.95, xii + 252 pages

112 color, 41 black and white illustrations

Reviewed by Linda Jones Gibbs

THE PUBLICATION OF Utah Art is the
much-awaited magnum opus of the state’s
visual art history Its ancestry includes two
shorter surveys of Utah art (Alice Mernll
Horne’s Devotees and Their Shrines, 1914, and
James HaseltIne’s 100 Years of Utah Painting,
1965), a pocket size dictionary of Utah art,
and a handful of exhibition catalogues that
have treated specific eras and individual art-
IStS. This volume with its lengthy texts and
plentiful, sumptuous color plates bnngs a
new level of completeness to the topic Utah
Art is an ambitious attempt to cover all the
artists who have ever pracnced In the state
and to provide a history of the development
of the university art departments, various art
centers and museums, and even the gallery
scene.

Utah Art begins with an introduction by
William H. Gerdts, professor of art history at
The City University of New York Gerdts is
not only a highly respected art historian, but
the foremost authority on regional American
art. His contribution attempts to place the
development of Utah art within a nanonal
framework and raises some interesnng ques-
tions concerning Utah’s neglect of certain
American visual traditions. Gerdts’s praise for
the book provides that requisite sancnon by
an outsider (a New Yorker, no less) that Utah

LINDA JONES GIBBS ts a doctoral student in
art history at The C~ty Umverstty of New York
and is curatmg an exhibition of American art for
the forthcoming Brigham Young University
Museum of Fine Arts.

always seems to hunger for. Following his
own bnef encapsulation of Utah art h~story,
Gerdts posits that ~f there is, indeed, a dis-
tinctive quality about Utah art it is an opti-
mtstic outlook toward humankind and
nature that is intertwined with Mormomsm’s
belief in inherent human goodness and a
desire to better oneself and the enwronment.
It ~s a provocative obsel-vatIon and one which
is overlooked within the major texts.

Following Gerdts’s essay is a detailed
chronology of key events in the development
of Utah art, a most helpful outline for one
wishing to quickly grasp the highlights of the
book. This is followed by three maj or chap-
ters, also chronologically organized. In the
first chapter entitled "From Pioneer Painters
to Impressionism," we are given a decade by
decade account from 1847 through the
1890s of arnstIc activities in the state. The
author, independent scholar William Selfnt,
based his research largely upon newspaper
articles dealing vctth art which he painstak-
ingly s~phoned out of every Utah publicanon
of the nineteenth century. His efforts have
turned up a wealth of heretofore unpub-
hshed anecdotes and descriptions of now lost
or unlocated works of art. SeifrIt’s unearthing
of this cache of information is admirable and
contnbutes much new material regarding the
early phases of Utah art history, particularly
in the reconstruction of individual artists’
careers.

Seffnt’s writing is highly informative and
overflows w~th factual detail. His account, for
example, of George Ottlnger’s attempts to get
a painting exhibited at the Centennial Exhi-

bitlon makes an interesting pmnt about the
efforts of these ~solated artists to gain main-
stream acceptance. Only on rare occasion
does the author’s text err as in the case of
pioneer artist William Major. Seifrit tells us
that "legend has it that he [Major] painted
Utah landscapes" (14). Two such paintings of
Fillmore and Parowan very much exist in the
collection of the LDS Museum of Church
History and Art It is primarily around the
plethora of press excerpts that Seifrit weaves
his text. While not a surprising approach
given his tremendous devotion to the task of
extracting the matenal, it does place unnec-
essary hmltations upon a complex and fasci-
nating portion of Utah art history. Many of
the newspaper quotanons refer to unlocated
works which then cannot be discussed.
Thus, there ~s only an occasional connection
between text and Imagery, a frustrating situ-
anon that occurs throughout the book. Other
located works are discussed, but not illus-
trated When we are told, for example, that
pioneer artist’s Sarah Ann Burbage Long’s
Brigham Young and His Friends is a "must see,"
why are we then not shown iO

It seems as if there is an aversion through-
out the book to including any imagery that
ties Utah art to the Mormon experience. (The
two were undeniably connected in the nine-
teenth century.) Some of the most dynamic
art produced in pioneer Utah, for example,
was C. C A. Chnstensen’s panorama which
is only mentioned in passing. Intended as ~t
is for a national market, Utah Art deprives the
out-of-state reader of seeing some of the
state’s most evocative imagery. Other Latter-
day Saint related art is mentioned such as the
sculpted oxen for the baptismal font in the
St George Temple. But this project is cur>
ously lumped together w~th a decorative ad-
vernsement in a barber shop and a Utah
landscape by Albert Bierstadt under the
phrase "unusual incidents of the decade."

There is no formal analysis of art work.
Even when we are told by the chapter title
that the first section concludes with impres-
sionism, no mention of that French-denved
influence appears. Instead of concluding the
era with a celebration of what many consider
a high point in Utah art history, when James
Taylor Harwood and the art missionaries re-
turned from Paris and enlivened the state
with their renewed teaching and artistic
skills, we are instead told of artistic and eco-
nomic decline among the early pioneer art-
ists. This exciting period ends with a
whimper instead of a bang.

The second chapter is by Robert S. Olp~n,
dean of the College of Fine Arts at the Uni-
versity of Utah. Enntled "Tradttion and The
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Lure of the Modem," this section picks up
the story of Utah art at the turn of the century.
We are ~ntroduced to the premier sculptors
Cyrus Dallin, the Borglum bothers, and
Mahonri Young who were the first nanve
Utah artists to achteve national fame. Olpln
then backtracks to continue the saga of the
French-trained artists of the late nineteenth
century and &scusses the formgn ~nfluences
they brought back to Utah. As Selfnt before
him, Olp~n does an admirable job of moving
us along the careers of many artists, and both
authors succeed in showing the overlaps and
influences that resulted among generations
of artists.

A self-proclaimed b~ographer enamored
with the stones of peoples’ lives, Olpin’s text
reads much like his comprehensive Dictmn-
ary of Utah Art. He devotes a sizeable pornon
of his wrinng touting the strength of Utah’s
women artists and also provides ~nformation
on such little known Utah arts institutions as
"A Modern School of Illustration." He is per-
haps most ~nteresttng when he interfaces h~s-
toncal context with Utah’s artistic
development. Yet again, the absence of text-
related imagery ~s sorely missed. For in-
stance, in his treatment of "Great Art in the
Great Depression," an example of a WPA
mural would have made a slgmficant addi-
tion. Of parucular interest is Olpin’s recount-
ing of the battle ~n Utah between tra&uonal
and modem art lmphed by the chapter’s title.
Set agmnst in-state artisuc/generatlonal gaps
and ~nterwar isolatiomst politics in America,
Olpin lays the beglnmngs of th~s struggle
between the old and the new that is p~cked
up again in the third chapter. Fascinating
rea&ng for anyone involved in Utah art
today, it offers historical perspective of a con-
flict still very much being waged.

Veto G. Swanson, director of the Spring-
ville Art Museum, authored the third chapter
enutled "The Contemporary Scene." This
chapter forcibly takes on the formidable task
of charting new territory from 1950 to the
present. As elsewhere in the book, however,
artist’s names are thrown at the reader too fast
to be absorbed, and the result is tedious
rea&ng that might better have been served in
an encyclopedic format. When Swanson as-
serts that "Utah art at the beginning of the
decade [1960s] might be characterized as
derivative rather than unique" (194), one
can’t help but wonder after reading the book
when this wasn’t the case. However,
Swanson’s treatment of artists’ styles within
national and tnternational trends and his
fluid discussion of the internal art scene as it
was continually effected by the influx of out-
of-state artists is sophisucated and ~nspired

writing, rising above the anthological bits
and pieces of biography and incidental de-
tails that permeate the book His account of
the Art and Belief group that arose among the
faculty at BYU in the m~d-1960s is a compel-
hng, albeit brief, history of th~s unique phase
in Utah art when a concerted effort was made
to merge art w~th religious ~deology. Under
the auspices of Dale Fletcher, graduate stu-
dents Trevor Southy, Denms Smith, Gary E.
Smith, and others formulated much of the
foundations for their art today.

Publisher Gibbs M. Smith acknowledges
that the book was tntended for a "broad
audience, not a specialized scholarly
audience" (Salt Lake Trzbune, 13 October
1991, E6). This does not excuse the fact,
however, that no footnotes appear in any of
the three chapters which are replete with
quotauons The flashy eye-catchtng cover
and coffee table format certainly suggest
more a commercial than academic venture.
This alone cannot be faulted, but one won-
ders about the ranonale for the choice of the
cover ~mage. While it would indeed be a
&fficult task to choose one representanve
image of Utah art, I quesuon the use of a
fauve-insp~red work of the 1930s by a httle-
known artist, even by Utah standards, exe-
cuted in a retardaire style that had m~nor
impact in the state Vern Swanson acknowl-
edges within the text itself that the cover
arnst, Phlllip Barkdull, made h~s greatest
contnbution to Utah art as a teacher of de-
sign. The image is set wtthin a jazzy hot
red-pink border which conjures up a mood
quite unhke the one thts former resident of
Utah calls to mtnd when reflecting about the
state. It is as if a brass band had been brought
out when a symphony might have had a
more penetranng effect.

The color plates vc~th~n the book are of a
superb quahty as are the black and white
photographs which include wonderful im-
ages of the artists themselves. However, the

selecnon of art works reproduced in full
color is at times disappmntlng. Utah Art is
really two books strugghng to become one--
a history of Utah art and a showcase for the
Springville Museum in an attempt to estab-
lish it as having the premier collecuon of
Utah art At the end of the pubhcation is a
comprehensive hst of all nanve, emigrant,
and itinerant arnsts who ever worked in Utah
followed by a catalogue of the Springville
Museum’s collecuon. No secret that the book
was largely subs~dtzed by fun&ng raised by
the Springvllle Museum, ~ts pubhcation ~s ~n
celebration of that insutution’s mghty-eighth
anmversary This halson weakens the end
product and prevents the book from bang
the defimtlve visual statement on Utah art.
Of the 112 color plates, 92 are of palnnngs
from the Spnngville Museum’s hol&ngs.
While Spnngville does boast an extremely
fine collecuon, there are numerous examples
in the book where a second-rate pmnting
from thmr collecuon has been used. There
are, for example, sigmficantly superior paint-
ings in other collecuons by C. C. A.
Christensen, Lorus Pratt, James T. Harwood,
Maynard D~xon, and M~nerva Telchert, to
name a few.

Utah Art ~s a chmacuc culmination of the
previously published taxonomic accounts on
the subject by Horne and Haselune with its
sornng of names, decades, styles, etc. There
is much more to be done on the subject than
this Vasanan approach ~n which Utah art is
seen as the sum of individual contnbutions.
Such an archeolog~cal documentary method-
ology treats art as an object w~th only a
tangential relauonship to personality and
historical context. "Readable" and "scholarly"
need not always be at odds nor mutually
exclusive. Through deeper probing of the
images themselves, the potency of Utah art
and the culture from which it emerged and
continues to emerge can certainly be en-
larged.                               ~
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MUSIC AND THE BROKEN WORD:
SONGS FOR ALTERNATE VOICES

By Paul Toscano and Cal Grondahl
Signature Books, 1991, $8.95,88 pages

Reviewed by Russel Hirst

ALL RIGHT, it’s best to say it up front:
Paul Toscano and Cal Grondahl have written
and illustrated a book that satirizes a broad
spectrum of Mormon traits, popular beliefs,
personae, and practices, and they have used
as their vehicle the framework of hymns we
all know and love. The book contains forty-
three "broken" hymns~Toscano stanzas
meant to be sung to the tunes of vinous
traditional Protestant, Catholic, and Mormon
hymns-~each one accompanied by a full-
page Grondahl cartoon inspired by the lyrics.
Brothers and sisters, is this book irreverent?
Insulting? Outrageous?

Yes. That’s why it’s the sort of thing that
will force some people out of the closet. Sure,
you start by sneaking into one, with a small
flashlight, to chortle at the scandalously
funny cartoons. But shortly, as you begin to
read the lyrics, you feel compelled to men-
tally test their meter against the indicated
traditional hymns. This escalates to silent
lip-synching as you discover, simultaneously
with the satisfacnon of their metrical
correspondence, the mind-boggling counter-
point between the Mormon foibles lowngly
satirized in the Toscano lyrics and the mes-
sages of the original sacred hymns. Even ~f
your mind is not easily boggled, your funny
bone is distinctly tickled, and the silent s~ng-
ing leaps to vocalization and loud gigghng.
Suddenly the closet door flings open, and

RUSSEL HIRST is asststant professor of rhetoric
at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

your spouse stands in a blinding rectangle of
light, hands on hips. You can’t hide the flash-
light or book In time. There are only two
things you can do: (1) pull him/her into the
closet and turn off the flashlight, or (2) come
out of the closet. That’s why the book forces
some people out of the closet. Personally, I
stayed in it for a while, until my wife and I
were both gigghng.

So what’s all the gigghng about? I mean,
in terms of the book? There’s no simple an-
swer; people laugh for many reasons. But the
measure of humor in good satire is the degree
to which it provides the painful but ulti-
mately healing service of bringing us face to
face with our own folly. And for Mormons,
the domain of "our own" is broad: it em-
braces Church policies, programs, leaders,
dissenters, social acnv-tty, art, architecture,
and cultural mythologies. It includes not
only our doctrines but our chronic reacuons
to those doctrines. It ~ncludes our common
experience, our emotions and attitudes, our
sins. Toscano’s hymns saurize this ennre
range, not sparing leader or follower, male or
female, young or old, ~ns~der or outsider,
scholar or rube, conservative or liberal.

That’s right, not even hberal Mormons
escape the whip. The broken words break
upon their backsides, too, in hymns such as
"Each Carping Saint" (sung to "Each Cooing
Dove," page 7), "God Speed the Left" ("God
Speed the Poght," 21), "Liberal Saints Love
Toleration" ("They, the Bmlders of the Na-
tion," 39), and one of my favorites, "Sweet
Are My Doubts" ("Sweet is the Work," 65):

Sweet are my doubts, my God, my
King.

I love to question everything.
I challenge thee by morning light
And fondle all my qualms by night.

Sweet is the pain I’ve come to know.
So long as I can let it show.
For all my griefs I give thee thanks
And for my existential angst.

My heart shall triumph in my doubt.
I only pray I won’t find out
The truth of all that thou hast said
(That is, at least, until I’m dead).

I thought that the man in the accompanying
cartoon looked disturbingly like mema sure
sign that the identification medicine was
working. But I want the authors to know that
I repented some years ago: now I’m ready to
believe almost anything.

Here’s a sample stanza of the lyrics di-
rected at the other side of the street, from
"Behold, Our Great Statistics" ("Behold, A
Royal Army," 251):

Behold! Our great statistics!
What do we have to fear?
We’re clearly in much better shape
Than we were just last year.
Just look at all our converts
Who’ve joined the growing throng.
We’ve baptized O so many.
Our methods can’t be wrong.
Counting sheep, counting sheep,
We look so good statistically.
Counting sheep, counnng sheep,
It’s nothing to condemn.
Counting sheep is so much easier
Than feeding all of them.

The song goes on to "celebrate" the material
wealth and political power of the Church,
while pointing up its slowness to spiritually
feed its members, spintually worship God, or
spiritually convert the world, the real mis-
sion of the Royal. Army. Again, the counter-
point with the original hymn adds power to
the broken word.

The most frequent theme in Toscano’s lyr-
ICS, however, is the Mormon problem w~th
self-admiration and overemphasis on salva-
tion by works. These are the songs that most
clearly reveal his personal and theological
beef with those who, in all kinds of self-de-
cepnve ways, exalt themselves and marginal-
ize Jesus Christ. Witness the song, sung to
"All Creatures of Our God and K~ng," that
choruses, "We are special! O praise us! We
are special!" What reader does not immedi-
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ately feel the explosively jarring contrast to
the Assisl lyrics, "Hallelujah! O Praise HIM!"?

Here, friends, we have the summum bonum
of the whole matter and the evidence that
counselor Toscano’s monve ts not to "tear
down the Church" or mock sacred th~ngs or
any other such nonsense. If Music and the
Broken Word seeks to break down anything, it
seeks to break down our own pride, greed,
pru&shness, chauwmsm, insensitivity, and
foolishness, so that we may better kneel down
to the One glorified tn all those wonderful
hymns we grew up singing. I was surpnsed
when someone menuoned to me her offense
that Toscano had "made light of sacred th~ngs"
and realized that she referred to the original
hymns themselves Nothing could be further
from the truth; Toscano does not satinze the
sacred hymns, but through the broken hymns
he holds up a mirror to our own deviance
from the faith, humtlity, charity, sacrifice, and
stngle-m~nded devouon to God enjoined
upon us by the originals. The metaphor of
"mustc and the broken word," an obvious
play on the Mormon radio and TV broadcast
"Music and the Spoken Word," turns out to
hold a far more profound meamng than first
strikes the ear, especially when one begins to
consider all the scriptural instances and
meamngs and purposes of breaking.

Toscano’s effort is not without precedent
in Christendom. In nineteenth-century
America, for example, popular "dissenters"
from the rehgion of the seminary-bred Cal-
~nisnc clergy produced a great deal of ant>
clerical and ant>Calvinist verse and song.
There was a great upwelhng of popular dis-
dain for status-quo Protestantism that came
along with a general opposition to the privi-leged, universw-educated’ gentnfied

classes. H~stonans such as Nathan Hatch in-
clude Mormons along with Methodists, Bap-
tists, D~sciples of Christ, and others among
those whose rhetoric of dissent found very
effecuve expression ~n satirical verse, verse
often sung to hymns and popular tunes.1
Th~s verse lampooned Calvinistic doctnnes
such as absolute predesnnauon ("There Is a
Reprobation Plan") and especially the foibles,
hypocrisies, and abuses of those in charge of
the Church estabhshment ("Priest-Craft Float
Away, .... The Modern Priest," etc.). Let me
quote you a few selected stanzas of one of my
favorites, "Bigotry Reported":

A horrid th~ng pervades the land,
The priests and prophets tn a band,
(Called by the name of preachers,)
Direct the superstitious mind,
What man shall do his God to find,
He must obey h~s teachers

Thmr proselytes around them watt,
To hear them preach, and pray, and

prate,
And tell their growing numbers;
They love to hear their preachers tell,
The adverse sects will go to hell,
All laid tn gmlt and slumbers.

They are &rected to obey,
And never treat another way,
All others are decmvers;
All those who do &ssent from this,
Are not within the road to bliss,
Nor can be true believers.

Let Christians now umte and say,
We’ll throw all human rules away,
And take God’s word to rule us;
King Jesus shall our leader be,
And ~n his name we will agree,
The priests no more shall fool us.2

Of course, the orthodox clergy somenmes
shot back with verse of thmr own

Ten thousand Reformers like so many
moles

Have plowed all the Bible and cut ~t
[in] holes

And each has his church at the end of
hts trace

Built up as he th~nks of the subjects of
grace.3

Great stuff, eh? Dare we hope that the
orthodox Church Correlation Department
will respond to Music and the Broken Word
with a volume of verse and cartoons of ItS
own? It would undoubtedly be a best seller!
In the meanume, however, pick up a copy of
Paul’s and Cal’s book and belt out a few
songs, whether your voice is alternate or not.
If we all do it together, some interesting
things might happen. They &d last time. v.~

NOTES
1 Nathan Hatch The Democratization of American Chns-

t~amty (New Haven, CT Yale University Press, 1989) 227-43
2 Hatch, 242-43
3 Hatch, 81

AFTER THIRTY YEARS AS WARD ORGANIST

Itg still a love affair. Warm sounds wq’ap me
Velvetly. Strident chords shatter soul-ice
Scaffolding a rigid spinal barrier...
A touch of music--tentative--suffices to restore.

Power flows from thee to me,
From me to thee--reciprocality ignites
Flesh, chills turgid blood, and
Smoothes like graceful oils on blistered skin.

Power flows. Thou art power; I am power.
Synergy demands power squared,
And, trembling, when I desert my place
I leave behind the better part of me.

A wrenching now three decades long enduring--
Split, torn.., hating fumbling fingers,
Clumsy feet.., but drawn obsessive, willing,
To the keys--still a love affair.

--MICHAEL R. COLLINGS
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NEWS

CONFERENCE CONTRASTS
RESTORATION TRADITIONS

HOW DOES a religious tradition
committed to replicating the
early Christian experience cope
with the modern world? For
three June days last summer,
scholars and laity from various
U.S. restorationist traditions, In-
cluding Mormonism, explored
the dynamic of pure-religion-vs.-
the-world at Pepperdine Univer-
sity in Malibu, California, at the
conference, "Christian Primitiv-
ism and Modernization: A Con-
ference on the Restoration Ideal
in Modern America."

METHODISM

In the keynote address,
Franklin Llttell of Temple Uni-
versity traced the decline of the
Christian tradiuons in Eastern
and Western Europe where "the
faqades remain but there is little
behind them." He then focused
on two current American
restoratlonIst traditions.

Modern Methodism, he as-
serted, has lost John Wesley’s vi-
sion of church discipline as part
of the training of spiritual ath-
letes. Without outside persecu-
tion, American Methodism elim-
inated their standards of discipl-
ine and crossed from "New Testa-
ment restitutiomsm to culture-
rehgion"

Similarly, Alexander Camp-
bell and his Disciple followers
have been seduced by the the
"manifest blessings and vital ap-
peal of America.     For many
Disciples and Methodists, Protes-
tant America replaced the primi-
tive church as the midvvqfe of the
Millennium"

As these traditions lost es-
catologlcal focus they also lost
their reason to detach from the
things of this world. L~ttell
quoted Rufus Jones: "The fields
are so wide and the fences so low
that the goats ~nside are as vcfld as
the goats outside!" Many generic

Christians are open for anything
that comes along that seems to be
"spiritual." New age "spirituality"
is not unlike the powerful
"spirituality" of the German Nazi
movement, Littell said. But in
Latin America and "in Africa
where Christianity is growing
most rapidly, the wgorous
churches are rest~tUtlOnISt," he
noted

STONE-CAMPBELL
MOVEMENT

Speaking on the Stone-Camp-
bell Restorauon Movement,
Leonard Allen of Abilene Chris-
tian University sa~d the move-
ment was neither pristine nor
early Chnsuan: In spite of his
desires, Alexander Campbell was
influenced by the philosophy of
his times and interpreted the
Btble in a distinctly modern way.
Yet, when hts followers split,
each accused the other of com-
promising w~th American cul-
ture.

Emphasizing the equahty-of-
all-believers doctrine ~n the
Stone-Campbell tradiuon, David
Harrell of Auburn Umversity said
that with the Bible as the ultimate
source of authority, followers
were freed from creeds and aris-
tocracies of the old apostate

churches, resulting in congrega-
tions which were "wonderfully
individualistic and divisive." As
differences arose, the congrega-
tions splintered into in three
groups: the more liberal Disci-
ples of Christ (influenced by the
progressive Northeastern U.S.
culture); the Church of Christ
(influenced by the conservative
Southern U.S. culture); and the
independent Chnstian congrega-
tions.

Both Robert F~fe and Mike
Cope, ministers from this tradi-
tion, emphasized that Alexander
Campbell’s goal was to effect
Christian unity through the
Bible. They noted, however, that
pharisaic emphasis on biblical
precision missed the biblical
message of God’s grace available
to a dying world. And that while
denouncing churches with
creeds and ecclesiastical jurisdic-
tion, many in the tradition un-
consciously created their own.
Fife and Cope called for more
recognition of the activity of God
among all Christians, a broader
scope of fellowship, and a focus
on living under the burden of the
cross in a modern materialistic
world.

HOLINESS TRADITIONS
The Hohness Traditions

(Church of God, Nazarene, Holi-
ness, Free Methodist, etc.) were
addressed by Melvin Dieter and
Susie Stanley, both from Holiness
Tradition seminaries. The Hoh-
ness movement developed as a
reaction to the leftist-leaning
Methodists and other churches

which turned from a biblical em-
phasis to a modernist social ori-
entation. It also rejected the
fundamentalist     orientation
which focused on bibhcal iner-
rancy and rigid doctrine over the
Bible’s message, welcoming mod-
em biblical scholarship as long as
~t allows for the supernatural.
Holiness Traditions challenge
racism and sexism in all its
forms-~"the Spint made no sex-
ual distinction on the Day of Pen-
tecost, nor does ~t today," said
Stanley, one of only two women
on the program.

Also, Hohness Traditions
would not be bound by a church
organizauon and sought the spir-
itual gifts experienced by biblical
Christianity until Christ’s second
coming. But until Christ’s return,
this quesuon remains, "How do
you cope with an orgamzed,
modernist society?" Some in the
tradiuons say that the church
should not be structured but that
you can organize the work of the
church. But others feel that this is
a compromise with modernism.
How do you promote spiritual
unity and simphclty in a d~verse
and complex world? The ques-
uon IS yet to be answered by the
Spirit, Dieter and Stanley said.

MORMON RESTORATIONISM
Mormon restorat~omsm was

addressed by four LDS scholars.
Grant Underwood, an LDS histo-
rian and institute director, ex-
plained that the Latter-day Saint
restoration was founded on" (1)
restored biblical authority; (2)
spiritual gifts experienced in

LITERATURE BY THE TOPIC
Wealth of Inspiration Series of Quotation Sets
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apostolic times; (3) biblical prac-
tices such as plural marriage,
temples, patriarchal blessings,
etc.; (4) the gathering of Israel to
Zion; and (5) living prophets.

What are Mormonismg major
strengths? First, individual certi-
tude--knowang one has found
the only true church. Second, re-
lying on prophetic guidance--
the LDS see no need to capitulate
to modemity. What are its
weaknesses? First, myopia--it is
difficult for LDS to recognize the
cultural influences on revela-
tions. Second, a dependence on
an authoritanan structures leads
to spiritual stagnation.

Thomas Alexander, author of
Mormonism in Transition, said that
for its first sixty years Mormon-
Ism was in conflict with the dom-
inant Protestant faiths and gov-
ernment leaders who enthroned
modern capitalist republican so-
cial mores, which tended to com-
partmentahze the temporal and
spiritual issues that Mormons
made no distinction between. In
the 1890s, under extreme gov-
ernmental pressure and through
divine guidance, the Church ad-
justed to the pluralistic society by
changing its marriage, political,
economic and other practices
and became a successful partici-
pant in the twentieth century.

BYU history professor James
Allen stated that the past twenty
years show that the Restoration is
a dynamic process. While main-
taining strict standards for per-
sonal conduct and a doctrinal
focus on Jesus Christ and the
scriptures, the LDS tradition has
remained relevant while becom-
Ing a worldwide, multIcultural,
multiracial church. One reason is
that its leaders have been open to
feedback from the lay members,
more than most people reahze.
Recently, the Church has placed
greater emphasis on individual
spirituality and away from de-
pendance on bureaucratic pro-
grams, toward a focus on com-
munity service and away from
exclusivity

Joseph Smith biographer
Richard Bushman said that many
who respond to the Mormon

missionaries seek to improve
themselves not only spiritually,
but also socially and economi-
cally. In the low-risk Church en-
vironment, they leam skills and
values essential to the modern
world: accepting responsibilities,
delegating, teaching, keeping re-
cords, punctuality, etc. At the
same time, people find meaning
and purpose in their lives and
develop spirituality and self-dis-
ciphne. Integral to the restora-
tion theme is the concept of
apostasy. Early Christians did not
purposely discard truth but lost
it gradually; modern Christians
must be under constant vigi-
lance. Can such a conservative
church respond to all current po-
litical and social issues? No, said
Bushman. Participation in the
pohtical process may compro-
mise basic values. The Church is
prepared to bless individuals but
not to politically change the
world.

In a question and answer pe-
riod, the LDS scholars were
asked about being guided by &v-
ine revelation. Allen shared ex-
amples from being a bishop.
Bushman said that from his
youth, he has been counseled to
"follow the Spirit." After Under-
wood enthusiastically shared his
convictions, the moderator
quipped that he must conclude
the session before the Mormon
panelists issue an altar call.

BIBLICAL PLURALISM
In the closing session, Univer-

sity of Chicago American religion
historian Martin Marty com-
pared the modern world to a
large forest in which people are
groping. The primitivist Chris-
tian traditions each claim to have
found a clearing in the woods.
Only by standing in the clearing
can you see what the woods are
all about. They call to others lost
in the forest to join them in the
clearing. The trouble, he said, is
that every "clearing" also has
some "trees"--all Interpreters
bring their own background to
their interpretations. Is it ever
possible to recognize and elimi-
nate these "trees" and have a real
"clearing"?, he queried. He said

the primitivists do not want to
escape to the pristine past: they
want to have the primitive Chris-
tian experience with the ad-
vantages of the modern world. Is
it possible to do this without
modernist contamination?

James McClendon from the
Fuller Theological Seminary
ended the conference with a plea

to hang on to biblical roots:
"When we lose our memory we
lose our Identity." He admon-
ished all to Identify with signifi-
cant biblical people and events.
He challenged all to be faithful
without being sectarian, to be
truthful without being dogmatic,
and to be visionary without
being speculative.           ¯ ~

PECULIAR PEOPLE

PATIO OF HE/HIS TO SHE/HER
IN SCRIPTURE

RATIO OF HE/HIS TO SHE/HER IN SCRIPTURE

SOURCE

Old Test

New Test

D&C

P of GP

B of Mormon

Small plates

Abridged

10       20       30       40       50      60
rltiO of mille to femalo reforen©e~

filE RELATIVE frequency of reference to males and females can be
used as an indicator of gender bias in textual analysis. In this regard,
it is interesting to compare LDS scripture with the Bible. This graph
compares the ratio of occurrence of the words "he" and "his" to "she"
and "her." In the Old Testament, "he" and "his" appear 6.5 times more
often than "she" and "her." The ratio increases to about 9.5 in the New
Testament. This ratio of male reference is higher in the LDS
scriptures. The ratio is only slightly higher in the Doctrine and
Covenants and somewhat higher in the Pearl of Great Price compared
with the New Testament. But the ratio exceeds 35 in the Book of
Mormon. Interestingly, the ratio in the text coming from the small
plates (1 Nephi through Omni) is moderately higher than in other
LDS scnpture, but the ratio for the remainder of the Book of Mormon
is an overwhelming 46. Moreover, "she" and "her" often refer to
animals (hen, sheep, goat, and sow), cities (Jerusalem, Zarahemla,
Babylon), the earth, virtues (wisdom, charity, mercy), Zion, the great
whore of the earth, and Hell. Except for these nonhuman references,
Abish and wives of Lamanite kings, women are nearly nonexistent in
the abridged portion of the Book of Mormon. Perhaps abridgement
by a great military leader and his son has something to do with the
invisibility of women.
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SUNSTONE t CALENDAR

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNV
VERSITY STUDIES has an-
nounced that John W. Welch,
noted religious scholar and
professor of law, has been
named to replace Edward
Geary as editor of the journal.
Welch recently served on the
board of editors for the Ency-
clopedia of Mormonism and is
the former director of the
Foundation for Ancient Re-
search in Mormon Studies
(EA.R.M.S.). Welch told the
Salt Lake Tribune that he
plans a cumulative index of the journal from its 1959 beginning to
the present. "We are also exploring the possibility of giving the
pubhcation a larger format, more departments, improved graphics
and broader appeal to general readers," he said. BYU Studies is a
juried or refereed academic journal, meaning that it has a board of
editors of BYU faculty who decide what artides are published.

JOHlq WHITMER HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION will host BYU
professor of history Marvin Hill, who will speak on his book, Quest
for Refuge, at its annual spring banquet on 4 April at the Park Place
Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri, the day before the RLDS World
Conference. In addition, the association is accepting proposals for
papers to be presented at its annual meeting the last weekend in
September at Shenandoah, Iowa. The meeting will focus on the
Cutlerite tradition but welcomes other topics as well. Contact: John
Whitmer Historical Association, Grace College, 700 College Avenue,
Lamoni, IA 50140.

MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION will hold its annual meeting
at the Dixie Center in St. George, Utah, on 14-17 May. There will be
sessions "on the cutting edge" of Mormon history" alon~g with panels
and workshops. This year the Tanner lecture will be given by Protes-
tant-primitivism expert Richard T. Hughes of Pepperdine College.
James V. D’Arc will discuss the changing images of Mormonism in
film; Leonard Arrington will discuss his call as Church Historian in
1972; Pulitzer Prize-winner Laurel Thatcher Ulrich will give the
annual Brooks lecture on how the methods she used in writing A
Midwife’s Tale: The l~fe of Martha Ballard, Based on Her Diary, 1785-
1812 can be used to better understand sources on Utah women.
Charter buses will leave the Wasatch Front and will feature bus
lectures by Mormon scholars and stops at Mormon historic sites
along the way, including Mountain Meadows. Buses will also depart
from the Las Vegas airport. Anyone interested in Mormon history is
invited to attend; annual membership in the association costs $15 or
$12.50 for students. Contact: Mormon History Association, P.O. Box
7010, University Station, Provo, UT 84602 (801/378-4048).

SINGLESAINTS is a newly announced quarterly newsletter for the
"Mormon singles network" of single, divorced, and widowed LDS
church members. It will feature articles, related stories, and classi-
fied ads. Editor Suzy Conditt Schuy and publisher Elizabeth Smith,
both married, initially plan to target Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Ore-

gon, Utah, and Washington, but plan to expand into other areas later.
Contact: Suzy Conditt Schuy, 16104 128th Ave. SE, Renton, WA
98058 (206/235-6422).

TOUCHSTONE, a support network for the LDS divorced woman,
is sponsoring these upcoming meetings: 9 April, "Children and
Divorce," by Richard Ferre; 14 May, "Stress Reduction"; 21 May,
"Understanding Co-Dependency"; 11 June, "Personality Profiles"; 9
July, "Children of Divorce"; 16 July, "Book Reviews"; 13 August,
"Teaching Moral Principles in an Imperfect World." All meetings are
held in room N2003, second floor of the North Building of the Salt
Lake County Complex, 2001 South State Street. Contact: Lucy
Brand, Touchstone, 1078 East 700 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801/363-7620).

SUNSTONE LECTURES AND SYMPOSIA

1992 BOOK OF MORMON LECTURE SERIES will feature Eu-
gene England speaking on "Means Unto Repentance: The Book of
Mormon’s Unique Teaching on the Atonement" on Wednesday, 15
April, at 7:30 P.M. Glenna Grimm will speak on "The Material
Culture of the Book of Molmon" on 13 May, also on Wednesday. Both
lectures are at the Social Work Building auditorium at the University
of Utah at 7:30 P.M. Two dollar donation is requested.

1992 WASHINGTON, D.C., SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM will be
held on 10-11 April on the American University campus. For more
information, contact: Don and Lucinda Gustavson, 413 Clearview
Avenue, Torrington, CT 06790 (203/496-7090).

1992 SALT LAKE SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM will be held at the
Salt Lake Hilton on 5-8 August. Proposals for papers, panel discus-
sions, stand-up comics, and musical numbers are now being ac-
cepted. Contact: Cindy Dahle, Sunstone, 331 South Rio Grande
Street, Suite 206, Salt Lake City, UT 84101 (801/355-5926).

Call for Papers
Proposals for papers and panel discussions

are now being accepted.

CHICAGO SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM
16-17 OCTOBER

Becky & Kirk Linford
961 Elm Court

Naperville, IL 60540-0348
(708/778-9551)

NORTHWEST SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM
23-24 OCTOBER

SEATTLE, WA

Molly Bennion
1150 22nd Avenue East

Seattle, WA 98112
(206/325-6868)
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AWARDS

THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON LETTERS
1991 awards given at the annual symposium, 25 January 1992, with excerpts from the awards

An Award in the Novel
ORSON SCOTr CARE)

Xenocide
New York: Tom Doherty Associates, 1991

Xenocide reveals on each page the shape of
Card’s orthodox Mormon Christian faith. Xeno-
cide continues to improve on Card’s earlier con-
tributions to science fiction by creating a
genuine novel of complex point of view and
densely detailed individual and family and group
life, centered in the continuing issues of vio-
lence, redemption, and the possibility of peace,
even love, between very different species of life.

An Award in the Novel
GERALD N. LUND

Like a Fire Is Burning
Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1991
(The Work and The Glory, v. 2)

Lund has set for himself the unprecedented task
of a multivolume set of novels covering the en-
tire saga of the Restoration. Lund has done
careful research in religious and political history
and in the relevant social and material culture
and has created an interesting, diverse, and
constantly developing fictional family that is be-
lievably close to the great events and figures of
early Church history and thus able to give us a
fresh and moving view.

An Award in Biography
LAUREL THATCHER ULRICH

A Midwife’s Tale
New York: Knopf, 1991

The success of this endeavor is based on the
artful crafting of a story surrounding bits, pieces,
and notes of journal entries. By utilizing comple-
mentary sources, Ulrich has skillfully drawn
readers into an amazing woman’s story. The
literary creativity makes this story engrossing
and unforgettable.

An Award in Young-Adult Literature
LOUISE PLUMMER

My Name is Sus5an Smith. The ~ is Silent
New York: Delacorte Press, 1991

"When Uncle Willy left, I was Susan Smith. Now,
ten years later, I am Sus,~an Smith. The 5 is
silent." Thus we meet one of the most delightful
characters in young adult literature. Plummer
never intrudes into the novel, never preaches.
Sus5an and her family are LDS but not obtru-
sively so. Their values are ones the Mormon
audience will identify with but not cringe over.

An Award in Poetry
PHILIP WHITE

"Island Spring," Dialogue, 24:1
and

"The Perseids," Dialogue, 24:4
White’s poems are informed with ideas. This,
combined with deft imagery, careful line breaks,
and subtle lyricism, give us poetry that fuses
craftsmanship with emotion and intellect in the

appropriate proportions. In "Island Spring," im-
ages are woven together to convey the vulnera-
bility of the child as her dark, rustling world
seems to almost overwhelm her tenuous exis-
tence. "The Perseids" is complex and mysteri-
ous, despite the familiar undertone of death. It is
poignant in its quiet grief and austerity.

An Award in the Short Story
MICHAEL FILLERUP

"Lost and Found"
in Christmas for the World:

A Gift for the Children
Salt Lake City: Aspen Books, 1991

Fillerup’s stories are often about Mormonism in
that direct way that subverts probity with good
intention--or would, if the writing were any less
wary, or any less open to complication, misgiv-
ing, ambush. His characters find themselves
marginalized in a culture already marginal,
where what they do and are is sustained by
religious commitment, and religious commit-
ment is imperiled precisely by what they find
themselves doing. Faith, in these stories, is a
terrible gift. "Lost and Found" is a hard-nosed,
rawly detailed, icily coercive read. And ends
however improbably still quite believably in
magic. In revelation.

An Award in the Essay
TERRY TEMPEST WILLIAMS
Refuge: An Unnatural History

of Family and Place
New York: Pantheon, 1991

With Refuge, Williams defines a new rhetoric for
healing. She has woven the story of the rising of
the Great Salt Lake, its natural and political
ramifications, into the story of her mother’s
death from cancer. Williams gives voice to a
deeply personal side of herself, a gift of passion
and integrity both unique in its details and struc-
ture, and universal in its messages: that human
beings are often devastatingly careless in their
use of resources, and must learn not to be; that
we can heal from such carelessness when we
invest ourselves in nature; and that healing
sometimes means accepting death.

Special Recognition
SIGNATURE BOOKS, as publisher, and

RON SCHOW, WAYNE SCHOW, and
MARYBETH RAYNES, as editors

Peculiar People:
Mormons and Same-Sex Orientation

The editors have provided a major service in
collecting essays and resource materials on
same-sex orientation in and out of the Church.
Personal essays by men and women who have
had to make difficult choices concerning their
lives and lifestyles, and by family members or
ecclesiastical counselors, open our eyes to the
fundamental truth that each is a suffering, desir-
ing human being, heir to God’s love and deserv-
ing of compassion.

Honorary Life Memberships

MARDEN J. CLARK
Emeritus professor of English at Brigham Young
University, he has published poems, essays,
literary criticism, and stories in Dialogue and
numerous professional journals, as well as a
book of poems, Moods: Of Late (1979), and a
book of short stories, Morgan Triumphs (1984).

EDWARD L. HART
Rhodes Scholar, widely published scholar and
influential teacher, and professor emeritus of
English at Brigham Young University, and former
president of AML, he has written Minor Lives
and Mormon in Motion, a biographical study,
and a volume of poetry, To Utah.

CLINTON F. LARSON
He is professor emeritus of English at BYU,
influential teacher of creative writing, prolific
playwright, poet, and editor. He has written plays
( The Mantle of the Prophet, Mary of Nazareth,
The Prophet, Moroni, and Coriantumr), and col-
lections of poetry (The Lord of Experience,
Counterpoint, The Western World, Selected
Poems), and the anthology with William Staf-
ford.

WILLIAM MULDER
Professor emeritus of English at the University
of Utah, he has directed students toward literary
exploration of Mormon topics, and has written
important essays, including "Mormonism and
Literature," co-edited Among the Mormons, and
wrote Homeward to Zion, the story of the Scan-
dinavian immigration to Utah.

HELEN CANDLAND STARK
Teacher, mother, feminist, activist, environmen-
talist, poet, essayist, and self-proclaimed "rebel-
lious spirit," she is still growing and contributing
in her nineties--recently raised her head above
the battle to report that through it all she has
developed a "sense of awe at the goodness of
God, and.., the power of redemption at the
heart of the universe."
VIRGINIA EGGERTSEN SORENSEN WAUGH
To our sorrow, she died on 24 December 1991
not long after receiving notification of this honor.
She wrote six important books of fiction about
the Mormons: A Little Lower Than the Angels,
On This Star, The Evening and the Morning,
Many Heavens, Kingdom Come, Where Nothing
Is Long Ago, and Memories of a Mormon Child-
hood. In 1956 she won the National Study
Award for Plain Girl and in 1957 the Newberry
Award for Miracles on Maple Hill.

MAURINE WHIPPLE
She is the author of This is the Place: Utah,
articles in Collier’s, The Saturday Evening Post,
Look, Life, Time, Pageant, several short stories,
and the prize-winning The Giant Joshua, still
considered by many as the finest Mormon fic-
tion.
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ONE FOLD

HUNGARIAN EVANGELIST
PREACHES FAITH, FREE MARKET

"GOD CREATED you so that you may have material blessings and a
successful hfe," Hungarian pastor Sandor Nemeth preaches to his
evangelical congregauon "God ~s a god of growth Renouncing
growth means renouncing God." Nemeth’s message is being eaten up
by enthusiastic Hungarians as their country turns the corner from
commumsm to capitalism.

Nemeth’s Faith Church emphasizes fundamentalist splntuahty
and freemarket economics. Since founding the church in 1979 with
fewer than a dozen members, Nemeth has added 15,000 members,
and the church ranks as Hungary’s fastest-grov, qng religion.

"We want to convince our [church members] not to envy the rich
but to become like them," Nemeth said in an interview with the
Washington Post. "It does not mean we should give up takxng care of
the needy. But at this present t~me, we have nothing to give the needy
We must let people live and prosper so that they have money to give "

Nemeth ~s generating born-again capltahsts by assuring them that
the once-forbidden accumulanon of wealth is good. Most of his
followers are young and wear Western clothes and jewelry; many
drive expensive cars The church’s office is ~n the fashionable heart of
Budapest.

"Th~s type of religion ~s more emotional than ~ntellectual," says
Mlklos Tomka, head of the Hungarian Catholic Church’s Rehglous
Research Center. "Hungarians are very ured of ideologies, but they
have a great emotional need. The Faith Church provides this emo-
tional help " (Washington Post)

1992 RELIGIOUS FORECAST
THE RELIGIOUS developments and conflicts that unfolded last year
promise to make 1992 markedly different from earlier years. Below
are some of the contennous developments and s~gmficant trends
recently outlined by Religion Watch
1. In the Episcopal church last year, a trad~tlonahst group known as

the Episcopal Synod of Amenca sought to become a separate
&ocese. The action may mean that the staunchly orthodox intend
to go their own way, even if ~t results in a schism in the near future.

2. Issues of sexuahty, especially concerning the or&nation and accep-
tance of practicing homosexuals, moved on to center stage in
malnhne denomlnauons last year No clear resoluuon seems
~mminent, and such ~ssues are hkely to gain visibility in the next
few years.

3. Eastern Orthodoxy appears to be entenng a period of ~solanon
from other rehglous tra&tions In February, Orthodox parucl-
pants threatened to pull out of the World Council of Churches,
charging the promotion of theological syncrensm. Later, the
American Eastern Orthodox denominanons suspended their
membership in the National Council of Churches, opposing
hberahzat~ons such as the ordination of women and homosexuals
Finally, several key Orthodox leaders turned down ~nvltatlons to
attend a Vancan synod on re-evangehzlng Europe, clmmlng that]
the Catholic church ~nvaded tradluonally Orthodox territory inI
the former Sower Umon.
Euthanasia emerged as an ~ssue that may become as &WSlVe
between rehDous conservauves and hberals and between reh-

gious groups and the vnder culture as abornon. Cathohcs and
evangelicals form an increasingly close alliance against euthana-
sia, while the more liberal w~ng of the mainline (including the
Umtanan-Unlversalists) often acnvely support such measures

5 Rehgxous bo&es recently began addressing the issues of mulu-
culturahsm The reliDous left criticizes the influence of
"Eurocentnsm" and argues for an acceptance of &verse world
cultures and views in churches and other institutions. The Cath-
ohc church and other groups appear to be taking a more centrist
posmon, emphasizing Amencan unity and identity, while accept-
lng cultural diversity on the local level (such as ~n the liturgy and
in their schools). Those on the far nght are responding to multi-
culturahsm by reassernng the supremacy of European and West-
ern cultures, and condemning plurahsm, often finding a religious
base for such positions.

6. Pat Buchanan’s can&dacy represents a trend of the Christian Right
which desires to build a Christian-based pohtical movement for
the future. Th~s consutuency supports a new nauonahsm that
puts the concerns of America first and emphasizes Judeo-Chns-
nan and tradluonal American values. The religious conservatives
who support Buchanan have called for an American based Chris-
tian culture and a rejecuon of cultural plurahsm and the "New
World Order." (Religion Watch).

MOST AMERICANS ARE RELIGIOUS
A STUDY by the Graduate School of the C~ty Umverslty of New York
found that rune out of ten Americans ~dentffy themselves vath a
rehglous denommauon The study was umque because of the large
number of people studied (113,000) and ~ts focus on rel~glous
self-~dentff~canon, which tends to produce results different from
church-generated membership star,sues

According to the study which was reported m the New ~fi~d~ T~mcs,
86 5 percent of Americans are Chnsuans Roman Cathohcs make up
the largest group, w~th 26 percent of the nation’s populauon, fol-
lowed by Bapusts, Metho&sts and Lutherans Jews represent less
than 2 percent of the populauon, Mushms 0 5 percent Only 7
percent sa~d they had no rehg~on at all

Although these broad outhncs were known before the
Martin Marry, American rehg~on scholar, stud he sull considers ~t
’astomshmg that m a h~gh-tech, h~ghly affluent nat~on, we have 90
percent who ~dentffy" themselves as rchg~ous (Ecumenical
5c~-vlcc)

BALTIC CHURCHES FACE TRANSITION

A COMMITTEE of the World Council of Churches visited the Baltic
states in January 1992 Committee members reported that the
transition to ~ndependence ~n the Baltic states confronts churches
there w~th many challenges Elizabeth Salter, a committee member,
says that w~th the new freedom ~n all three countries, "people are
coming back to the churches and Sunday schools in large numbers "
Another committee member, Anna Marie Aagaard, noted that many
of those whom the delegauon met spoke of "a cultural-spmtual
vacuum the spread of consumerism, fascination with rich Western
para-church groups, New Rehg~ous Movements and U S. groups like
the Mormons "Access to the me&a goes to those with money; and a
recurring plea from the church leaders was, "we need tralmng of
untrmned enthusiasts." (Ecumemcal Press Service)
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MORMON MEDIA IMAGE

MEXICAN ENGLISH-lANGUAGE
NEWSPAPER FEATURES MORMONS

IN JANUARY 1992, The News, a Mexican Enghshdanguage
newspaper, highlighted the LDS church, emphasizing its
phenomenal growth in Mexico from 6,000 members in 1950 to over
600,000 in 1990

The first of the two-part series reported the origins of the Church
in northern Mexico, ItS lay clergy, its "austere set of behefs," theolog-
ical issues such as the pre-existence, baptism for the dead, eternal
progression, and genealogy. The article then mentioned that "the
tenet of church doctrine which perhaps strikes the deepest chord in
Latin Amencans is the belief that Chnst surfaced in the New World
after his bodily resurrection."

Missionaries and the growth of the Church were the focus of the
second part of the series. The paper reported that there are 2,500
missionaries in Mexico, most of them native. It stressed their "hard
work from sunup to sundown." Speaking of the missionary training
center in Oaxaca, Mexico, the paper stated, "Missionaries appear
neat, wholesome and idealistic All say they are eager to share their
faith with others "

The paper quoted Mexico City mission president Montt Garrett,
who said, "During two years on [sic] the mission field, every Mormon
¯.. can expect to bnng between 100 and 150 new members in the
church."

BOOK OF MORMON IN TOP TEN
AMERICAN READERS said the Book of Mormon was one of the most
influential books in their lives, according to a 1991 survey of
Book-of-the-Month Club subscribers conducted by the club and the
Center for the Book at the Library of Congress. The Bible received the
most votes, followed by Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged, M. Scott Peck’s
The Road Less Traveled, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, andJ. R. R.
Tolkein’s The Lord of the Rings. Following these titles, there was a
three-way tie for sixth place, which included Margaret Mitchell’s
Gone With the Wind, Dale Carnegie’s How to Wm Friends and Influence
People, and the Book of Mormon.

Survey respondents said their book choices had enhanced their
intellectual or spiritual understanding of life, led to new interests, or
resulted in major career decisions.

The other winners, in a five-way tie, were Betty Friedan’s The
Femimne Mystique, Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s A Gift From the Sea,
Victor Frankl’s Man’s Sear&for Meaning, Gail Sheehy’s Passages, and
Harold Kushner’s When Bad Things Happen to Good People.

MORMONS MAKE RELIGION
EDITORS’ TOP 10 LIST

AT YEAR’S end, the Rehglon Newswnter’s Association and Christian
Century magazine, which deals with contemporary religious issues,
each complied a list of 1990’s top ten religion stories. Included in
both lists were the reactions of rehglous groups to the Supreme
Court’s ruling to prohibit members of the Native American Church
from continuing a tradition of using the hallucinogen peyote in
worship services. Also included in both hsts were the ordination of
homosexuals and the results of a decade-long conflict between
conservatives and moderates in the Southern Baptist Convention.
While Christian Century saw the rehglous clashes in India,
Bangladesh, and Israel as the top story of the year, the Newswrlter’s

Association hsted as their top choice the revival of religion across
Eastern Europe. They noted that Amencan rehgious groups, "led by
the evangelicals and Mormons," jumped at the opportunity to
estabhsh missionary work in the new frontier. Both hsts emphasize
the revival of rehgion for lndiwduals and the difficulty of reconcihng
those in&vldual beliefs ~nto a larger rehgious tradmon.

UPDATE

CHURCH BECOMES VISIBLE PART OF
INTERFAITH COMMUNITY

ALTHOUGH THE Church has tradiuonally distanced itself from
ecumemcal organizations, over the past several years it has become a
key player ~n several interfaith committees, councils, and coahtions
that promote faith and champion projects consistent with gospel
principles, reports the Salt Lake Tribune.

Much of the present involvement can be traced to 1978 when
President Kimball urged LDS leaders to work with other religmus
groups toward mutual goals: "Where solutions to these practical
problems require cooperative action with those not of our faith,
members should not be reticent in doing their part in joining and
lea&ng those efforts which are consistent with the standards of the
Church."

When the consolidated meeting schedule was introduced in
1980, the members were exhorted to use their extra time in serving
the community.

The Church made its first official interfaith commitment in 1986
by joining with official representatives of the Jewish, Greek Or-
thodox, Protestant, and Roman Cathohc traditions to form the Reh-
gious Alliance Agatnst Pornography (RRAP). The concerns of RRAP
are twofold: eradicating child pornography and violence against
women.

In 1988, the Church signed with Vision Interfaith Satellite
Network (VISN), contributing financially as well as helping to craft
the pohcles which govern the consortium of twenty-eight member
churches representing fifty-four faiths. Apostle M. Russell Ballard, an
adwser for VISN, says, "We are committed to the common purpose:
to bring faith and value-based programming to a national audience."

"From the moment this coalition came together, the Mormons
have been at the forefront of working with VISN to develop pro-
grammlng that not only meets the needs of their members, but also
responds to the spiritual needs of the country at large," said Jeff
Weber

On the 24-hour dally serv-tce, the Church purchases 7.5 hours a
week, ~ncludlng "Music and the Spoken Word" and a modified
Sacrament Meeting.

The Church also supports the Nauonal Interfaith Cable Coalition
and has joined the Coaliuon for the Free Exercise of Religion, which
is sponsoring a bill before Congress. In addition, the Church has
expanded tnto the local Salt Lake Interfaith scene. Eunice Stevenson
of the Interfaith Peacemaking Resource Center, which prov-tdes edu-
cational materials on peace and justice issues, says LDS officials have
helped find a member to sit on their board with seven other denom-
inations.

Such interfaith activities are not, in any sense, on a doctnnal level.
The Church has joined these organizations to promote common and
pratIcals ends. To be involved, tnsisted President Gordon B. Hinckley
in a 1990 speech, "We do not in any way have to compromise our
theology, our convictions, or our knowledge of eternal truth as it has
been revealed by the God of heaven"
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ENTER TO EARN
RECENTLY, BYU EMPLOYEES were surprised when they nonced the
umvers~ty’s slogan, "THE GLORY OF GOD IS INTELLIGENCE,"
misstng from BYU’S letterhead stauonery According to Umversity
Pubhcatlons officmls, BYU’S President’s Council ordered the delenon
for a variety of reasons Some people feel the statement offends for a
variety of reasons. Some people feel the statement offends the men-
tally retarded while others assert formgn translauons render the verse
awkward. Still others contend that the slogan has nothing to do with
the beehtve embossed above ~t on the letterhead UmversW Pubhca-
nons maintains that the change is not part of any recent ann-intellec-
tual trend in the Church or at BYU. The motto ts still used on official
documents.

HEAVEN DEFINED
COLUMNIST M~chael J. Farrell of the National Cathohc Reporter
writes, "A Smart Bnnsh cleric recently asked everyone he could think
of to describe heaven, and nearly everyone &d, including an
8-year-old who rephed: ’It’s a place where ammals don’t b~te’ The
strmght stuff about heaven ~s m a book by Car&nal Joseph Ratz~nger.
’Heaven ~s ~n itself eschatologmal reahty It ~s the advent of the finally
and wholly Other Its own definmveness stems from the
&fimnveness of God’s irrevocable and ~n&ws~ble love. Its openness
vis-a-ws the total eschaton derives from the open h~story of Christ’s
body, and therewith of all creauon whmh is still under
construcnon.’ " Farrell retorted, "If th~s ~s heaven, what about hell?"
(Context)

The 10 states with the
lowest percentage of
white women employed
in traditionally white
male occupations in
1985.
SOURCE: Southern Labor Inst=tute

JUST WHISTLING DIXIE
IN A survey to determine the cultural borders of what has
tra&uonally been labelled the U.S. South, sociologist John Shelton
Reed illustrated the South’s d~snnctweness in ~ts collectively having
the lowest number of denusts, the fewest flush toilets, bathtubs, and
hot and cold runmng water, the highest rate of "D~xm" ~n names of
commercial estabhshments, nearly all the b~rthplaces of country
musm writers and performers; and almost all the lynch~ngs ~n the
United States. In all those rankmgs, Mormon Utah &d not join the
South; however, ~t was among the ten states v, qth the lowest
percentage of white women employed ~n tradmonally white male
occupauons ~n 1985. (Washington Post)

OXYMORMONS

II!
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